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Preface
ABOUT THE SUBJECT
The subject “Introduction to Indian Economy” is introduced to help the students in understanding the
growth and development of the Indian economy. India is a developing country and it consist of mixed economy
where the public sector co-ordinates with private sector. Currently, the economy of India is the world’s fourth
largest in terms of real Gross Domestic Product (GDP). However, Indian Economy growth rate was estimated to

be 7% to 8% by the financial year 2016-17.
The important topics discussed in this subject are as follows,

❖

Major Issues of Development in India and Structural Changes in the Indian Economy.

❖

Concept, Need, Essential Components and Measures of Human Development.

❖

Occupational Distribution and Economic Development.

❖

Role of Natural Resources in the Process of Economic Development and Land Utilisation Pattern in India.

❖

Forest Policy 1952 and National Forest Policy 1988.

❖

Concept of Environmental Degradation and Role of Infrastructure in Economic Development.

❖

Measures to Tackle the Energy Problem in India.

❖

Strengths, Weaknesses and Remedies for the Power Sector in India.

❖

Road Transport, Rail Transport, Shipping and Civil Aviation in India.

❖

Concept of Social Sector and Social Infrastructure.

❖

The Concept, Forms and Process of Liberalization.

❖

Impact of Liberalization on Indian Economy.

❖

Definition, Objectives, Reasons and Methods/Routes of Privatization.

❖

Argument for and against Privatization.

❖

Meaning, Objectives and Methods of Disinvestment.

❖

Definition, Characteristics, Steps and Drivers of Globalization.

❖

Concept of Poverty and Estimates of Poverty in India.

❖

Definition, Nature, Concepts, Major Causes, Problems and Estimates of Unemployment.

❖

The Concept of Parallel Economy.

❖

Industrial Policy of 1948, 1951, 1956, 1977, 1980 and 1991.

The main objective behind introducing the subject ‘Introduction to Indian Economy’ in B.Com course is

to make students acquire both theoretical and practical knowledge of the above mentioned topics.

ABOUT THE BOOK
The book entitled ‘Introduction to Indian Economy’ is designed for B.Com III-Year V-Semester students.
The content provided in this book is strictly as per the latest (2016-17) syllabus prescribed by Osmania
University.
Every concept is explained in a simple manner with sufficient number of examples so as to facilitate better

understanding and easy learning in a shorter span of time. Keeping in view the examination pattern of
B.Com students, this book provides the following features,

❖

Important Questions are included to help students prepare for Internal and External Assessment.

❖

Every unit is structured into two main sections viz., Short Questions (Part-A) and Essay Questions

(Part-B) with solutions.
❖

List of Important Definitions are given.

❖

Three Model Papers are provided in order to help students understand the paper pattern in the end

examination.
An attempt has been made through this book to present theoretical and practical knowledge of

“Introduction to Indian Economy”. This book is especially prepared for undergraduate students.

The table below illustrates the complete idea about the subject, which will be helpful to plan and score
good marks in the end examinations.

Unit No.
1.

Unit Name

Unit Description

Structure of the Indian This unit covers the topics like: Indian Economy - Characteristics Economy
Developmental Issues - Structural Changes in the Indian Economy -

Human Development - Concept and Measures - Occupational Distribution

and Economic Development - Natural Resource: Land, Forest, Water &
Minerals - Environmental Degradation - Infrastructure: Energy, Power,

Transport - Social Infrastructure.
2.

Policy Aspects of Indian This unit covers the topics like: Liberalization - Privatization - Globalization
Economy

- Poverty - Unemployment: Nature and Problems - The Parallel Economy
- Industrial Policy.

It is sincerely hoped that this book will satisfy the expectations of students and at the same time helps
them to score maximum marks in exams.
Suggestions for improvement of the book from our esteemed readers will be highly appreciated and
incorporated in our forthcoming editions.
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UNIT-I
STRUCTURE OF THE INDIAN ECONOMY

Indian Economy - Characteristics - Developmental Issues - Structural Changes in the Indian Economy -

Human Development - Concept and Measures - Occupational Distribution and Economic Development

- Natural Resource: Land, Forest, Water & Minerals - Environmental Degradation - Infrastructure:
Energy, Power, Transport - Social Infrastructure.

UNIT-II
POLICY ASPECTS OF INDIAN ECONOMY

Liberalization - Privatization - Globalization - Poverty - Unemployment: Nature and Problems - The
Parallel Economy - Industrial Policy.

1.

According to United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), human development is defined as “the process

of widening peoples’ choices and the level of well-being they achieve are at the core of the notion of human
development”.

2.

Gender related development index was established in Human Development Report 1995.

3.

The concept of Human Poverty Index (HPI) was introduced by human development report, 1997. This concept
emphasizes on poverty in three essential elements of human life i.e., life expectancy, literacy and standard of
living.

4.

The Tenth Plan stated that “the development and management of mineral resources play a major role in the industrial
growth of a nation”.

5.

Energy is the capability to do work. It is the capacity to perform an activity. Energy is a conserved quantity. As per
law of conservation of energy, energy can neither be created or destroyed but it can be converted from one form to
another.

6.

Roads play an important role in the development of country’s economy. One of the oldest and popular modes of
transportations is “Road”. Country has largest road network covering around 3.3 million km including national

highways, state highways, district roads, urban roads and special roads for port connectivity and defence purpose.
7.

Environmental Degradation is defined as any undesirable change in the environment which is seen to be
harmful.

8.

Human development is defined as “The process of widening people’s choices and the level of well-being the achieve
are at the core of the notion of human development”
- United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

9.

The sources of electric power are hydel power, thermal power and nuclear power.

UNIT - II
1.

Disinvestment means control on share of government to a level where there is no change in control that results in
the transfer of management.

2.

The purpose of privatization is to improve the quality innovation and efficiency in delivering goods and services to
the public.

3.

The forms of liberalization are delicensing, freedom for government clearance, freedom to banks to enter the insurance

sector, tax exemptions, holidays and concessions etc.
4.

Industrial unemployment is an effect of rural unemployment. Rising pressure of population on land has made
population to migrate from rural areas to urban areas in search ofjob.
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The strategies adopted to solve the problem of poverty are, pro-poor growth instead of emphasizing on liberalizatioi

and GDP growth, stimulating agricultural growth, empowerment through provision of better health etc.
6.

Liberalization means reducing the restrictions and allowing people with more freedom in their action. The regulatioi
and control is removed for foreign investors and they are allowed to invest in global market to develop other countrie

and get capital inflow and outflow.
7.

Privatization is a process by which government transfers the productive activities of public sector to privat

sectors.
8.

According to the World Bank, privatization “is the transfer of ownership of government or publicly owned asset

to private hands.”
9.

Globalization is the process of movement from a closed economy to an open economy and the process of remove
of restrictions on foreign trade, investments, innovations in communications and transport systems.
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B.Com (CBCS) Ill-Year V-Semester Examination

INTRODUCTION TO INDIAN ECONOMY
(Common Paper for All Streams)

Max. Marks: 40

Time: PA Hours________________________ _____________________ ___________________

PART - A ( 2 x 5 - 10 Marks )
Note : Answer any Two ofthe following questions not exceeding one page each.

(Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q1)

1.

State the direct benefits from forestry in India.

2.

Write a short note on LPG.

3.

What are the problems of transport development in India?

4.

Discuss the policy of India regarding the Navratnas.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 53, Q1)

(Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q5)
(Unit-ll, Page No. 54, Q4)

PART - B ( 2 x 15 = 30 Marks )
Note: Answer the following questions not exceeding four pages each.

5.

(a)

What are the basic characteristics of the Indian economy as a developing

(Unit-I, Page No. 4, Q7)

economy?

OR

(b)

6.

(a)

What is environmental degradation? Write about,

(i)

Land degradation and soil erosion and

(ii)

Deforestation and land degradation.

(Unit-I, Page No. 25,023)

What is liberalization? State the forms of liberalization. Analyze the impact of

(Unit-ll, Page No. 57, Q8)

liberalization on Indian Economy.
OR

(b)

What is unemployment? State the nature and forms of unemployment.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 74, Q23)
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B.Com (CBCS) Ill-Year V-Semester Examination

INTRODUCTION TO INDIAN ECONOMY
(Common Paper for All Streams)

Max. Marks: 40

Time: 154 Hours

PART - A ( 2 x 5 = 10 Marks )
Note : Answer any Two of the following questions not exceeding one page each.

(Unit-I, Page No. 2,02)

1.

State Indirect Benefits of Forestry.

2.

Differentiate between privatization and liberalization.

3.

Write about Mineral Policy in the Eleventh Plan (2007-12).

4.

Write about some estimates of Black Incomes based on Kaldor’s approach in India.

PART - B

(Unit-ll, Page No. 53,02)
(Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q4)

(Unit-ll, Page No. 54, Q5)

( 2 x 15 = 30 Marks )

Note: Answer the following questions not exceedingfour pages each.

5.

(a)

What is human development? Why human development is required and
(Unit-I, Page No. 9, Q10)

explain its essential components?

OR
(b)

What is the role of infrastructure in economic development? Write about the

growth of infrastructure since independence.
6.

(a)

(Unit-I, Page No. 30,027)

Define privatization. What are its objectives? State the reasons for privatization. (Unit-ll, Page No. 60, Q10)
OR

(b)

Write about parallel economy.
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(Unit-ll, Page No. 79,028)

MODEL QUESTION PAPERS WITH SOLUTIONS

MP.3

MODEL! Q
PAPERIO
FACULTY OF COMMERCE
B.Com (CBCS) Ill-Year V-Semester Examination

INTRODUCTION TO INDIAN ECONOMY
(Common Paper for All Streams)

Time: l'/z Hours

Max. Marks: 40

PART - A ( 2 x 5 = 10 Marks )
Note : Answer any Two of the following questions not exceeding one page each.

1.

Write a short note on Mineral Policy before 1994 .

2.

Write about the concepts of unemployments developed by the NSSO.

3.

What do you mean by HPI?

4.

Explain various schemes to reduce unemployment and underemployment.

(Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q3)
(Unit-ll, Page No. 53, Q3)

(Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q6)
(Unit-ll, Page No. 55, Q6)

PART - B ( 2 x 15 = 30 Marks )
Note: Answer the following questions not exceedingfour pages each.

5.

(a)

Write about occupational distribution and economic development.

(Unit-I, Page No. 12, Q12)

OR

6.

(b)

Describe the concept of social sector and social infrastructure.

(a)

What is Industrial Policy and explain its objectives? Write a note on Industrial

Policy 1948.

(Unit-I, Page No. 46, Q39)

(Unit-ll, Page No. 83, Q31)
OR

(b)

Explain briefly about,

(i)

Foreign Technology Agreement (1991)

(ii)

Public Sector Policy (1991)

(iii) MRTP Act(1991).

(Unit-ll, Page No. 89, Q36)
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(

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

SIA GROUP
v
___ /
)

After studying this unit, one would be able to understand,
❖ Characteristics of Indian Economy.
❖ Major Issues of Development in India and Structural Changes in the Indian Economy.
❖ Concept, Need, Essential Components and Measures of Human Development.
❖ Occupational Distribution and Economic Development.
❖ Role ofNatural Resources in the Process of Economic Development and Land Utilisation Pattern in India.
❖ Role of Forests in Environmental and Economic Sustainability.
❖ Forest Policy 1952 and National Forest Policy 1988.
❖ Water Resources in India and Government Policy on Water Resources.
❖ Role of Mineral Resources in the Industrial Growth of a Nation.
❖ Concept of Environmental Degradation and Role of Infrastructure in Economic Development.
❖ Various Sources of Energy - Conventional and Non-Conventional Sources.
❖ Measures to Tackle the Energy Problem in India.
❖ Pattern of Electricity Consumption in India.
❖ Strengths, Weaknesses and Remedies for the Power Sector in India.
❖ Significance of Transport.
❖ Road Transport, Rail Transport, Shipping and Civil Aviation in India.
❖ Concept of Social Sector and Social Infrastructure.

(

INTRODUCTION

)

India is considered to be a developing economy. The basic characteristics of the Indian economy are, low per
capita income, occupational pattern, heavy population pressure, prevalence of chronic unemployment and
underemployment, steadily improving rate of capital formation etc.
Human development is defined as “the process of widening people’s choices and the level of well-being
they achieve are at the core of the notion of human development. The four essential components of human
development are - equity, sustainability, productivity and empowerment.
Natural resources includes land resources, forest resources, water resources, mineral resources etc. The
infrastructure facilities are usually treated as economic and social overheads which consists of, energy,
irrigation, communications, transport etc. Natural resources and infrastructure facilities play a significant
role in the economic development of India.
Environmental Degradation is defined as any undesirable change in the environmental which is seen to be
harmful. It is the destruction of the environment through exhaustion of air, soil and water resources, habitat
destruction, pollution, the extinction of wildlife and the damage caused to ecosystems.

______ SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD
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Q1.

INTRODUCTION TO INDIAN ECONOMY

State the direct benefits from forestry in India.

Answer :

Model Paper-1, Q1

In India, forestry is comparatively less significant primary activity and its net national product is approximately 1.0
percent. Some direct benefits of forestry are:
1.

Nearly 3 lakhs persons are dependent on this activity for their survival and it provides direct employment to around
1 lakh persons.

2.

Forests are the main source of fodder for nearly 3 crore cattle.

3.

Industrial and fuel wood which are the main products of forest are the key indicators for the development of forest
in the country.

4.

Fuel wood continues to be the major source of energy for consumption.

5.

Forests provide industrial wood to wood-based industries and it also acts as a source of minor products such as canes,
grasses, bamboo, resins, lac, tendu leaves, gums, medicinal plants, dyes, essential oils, tanning materials, fatty oils etc.

Q2.

State the Indirect Benefits of Forestry.

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q1

Forests provides multiple ecological benefits. Some of the indirect benefits of forestry are:

1.

Forests regulate the climate of an area and minimizes the extremes of the temperature.

2.

It increases the humidity in air and decreases the uncertainty element in rainfall .

3.

It increases the level of underground water as trees absorb a lot of water during rains.

4.

It checks the flow of water thereby preventing soil erosion.

5.

It reduces the intensity of floods as they control the supply of water in reservoirs and streams.

Q3.

Write a short note on Mineral Policy before 1994 .

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q1

Since independence the Mineral Policy of the Government of India was based on the Mines and Minerals (Regulation
and Development) Act, 1957. This Act declared,

1.

The mineral resources were needed for the country’s strategic and developmental requirements.

2.

The country’s mineral wealth was a non-renewable natural resource available in limited amount.

3.

The minerals should be used in such a manner that they satisfy the immediate needs of the present generation and
the needs of the future generations.

4.

Utilisation of the minerals should meet the requirements of conservation and environment.

The Central Government and the State Government had formulated rules and guidelines for the permission of mining
leases and for extracting and exporting the minerals. The central government had reserved for itselfthe exclusive utilisation
of 13 important minerals. The Government always tried to make the optimum use of the available mineral resources with
the help of scientific methods of mining.
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The pre 1994 mineral policy which regulated the export and extraction of minerals was found to be very effective.
The Government strictly regularized the export and extraction of minerals. In some situations, the Government had reserved
for itself the exclusive ownership and extraction. However, this policy had to be reversed and a new liberal mineral policy
had to be proposed for various reasons.

Q4.

Write about Mineral Policy in the Eleventh Plan (2007-12).

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q3

The Eleventh Plan suggests different measures to attract private investment for mining activities and exploration
of mineral deposits. The plan also recommends that there should be additional revision and modification of the Mines
and Minerals Act and the Mineral Concession Rules. The plan is taking necessary steps for the elimination of procedural
difficulties and many discretionary provisions in the laws and hence promote prospective investors. The Eleventh Plan
has suggested that the policy and the laws and procedures relating to mining should be reviewed to recognize and remove
immediately the obstacles in the way of investment in mining operations. The planning commission even suggested to
make transparent and equitable circumstances of resettlement of those whose lands have been acquired.
Q5.

What are the problems of transport development in India?

Answer :

Model Paper-I, Q3

The problems of transport development in India are as follows,

1.

Technological Advancement

Transport technology has a huge impact on the safety and productivity of transport sector. Modernization of transport
system should not be the imitation of developed countries, it should rather be based on the local needs. Although, all five year
plans discuss about technology upgradation, there is a slow progress in it. Indian transport network has many deficiencies.
Thus, technological upgradation and modernisation is very important.

2.

Poor Planning of Transport System

While formulating/developing the transport plans, the planners do not focus more on spatial and economic features
that affect the pattern of transport demand in the country. Due to improper planning, the accidents are being increased
day-by-day. Further, the villages do not have reliable all-weather transport connection with nearby town and markets.

3.

Overaged and Absolute Assets

In India, the problem that transport infrastructure suffer is the absolute and over-aged assets. For example, there is
a need to renew and replace around 25% of the total route length, 80% of the equipment in railway workshops and a large
portion of rolling stock in the country.

4.

Transport Bottlenecks

The capacity of the complete transportation system including the road network continue to have low demand for
transportation. In the country, around 30% of villages still do not have proper road connection. The road transport system
has undergone many problems due to insufficient capacity and sub-standard infrastructure. As a result of this, there occurs
tansit delays, higher operating costs and fuel wastage.

Q6.

What do you mean by HPI?

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q3

The concept of Human Poverty Index (HPI) was introduced by human development report, 1997. This concept
emphasizes on poverty in three essential elements of human life i.e., Life expectancy, literacy and standard of living. The
following variables are used by HDR (Human Development Report) in 2009 for determining HPI,
(a)

Percentage of people who are expected to die before age 40

(b)

Percentage of people having access to health services and safe drinking water

(c)

Percentage of adult illiterates and

(d)

Percentage of malnourished children below five years.

________________________ _
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1.1 INDIAN ECONOMY: CHARACTERISTICS, DEVELOPMENT ISSUES AND STRUCTURAL
CHANGES IN THE INDIAN ECONOMY
Q7.

What are the basic characteristics of the Indian economy as a developing economy?

Answer :

Model Paper-I, Q5(a)

The basic characteristics of the Indian economy as a developing economy are as follows,

1.

Low Per Capita Income

Developing economies are found to have low per capita income. The below table shows the differences between
the per capita income of India and developed countries.

(in US Dollars)
Countries

2014

Exchange Rate Basis

Purchasing Power Parity Basis

Switzerland
U.S.A

90,670
55,200

59,600
55,860

Japan
Germany

42,000
47,640

37,920
46,840

UK

42,690
1,570

38,370
5,640

7,380

13,130

India
China

Table: Per Capita GNI at Market Prices
The above table shows that the per capita income is low for Indian people compared to other countries.

In 2014, the exchange rates of USA was 35 times higher than that of India whereas purchasing power parity was
only 10 times higher. Though the differences in per capita income has narrowed down, yet there is a significant difference
between the living standard of an average American and an Indian.

2.

Occupational Pattern: Primary Producing

Primary producing is one of the basic characteristics of an underdeveloped economy. A huge percentage of population
is taking part in agriculture which makes large contribution in the national income. The below table shows the percentage
of population involved in agriculture and industrial origin of GDP in 2014.

Country

Employment in
Agriculture (% of Total
Employment) at

Industrial Origin of GDP Percentage Distribution

Agriculture

Industry

Services

1.0
1.6

0.6
1.4

19.8
20.5

79.6

Thailand
Pakistan

3.7
39
45

1.2
11.6

26.2
42.1

China

35

25.1
9.2

21.3
42.6

72.6
46.3
53.6
48.2

India

47

17.0

30.0

53.0

U.K
U.S.A
Japan

78.0

Table: Percentage of Active Population Engaged in Agriculture and Industrial Origin of GDP in 2014
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In the above table, it is seen that the proportion of population involved in agriculture in developed countries is
comparatively less than under developed countries.

3.

Heavy Population Pressure

In India, one of the major issue is increase in birth rates along with decline is death rates.
To maintain the standard of living of the population, the rapid growth of population requires increasing level of
economic growth. There should be an increase in requirements of food, shelter, clothing, medicine, schooling, etc in order
to control increasing level of population. Hence, the increase in population impose economic burdens and at the same time
society must put more efforts to initiate the growth process. In addition to this, increase in population results in increase
in labour force which ultimately increase the supply of labour resulting in unemployment.

4.

Prevalence of Chronic Unemployment and Underemployment

Labour is factor which is abundantly available in India but, it is not possible to offer profitable employment opportunity
to the whole working population. Unemployment in developed countries is cyclic in nature and it takes place because of
absence of effective demand. Whereas, unemployment in India is structural because of lack of capital. The Indian economy
is unable to find enough capital inorder to expand its industries so that entire labour force can be engaged.

In Indian economy, large number of labourers are taking part in production in agriculture sector. As a result, in
agriculture the marginal product of labour is negligible, it may become zero or negative. Therefore, there is ‘disguised’ or
‘concealed’ unemployment in agriculture.
5.

Steadily Improving Rate of Capital Formation

In 1950’s and 60’s of the 20th century, the basic characteristic of an Indian economy was insufficient capital which

has effected in the following two ways,
(i)

The rate of capital formation was less and

(ii)

The amount of capital per head was less. This is because of consumption of energy.

The table below shows that the per capita consumption of energy in India is less than developed countries.

Country

Energy Use (kg of Oil Equivalent per Capita)
(2013)

U.S.

6,909

U.K

2,967

Japan

3,560

China

2,143

India

624

Table: Energy use (Kilogram Oil Equivalent)
Hence, India requires 14 percent of level of gross capital formation to provide depreciation and maintain same
standard of living.

6.

Maldistribution of Wealth/Assets

According to RBI survey of assets of rural and urban households for the period July 1991 to June 1992 has revealed
that there is sharp inequalities in asset distribution. The below table shows the percentage distribution of households and
assets in India (1991-92).
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Rural Percentage

Asset Group

Urban Percentage

Households

Assets

Households

Assets

Less than ? 20,000

27.0

2.4

33.5

1.4

? 20,000 - ? 50,000

23.8

7.5

17.2

3.9

? 50,000-? 1,00,000

20.9

14.0

16.0

8.0

? 1,00,000-? 2,50,000

18.8

27.3

19.0

20.8

? 2,50,000 & above

9.6

48.8

14.2

65.8

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

All classes

Table: Percentage Distribution of Households and Assets in India (1991-92)
The above table reveals that urban households have worst asset distribution than rural households. The main cause
of unequal distribution of income in rural areas is inequality is asset distribution.

7.

Poor Quality of Human Capital

Poor quality of human capital is one of the important characteristics of an underdeveloped economy. Many of
the underdeveloped countries are affected from mass illiteracy, this leads to the decline in growth rate. Inorder to obtain
skills and understand the social problems, it is essential to have minimum level of education. In rural areas, illiteracy
is considered as a rule are the back waters of civilization and the centres of superstition, social taboos and centres of
superstition, social taboos and conservatism. Fatalism and treating of distress as a part of life and trust in a predetermined
order are all coexisted with mass illiteracy. Human capital includes the cost on education, skill formation, research and
improvements in health.
8.

Prevalence of Low Level of Technology

In a developing economy like India, there is a prevalence of low level of technology. This is because of modem
techniques are costing high and it needs ability to use in production, the two requirements for implementing of new
technology are the sufficient capital and training enough number of persons. It is essential to have a minimum level of
education among the actual producers to deal with new technology. Lack of capital delay the process of removing the old
techniques and the installation of latest and new techniques. The other problems in the spread of technology in the economy
is illiteracy and the absence of skilled labour force.
Indian economy is also affected because of low productivity per hectare in Indian agriculture and low level of
productivity per worker in agriculture and industry resulting in backwardness of technology. Many of the farmers in India
are so poor that they cannot purchase the inputs like, fertilizers, seeds and insecticides and also cannot afford expensive
producer goods like harvesters, tractors, souring, machines etc.

9.

Low Level of Living of the Average Indian

Indian people are unable to maintain balanced diet by low intake of calories and low level of consumption of protein.
In 2004-05, about 28 percent of Indian population were living below the poverty line. As per the world development
indicators, about 46 percent of Indian child population are suffering from malnutrition. This is because of low intake of
protein content. As per the census, of 2001, only 36 percent of households have access to safe drinking water, implying
tap water.
10.

Demographic Characteristics of an Underdeveloped Country

The demographic characteristics connected with underdevelopment is population density. In India, in 2006, the
population density was about 373 per sq.km where as the average population density in the world is about 50 per sq.km
in 2005. Apart from population density, the average expectation of life is low and infant mortality rates are high.
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As per the census 2001, about 33.5 percent of the total population is in the age group of 0-14, about 61.5 percent is
in the age group of 15-64 (working age) and only 5.0 percent in the age group 65 and above.

Although, in India, demographic changes are arising. The percentage of children below 15 years has decreased to
32.1 percent in 2006 from 33.5% in 2001 and further it has decrease to 23.3% by 2026. At the same time by 2026, the
working age group population (15-64 years) is expected to increase from 63 percent to 68.4 percent.
Demographers anticipated that there will be a decrease in the dependency load of population. As a result rise in the
working age group of India will leads to demographic dividend in next three decades.
11.

The Socioeconomic Indicators of Consumption are Characteristic of Underdeveloped Economy
in India

Underdevelopment has found expression by numerous socioeconomic indicators like per capita intake of calories,
fats and proteins, population per TV set and physician. The below table show the socioeconomic indicators of standard of
living (1999).

Per 1000 Persons

Per Capita Daily Intake
Country
Fats (gms)

Proteins (gms)

Calories

TV Sets

Physician (1998)

India
China

45
71

59

Japan
USA

83

77
96

2,496
2,897
2,932

69
272
707

2.0
7.3

143
141

112
93

3,699

847

3,276

645

UK

0.4

2.5
1.5

Table: Socioeconomic Indicators of Standard of Living (1999)
In the above table, it is seen that India lacking behind as compared to developed countries with respect to these
idicators of standard of living.
Hence, Indian economy has progressed much but it requires more to provide shelter and water and remove poverty
md malnutrition to the whole population.
Q8.

Discuss the major issues of development in India.

Answer :
The major issues of development in India are as follows,

Low Per Capita Income and Low Rate of Economic Growth

1

Apart from some countries in the world, the per capita income of the Indian people is very low. In 1990-2005, the
r: wth rate of Indian economy was 6% per annum in GDP. This made India to decrease the gap of percapita GDP with
developed countries.
High Percentage of People Below the Poverty Line

2

Removing mass poverty is one of the main issues in development. In Indian economy, a high percentage of people
below the poverty line. During 1967-68, Dandekar and Rath showed that 40 percent of rural population and 50 percent
■ .irban population were below the poverty line.
3.

Low Level of Productive Efficiency Due to Inadequate Nutrition and Malnutrition

Nutrition have an impact on the economic development through increasing productivity level, efficiency and
- r’.igence of the community. According to National Sample Survey, 56 percent of urban population and 49 percent of
-jril population are affected by insufficient nutrition. Because they are unable to have an intake of 2,400 calories per day.
: -pared to rural areas, the urban areas are having high level of malnutrition. This is because, in rural areas the cost of
:d products is less and can be obtain easily.

—
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Imbalance between Population Size, Resources and Capital

Increasing population growth is one of the major issue which is influencing the economic development. Increase in
population will have an impact on greater economic burdens and at the same time the society should make efforts inorders
to takeup the growth process. However, increase in population will also results in decrease in percapita availability of land
and such other resources fixed in supply.
5.

Problem of Unemployment

Another important problem in India is relating to removal of unemployment and offer employment opportunity to
millions of people.

Until elimination of unemployment and under-employment takes place in India, increase in real GNP and per capita
real income of the country will not have any effect. The expansion of infrastructure and social services like road construction,
rural electrification, water supply, rural schools and community health schemes, irrigation, power and housing programmes
will create employment opportunities by increasing the construction activity and their secondary and tertiary effects in
increasing agricultural productivity and income of the poor.

6.

Instability of Output of Agriculture and Related Sectors

Instability in agricultural production is another major issue of Indian economy. Still agriculture is a considered as
a game in monsoon seasons. There has been rise in agricultural sector since independence. For instance, the production
of food grains raised from 54 million tonnes to 213 million tonnes between 1950-51 and 2003-04. Even the production
of wheat has increased from 11 million tonnes to 72 million tonnes between 1961 and 2003-04. Hence, Indian economy
requires a strategy of agricultural development to have steady growth of agricultural output.

7.

Imbalance between Heavy Industry and Wage Goods

In British period, there was no support given to the heavy industries. But in the post independence period, the
government has laid much emphasis on heavy industries inorder to create industrial base of the economy.
Due to the increase in heavy industries, share of wage goods sector has decreased from 41 percent in 1950-51 to
31 percent in 1974-75. Decrease in wage goods has resulted in increase in wage goods prices at the rate of 8 percent per
annum.
In order to boost up the wage goods sectors, the following two things should be done by the government.

(i)

Supply of wage goods should grow at an increasing rate than non-wage goods.

(ii)

The price of wage goods must be stabilized.

Now the economy should create a reasonable industrial base and the imbalance between heavy industry and wage
goods sector must be corrected by transferring investment policies towards wage goods.
8.

Imbalance in Distribution and Growing Inequalities

In last five decades of planned economic development in India, there was growing inequalities of income and wealth,
redistribution of income to support less privileged classes has not taken place. Numerous surveys and studies has stated
that even the small gains of development from many years has not been distributed equally.
The position of bottom 20 percent of the population has declined and the next 20 percent of the population has
remained constant. One of the major issue of economic development at present is to provide assured growth with justice
through better distribution of national wealth that is produced in the country.
Q9.

Discuss about structural changes in the Indian economy.

Answer :

Structural change indicates the basic changes that occur in the fundamental features of the economy over a long
period of time. Structural changes refer to long term and persistent shifts in the sectoral composition of economic systems.
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An economic structure refers to the basic characteristics of the economy such as the size of primary, secondary and
tertiary sectors in terms of their employment and contribution to GDP. The structure includes various other elements like
trade composition (i.e., import and export), saving GDP ration (level of savings as percent of GDP) etc. Therefore, the
structure of economy includes sectoral distribution of income, occupational structure, composition of exports, industrial
pattern, saving GDP ratio etc.

unity to

Over the years, several changes were observed in primary sector, secondary and tertiary sector. The primary sector
that includes agriculture, fisheries, forestry has declined in its share in the total domestic product. In the national income,
the agricultural share has decreased from about 60% in 1951-52 to 40% in 1985-86 as presented in the following table,

idered as
roduction
roduction
economy

eriod, the
.950-51 to
>ercent per

t.

. and wage

and wealth,
s has stated
sulation. has
with justice

over a long
mic systems.

Primary/Agricultural
Sector

Secondary/lndustrial
Sector

Tertiary/Services
Sector

1950-51

57.0

16.4

26.6

1970-71

50.1

19.7

30.2

1985-86

37.7

21.3

41.0

Year

er capita
traction,
lammes
effects in
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Table: Sectoral Shares in Net Domestic Product, at Factor Cost
The decline in primary sector is mainly due to increase in the shares of secondary and tertiary sectors. Secondary
sector includes manufacturing, electricity, construction, water and gas supply. The growth of secondary (industry) sector
• as been below expectations. After mid sixties, the contribution of secondary sector has not been appreciable in the national
ec ?nomy. This sector accounts only for 21% of the national product.
While the share of industrial sector in domestic product has been almost constant over the decades, there is an
n c rease in the use of luxury, consumer durables or non-durables in the secondary sector. This shows that the production
; f wage goods for mass consumption has often fallen short of the needs. This output pattern indicates production for a
Limited market, leading to unexploitation of potentially vast domestic market. This has become a constraint in the growth
and expansion of industrial sector.

When compared to physical goods production sector, there has been a remarkable growth in the services sector. The
service sector include trade banking, business services, storage, communication, restaurants, hotels, public administration,
personal and domestic services, defence, transport etc. As per the available data, the share of service sector in the national
income has increased from 27% in 1950-51 to around 40% in 1985-86. The growth of the sector is at the rate of 6-7%

throughout and it continued in the 1980s.
One can determine whether the development in service sector is appreciable or not, based on the sub-sectors of
the service sector. According to available data, the growth of service sector is mainly due to the increase in the share of
defence and public administration. The growth in public administration cannot be high unless it is associated with increased
productivity and contribution by other sectors such as manufacturing, infrastrual and agricultural sectors.

1.2 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT: CONCEPT AND MEASURES
Q10. What is human development? Why human development is required and explain its essential components?

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q5(a)

Human Development

According to United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), human development is defined as “the process of
w idening peoples’ choices and the level of well-being they achieve are at the core of the notion of human development”.
Need for Human Development
Paul Streeten has stated that human development is required because of the following reasons.
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Human Development is the End

The main aim of human development is to consider the women, men and children of present and future generations
as ends inorder to enhance the condition of human and to increase the choice of individuals.

2.

Human Development is a Method to Increase Productivity

Labour force which is well-nourished, healthy, educated, skilled and alert are considered as productive asset based
on the productivity, investments are made in health services, nutrition and education.

1.

Human Development Decreases Family Size

Increase in education levels, better health facilities and fall in infant mortality rates will results in decrease in birth
rates. Whereas, improved education facilities develop awareness among people about the benefits of small family.
4.

Human Development is Good for Physical Environment

Decrease in poverty leads to the fall in deforestation, decertification and soil erosion. According to the research
made by Paul Streeten, the quick growth of population and high density of population will be effective for soil and forest
conservation.

5.

Human Development and Reduction in Poverty

With the help of human development and reduction in poverty there will be a healthy civil society, improved
democracy and greater social stability. It decreases, civil disturbances and enhance political stability.
Essential Components of Human Development

The four essential components of human development according to Mahbub ul Haq are as follows,

1.

1.

Equity

2.

Sustainability

3.

Productivity

4.

Empowerment.

'

Equity

If development is made to increase the choices of individuals then the they should enjoy equity to utilize opportunities.
Equity in utilization of opportunities requires a basic restructuring of power in numerous societies and changes in the
following areas,
(i)

Change in the distribution of productive assets particularly with land reforms.

(ii)

Major restructuring in the distribution of income by progressive fiscal policy which is directed towards shifting of
income from the rich to the poor.

(iii)

Maintaining credit systems inorder to meet the credit requirement of the poor.

(iv)

Equal political opportunities by voting rights reforms, campaign finance reform and other actions directed at restricting
the excessive political power of a feudal minority.

(v)

Initiating steps to reduce social and legal barriers which restrict the access of women or of certain minorities or
ethnic minorities to few of the important economic and political opportunities.

2.

Sustainability

Sustainability becomes an essential part of human development when future generation continue to enjoy the rights
of well being which are enjoyed by present generation. The concept of sustainability is confused with the redevelopment
of natural resources, which is one of the component of sustainable development. According to Mahbub ul Haq, it is the
sustainability of human opportunities that must lie at the centre of our concerns”. It needs sustaining of all kinds of capital
i.e., physical, human, financial and environment.
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Sustainability is allocation of equity i.e., sharing development opportunities among present and next generations
and assuring intragenerational and intergenerational equity in utilizing opportunities.
3.

isset based

ise in birth
lily.

, improved

Productivity

Productivity is an important part of the human development wherein it needs investments in people and creating
-acroeconomic environment for people to obtain their capacity to maximum extent. Hence, the economic development is
a subset of human development models which is an important part but not the total structure.

According to Mahbub ul Haq, productivity will consider individuals as a means of development and covers the
centrality of people as the ultimate end of development. Hence, it is essential to consider productivity only as a part of the
- -man development pattern.
4.

le research
and forest
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Empowerment

Empowerment indicates that people are in a position to use their own choices. It means a political democracy where
me individuals can freely take decisions regarding their lives. It needs economic liberalism so that individuals are not
•estricted by economy controls and regulations. It implies decentralization of power so that individuals can easily access
: ? actual governance. So all members of civil society specially non-governmental firms should take part in making and
implementing decisions.
Q11. What are the measures of human development?

Answer :

The various measures of human development are as follows,

1.

1.

Human Development Index (HDI)

2.

Gender Related Development Index (GDI)

3.

Human Poverty Index (HPI)

Human Development Index (HDI)

Human Development Index (HDI) represents the measure of average achievements in human development in three
dimensions such as (a) Life expectancy at birth, (b) Adult literacy and educational attainment and (c) Standard of living.
iportunities.
inges in the

For calculating HDI, an index is created for the above three dimensions. Maximum and minimum values are
selected for each indicator as follows,

S.No.

Indicator

Minimum Maximum
Value
Value

s shifting of

at restricting

1.

Life expectancy at birth

25

85

2.

Adult literacy ratio

0

100

3.

Gross enrolment ratio

0

100

4.

GDP per capita

100

40,000

ninorities or

In each dimension performance is represented as a value between 0 and 1 by applying the below formula.
Actual value - Minimum value
Dimension Index =
Maximum vlaue - Minimum value
oy the rights
levelopment
laq, it is the
ids of capital

It represents whether the country is developed, developing or underdeveloped.
According to HDR, 2011 if the value of HDI is below 0.5, then it is said to be less developed. If the HDI range
-etween 0.5 to 0.7, then it is said to be medium developed nation. If the HDI is 0.7, then it is said to be highly developed
ad if it is 0.8, then it is said to be very highly developed nation.

_----- --------
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2.

Gender Related Development index (GDI)

Gender related development index was established in Human Development Report 1995. GDI tries to achieve
developments by using the same dimensions of HDI i.e., life expectancy, educational attainment and income. HDI is
adjusted only for gender inequality. If the gender inequality in basic human development is high then the GDI will be low
compared to HDI. There will be more inequality in genders, if the differences between HDI and GDI is greater.

HDR 2007-08 provides GDI for 157 countries. In the GDI ranking, iceland occupied the first position. Norway,
Australia and Canada countries occupy second, third and fourth position in the GDI ranking. Burkina Faso, Niger, GuineaBissau and Siena leone were ranked in the last four places in the GDI ranking.
The conclusions form GDI ranking are as follows,
(a)

GDI values for many countries are found to be lower than compared to their HDI values.

(b)

Gender inequality is directly linked with human poverty. The countries which were ranked at bottom level in the
GDI ranking like Burundi, Mali, Niger and so on were ranked at the lowest level even in the Human Pover Index
(HPI).

(c)

Gender inequality is not linked with income poverty always.

(d)

The countries which are reaching higher levels in their GDI ranks may not show same improvement in their HDI
ranks.

3.

Human Poverty Index (HPI)

The concept of Human Poverty Index (HPI) was introduced by human development report, 1997. This concept
emphasizes on poverty in three essential elements of human life i.e., life expectancy, literacy and standard of living. The
following variables are used by HDR (Human Development Report) in 2009 for determining HPI,
(a)

Percentage of people who are expected to die before age 40

(b)

Percentage of people having access to health services and safe drinking water

(c)

Percentage of adult illiterates and

(d)

Percentage of malnourished children below five years.

1.3 OCCUPATIONAL DiSTRIBUTION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Q12. Write about occupational distribution and economic development.
Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q5(a)

Occupations are divided into three types. They are,
1.

Primary activities

2.

Secondary activities and

3.

Tertiary activities.

Primary activities include agriculture, forestry, fishery, animal husbandry, etc. They are considered primary as their
products are important for human existence.

Secondary activities include both small and large scale manufacturing industries. The activities that support the
primary and secondary activities are called as “tertiary activities”.
Tertiary activities include communications, banking and finance.

The occupational structure of a country indicates the distribution or division of its population with respect to different
occupations.
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Colin dark insists in his work “Conditions of Economic Progress”, that there exists a close relationship between
economic development occupational structure and the progress of an economy is usually related with some distinct essential
and predictable changes in occupational structure. He mentions, “A high average level of real income per head is always
associated with a high proportion of the working population engaged in tertiary industries and low real income per head
is always associated with low proportion of the working population engaged in tertiary production and a high percentage
in primary production”.
A.G.B. Fisher also arrives at the same conclusion, “we may say that in every progressive economy there has been a
steady shift of employment and investment from the essential “primary activities” to secondary activities of all kinds and
to a still greater extent into tertiary production.
Some economists have refused to accept the thesis of colin dark i.e., the relation between economic development
and occupational structure. However, few economists accepted it as valid.

;vel in the
jver Index

Country
Germany

i their HDI

U.S.A

India

lis concept
living. The

Japan

U.K

Year

Per Capita Income
in US $

1960

Percentage of Labour Force in

Agriculture

Services

Industry

1,220

1.4

38

48

2010

40,115

1.6

70.0

28.4

1960

2,500

7

57

36

2010

47,153

1.6

81.2

16.7

1960

70

74

15

11

2010

141

51.1

26.5

22.4

1960

420

33

37

30

2010

42,830

3.7

69.7

25.3

1960

1,200

4

48

48

2010

36,343

1.2

78.9

19.1

Table: Per Capita Income and Distribution of Labour Force in Selected Countries (2010)
The above table shows that higher per capita income is inversely related with the proportion of active population
* irking in agriculture. The developed countries such as the U.K., the U.S.A, Japan and Germany has higher per capital
income as only a less portion of active population is engaged in agriculture. In contrast to this, on underdeveloped country
like India has very low percapita income as high proportion of its active population is dependent an agriculture.
Paper-Ill, Q5(a)

As the level of per capita income increases over the years, the proportion of labour force dependent on agriculture
■duces but the labour force in industry and services increases. This support colin’s thesis that with the increase in national
I arc per capita incomes and greater economic development, there is a shift in occupational pattern from primary to secondary
I b : tertiary sectors.

1,4 NATURAL RESOURCES
mary as their

B' 3

Discuss the role of natural resources in the process of economic development.

<aswer :

it support the

While the presence of natural resources help in the economic development process, their absence can slow down
development of economy. According to W.A. Lewis, “the extent of a country’s resources is quite obviously a limit
ir
amount and type of development which it can undergo”. The underdeveloped countries that want to commence
Be programmes of economic development, must focus on the development of locally present natural resources as basic
■r.i rion for improving local levels of living and purchasing power. This is to aquire foreign exchange for purchasing
■kr r^l equipment and giving a proper flow to the process of development.

tc

;ct to different
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The natural resources include water resources, land, mineral resources, climate, fisheries, marine resources,
rainfall, topography and forests. From these resources, few are well-know to man. For instance, the size of land surface,
the topography of a region, the area under forests, the climate and the discovered mines outline a part of natural wealth
all of which are known to man. But nature has more wealth in its core and to explore it, a man should develop techniques
that help in knowing the undiscovered resources. At times, it happens that when the use of a resource is discovered, its
use-value immediately increases. From many years, monazite and deposits on the beaches of Kerala and Tamil Nadu are
known well, but new techniques in science of nuclear energy has made these resources more useful and the new use has
obtained the title of ‘rare earths’ for these sands.

In brief, whenever we discuss about natural resources, we have resources we have an idea of the extent of the known
natural resources with their present uses. With the development of knowledge regarding the unfamiliar resources and their
usage, the natural endowment of a country is materially changed.
Few of the natural resources like land, fisheries, water and forests are renewable and other resources such as
minerals and mineral oils are exhaustible and are used only once. Therefore, it is necessary to carefully use and maintain
the exhaustible resources and preserve the quality of renewable resources like land for the development of the country.
1.4.1 Land Resources

Q14. Describe the land utilization pattern in India.
Answer :

The below table shows the land utilisation pattern in India for the year 2009-10.
Particulars

Area
(Million Hectares)

Percent

100
14

1.
2.

Total geographical area
Total reporting area

329
306

3.
4.

Barren land, not available for cultivation

43
70

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Area under forests
Permanent pastures and grazing land
Cultivable waste lands, etc.
Fallow lands
Net area sown
Area sown more than once

Total cropped area (8 + 9)

10
13
26
140

23
3
4
9
46

52

17

192

63

Table: Land Utilisation Pattern, 2009-10
From the above table it is observed that, the India’s total geographical area is 329 millions hectares, but statistical
data relating to land classification is shown for only 306 million hectares. This data is partially based on village papers and
on estimates.
Let us discuss about the particulars of the above table.
1.

Barren Land

About 43 million hectares or 14 percent of the total reporting area in India is divided into the following,
(a)

Barren land like deserts, mountains etc., which cannot be used for cultivation.

(b)

Area which is of non-agricultural uses like land occupied by buildings, railways, rivers and canals, roads and other
lands used for the purpose other than agriculture.

So, nearly 14 percent ofthe total reporting are is not used for cultivation. This percentage will increase due to growing
population and urbanisation.
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As we have seen in the above table that 70 million hectares of land or 23 percent of the total land are is covered
under forests. Area under forests involves all land which is treated as forest by law or administered as forests, whether it
may be private-owned or state owned and whether it is wooded or kept as potential forest land.
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3.

Area Under Forests

Pastures and Grazing Land

As we have seen in the above table that about 10 million hectares or 3 percent of the total land area is regarded
as pennanent pastures. Permanent pastures and other grazing lands involves grazing lands like permanent pastures and
meadows and village common grazing land.

Cultivable Waste Lands etc

From the above table it is observed that there is cultivable waste lands i.e., lands which are available for cultivation
but not cultivated from past 5 years or more. They involves land under miscellaneous tree crops like casuarina trees,
thatching grasses, bamboo bushes and other groves for fuel etc. These lands will be fallow or covered with shrubs and
jungles which is of no use. Such lands are referred as cultivable waste lands. They constituted about 13 million hectares
or 4 percent of the total land area.

5.

Fallow Lands

From above table it is observed that, fallow lands constitutes 26 million hectares or 9 percent of the total reporting
area in the country. These lands are cultivable but remains uncultivated or fallow in a given year or for some period.
Further, these lands are divided into current fallows and other fallow lands. Current fallows are cropped areas which are
maintained as fallow in current year. Other fallow lands are all lands which are allocated for cultivation but are temporarily
out of cultivation for a period of less than one year or and not more than five years. The fallow lands are kept because of
unremunerative nature of farming, silting of canals and rivers, poverty of the cultivators, insufficient water supply etc.
6.

Agricultural Land

At present, the net area sown is only 140 million hectares or 46 percent of the total land area from the reported area
of 306 million hectares. Net area sown involves the total area sown with crops and orchards.
Area which is sown for more than one time indicates the area where crops are cultivated more than once in agricultural
year. Total cropped area means the total area that is covered with crops and it is the total of all the land covered by all the
crops, and the area sown with crops for more than one time during the year will be calculated as separate area for each
crop. From the above table it is observed that the total cropped area was about 192 million hectares in India in 2009-10.
In 1990-91, it was about 192 million hectares.
1.4.2 Forest Resources
Q15. Discuss briefly the role of forests in environmental and economic sustainability. Write about forest
cover in India.

»ut statistical
;e papers and

ng.

Answer :

Role of Forest in Environmental and Economic Sustainability

One of the important natural resources of India is forest. Forests not only protect the soil from erosion but also play
an important role in controlling floods. They act as repository of genetic wealth and the natural habitat for bio-diversity.
Thick forests in a country ensure economic and environmental subtainability. They provide fuel wood, timber, fodder and
»
:±er non-wood products.
,
Forest Cover in India

ads and other
lue to growing

Under land utilization pattern, the Indian Government Estimated the total area under forests as 69 million hectares
:r 23% of the total geographical area. Since 1987, the forest survey of India has been examining the forest cover using
-emote sensing technology. The findings of the survey are presented in the following table,
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Xeat ot PvasessmerA V Area Under Forest \ % of Land Area 1
(million hectares)

]

1987

64.1

19.5

1991

63.9

19.4

1995

63.9

19.4

2003

67.8

20.64

2011

69.2

21.05

Table: Forest Cover Estimate from 1987
From the above table, it can be observed that the forest cover in India has stabilized about 19% ofthe total geographical
area. According to the state of forest report 2011 of forest survey of India, tree cover around 69.2 million hectares i.e.,
21.05% of the land area.

About 38 million hectares i.e., 12% forest are dense forests and the remaining 7% forests are either degraded forests
and mangroves. Although the forest resources contribute towards economic growth and reduction of poverty, they are not
given the due attention by the Government and other private entities.
In India, forests are socially and economically underdeveloped. During 1996-97, the forest sector contributed around
1 percent to GDP. Recently, an estimate shows that the gross value of forest product is 2.4% of GDP. However, these
estimates donot take into consideration the huge economic value of the eco-system services of the forests. These value are
of great importance and they must be considered in all policy decisions that affect forestry.
Concentration of forests was observed in some states states such as Orissa, Assam, Madhya Pradesh and few Unic
territores. There is deficiency of forests in North India. To develop forests in deficient states, it is important to increa
forest cover in the entire country.
Q16. Describe Forest Policy 1952 along with its evaluation.
Answer :

Forest Policy 1952

In the year 1952, the Government of India developed its forest policy. The policy focussed on increasing the i
under forests to 100 million hectares or 33% for the country. It also aimed at providing green cover over two thirds of'
land area in the mountains and hills. Under five year plans, the major objectives of this policy were,
(a)

To enhance the forests productivity.

(b)

To develop forests of the country by way of forest-based industries.

(c)

To develop forests as a support to the economy of rural areas.

By keeping these guidelines in view, the government made huge efforts in the following areas,
1.

Social Forestry
The Indian Government set up social forestry projects on public lands, non-forest lands and on village commoi
(i)

Increase green coverage and provide more opportunities for employment in rural area.

(ii) Meet the fuelwood requirements of the urban poor.
The three important components of social forests programmes include farm forestry, community woodlots and j
woodlots.
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Afforestation Measures

To meet the demand for supply of wood the government undertook the schemes such as,

3.

(a)

Plantation of economic species

(b)

Plantation of quick growing species and

(c)

Plantation to be increased under the scheme of rehabilitation of degraded forests.

Forest Development Corporations

Around 17 forest development corporations well set up in different status and union territories to obtain
institutional finance for forestry development. The important functions of these corporations include increasing new
plantations, developing infrastructure to benefit from forest resources through large scale investment in economically
flexible projects etc.
geographical
hectares i.e.,

4.

graded forests
y, they are not

In response to continuous deforestation, exploding population, suffering of weaker sections in rural areas, the
government set up NWDB in the year 1985. NWDB functions under the guidance of the National land use and wastelands
development council. This afforestation programme at the rate of 5 million hectares per year is found to be very effective
as it was more than 10 times the rate achieved in the sixth plan period. In 1985, when the NWDB programme was being
setup, the Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi announced : “we shall develop a people’s movement for afforestation”.

ributed around
iowever, these
tiese value are

and few Union
ant to increase

5.

National Wastelands Development Board (NWDB)

Promotion of Methods for Increased Production

To effectively utilize the forest resources, the advanced tools and equipments from other countries were used. In
hilly areas, this approach is more useful. Generally, it is difficult to access the forest at high altitudes and forest resources
will remain unexploited. Thus, new tools and methods can help in increase production.
Evaluation of 1952 Forest Policy

The evaluation of 1952 forest policy is discussed under the following heads,

(a)

creasing the are
wo thirds of the

Massive Deforestation

The 1952 forest policy failed to achieve its target of 100 million hectares or 33% tree cover. Although Government
is desiring to have ambitious afforestation programmes, there is an increase in deforestation at a rate of 1.3 to 1.5 million
hectares each year due to illegal felling of trees by forest contractors.

i i)

During 1854 and 1952, tree cover decreased from 40% to 22% of the land area.

ii)

During 1952 and 1988, tree cover decreased from 22% to 12% of the land area.

iii)

During 1951 and 1972, India lost almost 3.4 million hectares of forest area.

To stop deforestation, the state and the forest bureau cracy tried to protect forests from poor forest dwellers but they
id not stop industries and contractors from destroying the forests. Due to excessive deforestation, the country is facing
■.anges in climatic conditions, soil erosion, floods etc. Further, the landless labourers and small formers have lost their
urce of fuel wood and fooders thereby leading to socio-economic and ecological crisis.

3)
lage commons tc

Social Forestry Programme - A Disaster
The social forestry programme has failed to acheive its major objectives. The weaknesses of this programme include,

The social forestry programme did not take proper initiates to involve the poor women who should be the main
beneficiaries of the programme.
oodlotsandpub.

Generally, tribal people are very much interested in promoting and protecting the forest. The programme has made
no real attempt involve tribals.
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(iii)

The main objective of the programme was to provide full and fodder to rural households and landless labourers. But
this objective was completely ignored by social forestry programme.

(iv)

Landless people were also not involved in social forestry programme. If it was designed properly, it could have
settled 5 to 10 million landless families in three lands.

(v)

Instead of becoming an anit-poverty and pro-employment programme, the social forestry programme has worsen
the situation and created unemployment conditions in the rural areas.

(vi)

Under social forestry programme, tree are not planted to satisfy basic requirements of fodder and fuel of the tribals
and rural folks, they are rather planted as commercial investment.

Q17. Explain National Forest Policy 1988 along with its evaluation.
Answer :

*
National Forest Policy 1988

In Dec. 1988, a new forest policy was announced by the Ministry of Environment and forests of government of India.
The main objective of the policy was to provide a sustainable management approach with maintenance of environmental
stability. The important features of the policy include the following,

1.

The forest policy of 1988 established the cooperative relationship between forest and tribal people. It made sure that
the tribal people should obtain their domestic requirement of fodder, fuelwood, minor forest product and construction
of timber from forests.

2.

As the forest are depleted over time, the policy focussed the extension of green cover to two thirds of the land area
in the mountains and hills and it also emphasized on increasing the country’s total forest area.

3.

The policy does not allow the forest based industries to seize the forests of the country. It gives no permission to
industries to use the forest land on lease.

4.

The new policy suggests that the system of private forest contractors should be stopped and the contractors shoul:
be replaced with institutional like government corporations, tribal cooperatives etc.

5.

The policy advocates that the forest land should not be diverted to non-forest uses such as cultivation of coffe** I
rubber, palms, tea, oil-bearing plants, horti-cultural crops/medicinal plants etc.

Evaluation of 1988 Forest Policy
If we critically evaluate the new forest policy the following conclusions are drawn,

1.

Although the new forest policy 1988 focussed on restoring the green cover, it does not suggest anything new
was not told by forest policy of 1952. The strategy of new policy is exactly same as that of 1952 forest policv

2.

There are several reports highlighting the destruction of forests in the country and several experts predict thai
forests would disappear completely if necessary steps are not taken. It is pity that the new forest scheme did nor. mA
to resolve this issue.

3.

After independence, there was an increase in deforestation as the forest department officials permitted the illep.F
felling of trees for commercial and industrial purpose. The new policy has not taken any steps to resolve this probloi
even though it focussed on cooperative relationship between forest and forest dwellers. It is advocated that the fores
department should supply denuded forest land to forest dwellers to regenerate and build community resources wh:. s
were depleted due to indiscriminate felling.

4.

On one hand, the forest dwellers are not permitted to grow fruit trees, fodder, medicinal plants which they req:
for survival, because all these come under ‘non-forest uses’. On the other hand, industries are allowed to acqarl
forest land for growing industrial species as they come under “forest plantations”. To preserve ecological balan»
the Forest Conservation Act 1980 has however aimed at checking this trend. According to voluntary agencies wha
are working to protect forests believe that the government is unable to manage industrial and commercial press,
despite the new forest policy.

a

I
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In the similar manner, the policy has failed to control the growing population and regular encroachments on forest
land. Deforestation is the major issue to the environment of the country and the government policies have failed to resolve
these problems.

ould have

as worsen

Q18. Discuss the major programmes undertaken by the Government under the five year plans and
achievements.

their

Answer :
the tribals

■nt of India,
ironmental

The government of India has undertaken several programmes under five year plans as the 1952 forest policy is found
to be unsuccessful in resolving the issues relating to forests and the 1988 forest policy also involve some limitations. The
following are some of the initiatives taken by government of India.

1.

The government has managed to stabilize the forest cover upto 19.4% which should have been 33% of the total
geographical area.

2.

A new strategy was adopted by government, known as Participatory Forest Management System. The strategy
involves rural people and tribal community who have good knowledge of the plants. This new strategy has resulted
in many advantages,
(i)

de sure that
instruction

There is an improvement in the forest conditions.

(ii) Encroachments are reduced.
(iii) Income of local people has increased.

he land area

(iv) The NGO started involving in forest research, tree planting and productivity promotion.
jrmission to

3.

The farmers, industry and cooperatives are playing an important role in forest management. Due to their efforts, the
area of private tree plantation covers 6 million hectares under different programmes of social forestry farm forestry
and agro-industry.

-

The Indian Council of Forestry Research and Education (ICFRE) is promoting forest research and education. Through
a network of 10 centres and institutes, the ICFRE performs, assists, promotes and coordinates research. Apart from
this, Private companies and NGO’s are also providing funds for their own research in areas such as medicinal plants,
tree breeding and non-wood forest products.

'

The government has also encouraged external assistance as an important source of funding for the projects of forestry.
The World Bank, Japan Bank for International cooperation etc are the major donors of forestry projects.
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1

In the Tenth plan, the Government has strived to establish Joint Forest Management (JFM) committee to improve
green cover and integrate livelihood opportunities. The eleventh plan strove to strengthen the JFM regime by,
(i)

Improving the forests productivity and providing timber and non-timber products without making any artificial
changes in the composition of forests.

(ii) Managing the forests to fulfill the livelihood requirements of the neighbouring population.

(iii) Integrating the concept of value addition, harvesting and improved marketing of forest produce.
To promote and strengthen the forest management the initiatives taken by government include establishment of
IIFM, Wild Life Institute of India, Indian Plywood Industries Research and Technology Institute, Indian Council of
Research and Education etc.
Recently, the four important programmes are implemented. They are,

National Rural Employment Guarentee (NREG) Programmes
NREG programmes include afforestation as an important activity of panchayats.
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The government of India has undertaken several programmes under five year plans as the 1952 forest policy is found
to be unsuccessful in resolving the issues relating to forests and the 1988 forest policy also involve some limitations. The
following are some of the initiatives taken by government of India.

1.

The government has managed to stabilize the forest cover upto 19.4% which should have been 33% of the total
geographical area.

2.

A new strategy was adopted by government, known as Participatory Forest Management System. The strategy
involves rural people and tribal community who have good knowledge of the plants. This new strategy has resulted
in many advantages,
(i)

le sure that
instruction

There is an improvement in the forest conditions.

(ii) Encroachments are reduced.
(iii) Income of local people has increased.

e land area

(iv) The NGO started involving in forest research, tree planting and productivity promotion.
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The farmers, industry and cooperatives are playing an important role in forest management. Due to their efforts, the
area of private tree plantation covers 6 million hectares under different programmes of social forestry farm forestry
and agro-industry.

-

The Indian Council of Forestry Research and Education (ICFRE) is promoting forest research and education. Through
a network of 10 centres and institutes, the ICFRE performs, assists, promotes and coordinates research. Apart from
this, Private companies and NGO’s are also providing funds for their own research in areas such as medicinal plants,
tree breeding and non-wood forest products.

5

The government has also encouraged external assistance as an important source of funding for the projects of forestry.
The World Bank, Japan Bank for International cooperation etc are the major donors of forestry projects.
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In the Tenth plan, the Government has strived to establish Joint Forest Management (JFM) committee to improve
green cover and integrate livelihood opportunities. The eleventh plan strove to strengthen the JFM regime by,
(i)

Improving the forests productivity and providing timber and non-timber products without making any artificial
changes in the composition of forests.

(ii) Managing the forests to fulfill the livelihood requirements of the neighbouring population.
(iii) Integrating the concept of value addition, harvesting and improved marketing of forest produce.
To promote and strengthen the forest management the initiatives taken by government include establishment of
IIFM, Wild Life Institute of India, Indian Plywood Industries Research and Technology Institute, Indian Council of
Research and Education etc.

Recently, the four important programmes are implemented. They are,
National Rural Employment Guarentee (NREG) Programmes
NREG programmes include afforestation as an important activity of panchayats.
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Scheduled Tribes and Other Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act

The various activities included under this Act include land records for the recognized rights, mapping of common
forests for community management and organization of federation of Non-Timber Forest Produce (NFTP) marketing
societies.
3.

Sanctuaries and National Parks

Under 1952 National Forest Policy, The sanctuaries and national parks are set up. To protect wild life and to preserve
bio-diversity, several acts was enacted including Wild Life (protection) Act, 1972, The Project Elephant in 1992, The Project
Tiger in 1973, The Biological Act 2002 etc.

4.

Joint Forest Management (JFM) and Tribal Rights Act

The government has strived to give equal rights to women in decision making in all participatory planning and
development programmes in JFM, afforestation plans of panchayats and Tribal Rights Act etc.
1.4.3

Water Resources

Q19. Write about water resources in India.

Answer :
India is considered to be one of the wettest countries in the world. However, the country does not have accurate
information about its water resources. According to Narottam shah of Bombay-based centre for monitoring Indian economy
“unbelievable as it may seem, till not we have no arrangements in this country to compile and publish on an annual
basis, comprehensive data regarding various aspects of water which are important for the policy analysis and programme
formulation and for monitoring the efficiency of use of our scarce water resources”.

In water Resources Information System Directorate, the central water commission provides estimates of resources
of water and their utilization as presented in the following table,

1.

Geographical area

328.7

Million hectare

2.
3.

Estimated Annual precipitation (including snowfall)
(a) Census Population in 2001
(b) Census Population in 2011

400
1029
1210

BCM
Million
Million

4.

Estimated Annual Rainfall in 2009

3136

5.
6.

Average Annual Potential in Rivers
(a) Per Capital Water Availability (2001)

1869
1816

BCM
BCM

(b) Per Capita Water Availability (2010)

1588

Cubic meter

Surface

690

BCM

(b) Ground
(c) Total

433

BCM

1123

BCM

7.

Cubic meter

Estimated utilizable water
(a)

Table: Water Sector
In the above table, it can be observed that the total estimated annual rainfall during 2006 was 3136 billion cubic
meters (BCM) and Average Annual potential is rivers is 1869 BCM. Per capita water availability declined from 1816 in
2001 to 1588 in 2010. This indicates that the per capital availability of water is declining in the nation. The estimate;
utilizable water was 1123 BCM per annum out of which 433 BCM was ground water and 690 BCM was surface water.
The various parts of the country such as Rajasthan, Orissa, Gujart, Tamil Nadu are facing the problem of shortage;
of water. Due to scarcity of water a crisis is arising as the cities are growing, urban population in increasing and there ir
also a rise in demand for water irrigation. The demand for water will be more in the upcoming years as presented in the
following table.
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(Ministry of water
resources (MOWR)

ommon
irketing

ireserve
: Project

ling and

Nation Commission
for Integrated Water
Resource Development
(NCIWRD)

2010

2025

2010

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

2025

1.

Drinking water

56

73

42

43

55

62

BCM

2.

Industry

12

23

37

37

67

67

BCM

3.

Irrigation

688

910

543

557

561

611

BCM

4.

Energy

5

515

18

19

31

33

BCM

5.

Others

52

72

54

54

70

70

BCM

813

1093

694

710

843

BCM

Table: Projected Water Demand
accurate

|

economy
in annual
ogramme

resources

In the above table, it can be observed that MOWR has projected more demand for irrigation, drinking water and
other. In contrast, NCIWRD has projected more demand with regards to industry and energy in both 2010 and 2025.
Q20. Discuss government policy on water resources.

Answer :

Before 1947 India, the british rulers has not developed exact and specific policy on usage of water resources. At
the time of second world war, India has suffered from serious food shortage, this leads to Bengal famine. The country’s
involvement has worsen the food situation and one of the main aim of the government at that time was to grow more food
and self-sufficiency in food.

Therefore, the water policy by Indian government from independence or particularly from 1950-51 has built dams
and reservoirs, distribution canals etc. All these are identified as an important and medium irrigation works. Few were also
referred as multi-purpose projects, as they were planned to generate electric power, facilitate irrigation water to agriculture
and drinking water to cites and control floods.

In 1962, a new agricultural strategy was introduced by the government in the from Intensive Agricultural District
Programmes (IADP) and High-Yielding Varieties Programmed (HYVP). The main component of this programme was
water. It should encourage this new agricultural strategy, that the intensive use of ground water resource is supported by
the government in the form'of tubewell irrigation and surface wells.
The government has not taken into consideration the role and importance of traditional sources of water or other
bodies viz., ponds and tanks, smaller rivers and watersheds during policy formulation relating to utilisation and management
of water resources.
Reliance on Large Dams

billion cubic
rom 1816 in
he estimated
face water.
i of shortages
g and there is
rented in the

Planners have made serious mistake and still continuing that is their reliance on large dams as a source of increasing
cultural production. Due to this planning and worse execution these dams are costing hundreds and thousands of crores
c generate less benefits than expected and created positive harm to individuals and environment. Although, the main
r ective of large dams is to avoid and control floods which is one of the rarely achieved objective.
The major and strong criticism regarding reliance on large dams has come from Rajiv Gandhi who was a prime
- - ster of India. He said present situation is that, from past 1951, 256 large surface irrigation projects were started but
any 65 among them were done remaining 181 are still under construction. And there was no such benefits to public from
U- < projects. There was no water, no irrigation, no raise in production and does not provide any help to peoples in routine
jl" • cries. This criticism has come not only from an anti-dam activist but also from, prime minister of country.
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Neglect of Tanks

The planner’s dealing with large irrigation projects has neglected the tanks which were used as traditional and the
usual form of irrigation in numerous parts of the country.

Because of the worse maintenance tanks were disuse. Tanks seems to be small technology to planners and to
bureaucrats, maintenance of these tanks is expected from participation and co-operation of people.

At present, it is observed that tanks are important for good water management and are replaced for canal irrigation I
in medium rainfall areas. They decrease and moderate floods, recharge wells and facilitate drainage in high rainfall periods. 1
Ground Water Resources

Ground water and its usage has presumed to be important for a country like Indian where it confront continuous threat
of drought and famines and “the big thirst” in less than 20 years. There is no proper evaluation of ground water resources
in the country. But as per the estimation, the ground water resources in India will be 3,700 million hectare meters or about
10 times the annual precipitation. The annual usage potential is expected at 45 million hectare meters but at present only
13 million hectare meters are used. Initiation of new agricultural strategy in 1960’s has raised the usage of tube-wells.
During 1961, only 1 percent net irrigated land has got tubewell irrigation but by 1990-91 30 percent of net irrigated lane
has received the advantage of tube well irrigation.
1.4.4

Mineral Resources

Q21. “The development and management of mineral resources play a major role in the industrial growth of
a nation”. Explain.

Answer :
The Tenth Plan stated that “the development and management of mineral resources play a major role in the industria
growth of a nation”. For the development of country, it is necessary to have basic minerals such as iron and coal. Th:
various other mineral of economic importance are copper, zinc, lead, manganese, etc. Similarly, the mineral fuel havin.
national importance include coal, uranium, thorium, petroleum etc.
Trends in Mineral Productions

As India is deficient in important minerals like copper, Zinc, tin, cobatt, Nickel petroleum, sulphur etc. the govemmen
of India is striving hard to increase the production of minerals.
1.

Coal

In India, coal is considered as an important source of energy. The coal reserve of the country are estimated at Is
billion tonnes as a whole and the geological coal reserves are estimated at 221 billion tonnes.
In 1975, the Indian Government established coal mines and Coal India Limited to increase production. With this, t
production of coal increased to a great extent. Eventhough there is an increase in production of coal, the demand for co
is also increasing by steel industries, railways and other industries. As oil prices are rising since 1970’s the major sourr
of energy in India will be coal for some decades. To increase production of coal, the Indian government took some ste
as follows,

2.

(a)

Reorganization of old mines and

(b)

Introduction of new techniques to develop new mines and plant standardization.

Oil and Natural Gas

In the year 2001, the country estimated that it has reserves of 734 million tonnes of crude oil and 750 billion cu
meters (BCM) of natural gas. There has been an increase in consumption of petroleum products with the development
industries and increase in economic activities of the country. The consumption of petroleum increased from 3.3 mill
tonnes in 1950-51 to 148.0 million tonnes in 2011-12.
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Oil Crude

The Indian Government with an aim of exploring oil, referred Oil and Natural Gas Commission (ONGC) and
Oil India Limited (OUL). After this, oil reserves were discovered which resulted in an increase in production of crude.
However, the domestic production of oil crude has been stagnant around 32 to 34 million tonnes. As there was a stagnant
production of oil crude, gross import of crude oil increased from 21 million tonnes in 1990-91 to 171.7 million tonnes
in 2011-12.

4.

Petroleum Products

Since independence, there has been an increase in demand and supply of petroleum products due to rise in transport
tinuous threat
iter resources
eters or about
t present only
of tube-wells,
irrigated land

system and rapid industrialization.
During 1970-71, the domestic production of petroleum products increased from 17 million tonnes to 196.7 million
tonnes in 2011-12. Further, the export of petroleum products also increased and it exceeded its exports by 45.8 million

tonnes during 2011-12.
The long-term and short-term measures are taken by Indian Government to deal with the increasing demand for

petroleum products and crude oil. Long term measures include,

-ial growth of

(a)

Change in the policy of oil exploration.

(b)

Participation of private capital in oil exploration.

(c)

Development of new oil fields.

Short term measures include,
in the industrial

(a)

Early production system.

i and coal. The
nal fuel having

(b)

Adoption of advanced technology.

(c)

Depending of existing wells.

In further, natural gas can be helpful in bridging the gap between demand and supply of liquid hydrocarbons. Today,
the govemmerr

natural gas is used as domestic fuel and also as a feed stock for industries such as fertilizers and power. To reduce flaring

of natural gas, the ONGC and OIL have started a project.

5.
estimated at 18

Iron Ore
Iron ore is an important mineral used for the production of steel and export purposes. The production of iron is

increased from 54 million tonnes in 1990-91 to 218.6 million tonnes in 2009-10. However, it reduced to 167.3 million

on. With this, tkt
demand for co:
the major sourc
t took some step

tonnes in 2011-12. Rich deposits of iron were discovered in Madhya Pradesh, Bihar and Orissa. Iron ores of low grade
were also found in Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra. It is estimated that the total reserves of iron are around

21,000 million tonnes in India.
The iron and steel industries of India have high quality iron ores at low cost. India is considered to be the cheapest

producer of steel in the world.
6.

1750 billion cub
te development i
i from 3.3 millil

Mineral Development and the Plans

As minerals cannot be renewed, they are called as “Wasting assets” once they are taken out from deep down the earth,
they will be lost forever. In the first plan, a proposal was made to spend ? 2.5 crores for mineral exploration. In 1958, the
National Mineral Development corporation limited was established to get benefits of minerals other than oil, natural gas and
coil. The five year plan increased the outlays to a considerable extent. Around 50-60% of the outlay is spent on exploring
and producing petroleum crude. This occurred because the country wanted to become self-sufficient in oil production as

soon as possible.
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Q22. Explain New Mineral Policy 1994 and its evaluation.
Answer :

New Mineral Policy 1994

In January 1994, the Indian Government amended the mines and minerals (Regulation and Development) Act and
announced a new mineral policy that aims at,
(i)

Opening the mining sector to the private sector including FDI.

(ii)

Encouraging the states to provide licenses or mining leases with the prior approval of the central Government.

(iii) Removing the condition on equity holding by foreign nationals in a mining company.
The important objectives and strategies of the new mineral policy are as follows,

1.

The new mineral policy 1994 enables to explore the country’s mineral wealth and focuses on development of strategic
minerals, minerals that are used in high-tech and electronic industries and the minerals that are available in India in
poor amount.

2.

As minerals are an important source of foreign exchange earnings, the policy considers the long term needs of the
country and the mineral inventory position.

3.

The policy focuses on promoting R&D, research in mining methods and upgradation of technology.

4.

It provides appropriate protective measures to reduce adverse effects of mineral development on the environment
ecology and the forest.

5.

Generally, mining activity results in environmental issues such as land subsidence, deforestation, pollution of rivers

and streams, land degradation, atmospheric pollution, disposal of solid wastes etc which have an effect on area s
ecological balance. Thus, the new mining policy does not allow the mining operations to be performed in biological
rich and ecologically fragile areas. Further, no party will be granted with mining lease.

6.

It aims at developing mineral resources by taking into consideration the strategic and national requirements. To
explore high value scarce minerals, the policy also invites foreign equity and technology participation.

Evaluation of Minerals Policy 1994
Earlier, Indian Government allowed exploitation and exploration of major minerals only with the public sector. But
now the national mineral policy 1994 is allowing the foreign and domestic enterprises to make investment in extraction
and export of mineral. The two limitations of this approach are,
1.

The country’s long term interests may get affected if the private companies over utilize mineral resources to gain
huge profits. The companies may get tempted to over-exploit and push-up the exports of the mineral resources tc
increase foreign exchange earnings.

In this context, the export policy for minerals should be made an integral part of the trade, industrial and investmeir
policy of the government wherein,

2.

(i)

The foreign exchange gained through such exports should be used in a productive manner and

(ii)

The countries that import minerals from India should be encouraged to develop long-term export capability
of India.

The new policy may also have an effect on the environment. As private sector does not show any concern towards

environment, the government should carefully observe the behavior and role of the private sector and also the
public sector. It is the responsibility of mining companies to show some concern towards the environmental

protection.
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1.5 ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION
Q23. What is environmental degradation? Write about,

) Act and

(i)

Land degradation and soil erosion and

(ii)

Deforestation and land degradation.

Answer :

cemment.

Model Paper-I, Q5(b)

Environmental Degradation

Environmental Degradation is defined as any undesirable change in the environmental which is seen to be harmful.
It is the destruction of the environment through exhaustion of air, soil and water resources, habitat destruction, pollution,
the extinction of wildlife and the damage caused to ecosystems.

af strategic
in India in

(i)

Land Degradation and Soil Erosion

In accordance with the ministry ofAgriculture, Government of India, soil erosion and land degradation have occupied
major proportion which can be viewed from the below table:

,eeds of the

Million Hectares

lvironment,

ion of rivers
xt on area’s

329
103.16

3.

Total geographical area
Area subject to water and wind erosion
Area degraded through special problem (ravines, salinity, waterlogging, etc.)

4.

Average area annually subject to damages through shifting cultivation

5.
6.

Annual average area affected by floods
Annual average cropped area affected by floods

5
8
4

7.

Total drought-prone area

40

1.
2.

43.65

in biological

Table: Problems of Soil Erosion and Land Degradation
irements. To

1.

lie sector. But
in extraction

From the table it is observed that 147 million hectares a 45% of the total land area in India is degraded. Out of
this, area affected by wind and water erosion is 103.16 million hectares and area degraded from specific problems such as
salinity, ravines, water-logging etc., amount for other 43.65 million hectares.
The area which is degraded by special problems constitutes: alkaline soil - 4 million hectares, saline soil - 5.5 million
hectares, waterlogged area - 8 million hectares.
The total flood prone area is evaluated as 40 million hectares but the average area which is affected by foods annually
is 8 million hectares and the average cropped area which is affected by floods annually is 4 million hectares.

jurces to gain
il resources to

Loss From Soil Erosion

ind investment

Soil erosion occurs when the surface soil is being washed away by the excessive floods and rains. It takes place due
:a the transformation of forests into cultivated land and unexpected felling of trees, incorrect method of cultivation and
:ver grazing by cattle. The loss of soil from erosion annually is huge and the results are disastrous.

port capability

oncem towards
or and also the
environmental

It is very hard to estimate the total national soil loss due to erosion but the loss is estimated to be nearly 6,000 - 7,000
million tonnes of soil, in terms of major nutrients like phosphorous, nitrogen and potassium alone it contributes to an annual
loss of 8.7 million tonnes.
It is estimated by Dr. K.G Tejwani of the central soil and water conservation Research and training Institutes that
around two-thirds of land under agriculture, one-third of our land under forest and almost all cultivable waste lands,
permanent pastures and grazing lands are in immediate need of soil conservation measures.

State Land Use Board (SLUB) is established by each state government for the promotion of soil conservation
schemes.
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(ii)

Deforestation and Land Degradation

In the last 60 years from independence, there is no area of the India’s environment that is destroyed viciously than
its forests. In accordance with FAO, India have lost 3.4 million hectares of forest land between 1951 and 1972. About 72%
of forest area was lost due to agriculture which is 2.4 million hectares and 17% forest area was lost due to the river valley
project, industries and roads and communications.
The process of deforestation still continuous at the current annual rate of 1.3 to 1.5 million hectares. According to the
report by the International union for the conservation of Nature and Natural Resource (IUCN), India has lost approximately
2.5 million hectares of mangrove forests. These extra ordinary forests can develop on marginal lands and survive in spite
of salinity, water logging, high winds and soil infertility.
The country is moving towards an ecological collapse due to increasing depletion of the country’s forest wealth. The
outcomes of deforestation which are harmful includes increasing soil erosion, floods, very siltation of dams constructed at
large costs, changes in the micro-climate. Floods are occurring frequently and their high intensity and severe damage to
life and property is increasing annually. The severe scarcity of fuel wood leads to famine i.e., Fuel wood famine in some
regions of the county.

The forest department consider the nomads, the tribals, graziers, shifting cultivators and the ordinary women who
gather their daily requirement of fuel wood as responsible for deforestation. The state government and the management
policies of forest departments are responsible for deforestation to the maximum extent. To forest revenue, the state government
permits felling of trees to private forest contractors. They are allowed to establish a large number of forest-based industries
and moreover provide them raw materials at subsidized rates.
The forest officials try to keep the rural people and tribals away from the forests but they collaborate with the forest
contractors and smugglers in extensive illegal tree-felling.
The most unfortunate point is that no portion of country’s population have interest in protecting forests.
Q24. Explain the adverse environmental effects of faulty utilization of water resources.

Answer :

India is a country that receive plenty of rain water. But it is unable to store the water due to deforestation and
denudation. As a result of deforestation, a large portion of monsoon water goes into sea. India is considered as one of
the flood-prone areas of the world as it suffers from drought, famine and shortage of water. The adverse effects of faulty
utilization of water resources are discussed under the following heads,
1.

Salinity

In soil, these exist certain salts that are harmful to the plants. These salts do not cause any problem to plants as long
as they lie in the earth. But when the canal water flows into the lower layer, the subsoil water comes up and when the level
of sub-soil water increases, the salts in the earth come up and ruin the crops. It is possible to resolve this problem by lining
canals and distributaries with concrete to stop water from flowing into the lower layer of earth. Further, the problem can
be resolved by pumping out sub-soil water by tube wells.
Indira Gandhi Canal in Rajasthan is one of the largest canal systems of the world. The canal is affected by water
logging and salinity. Although the government bureaucrats were informed regarding the negative effects of the gigantic
programme like the Indira Gandhi canal, they have been ignoring these issues till now.

Water logging occurred in the canal due to unwise and inefficient use of canal water. To overcome these issues, it
is important to have a technical survey to the damage that occurred to the villages and to the land remedial action should
be taken.
2.

Destruction of Habitat

One of the major environmental issues is construction of large dams and multi-purpose river valleys. These projects
have displaced millions of families specially the helpless tribals. The energy and water planners of the country focus only
on benefits of canal irrigation and hydro-power and ignore the suffering of human beings in rehabilitation and displacement.
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Deforestation and Land Degradation

In the last 60 years from independence, there is no area of the India’s environment that is destroyed viciously than
its forests. In accordance with FAO, India have lost 3.4 million hectares of forest land between 1951 and 1972. About 72%
of forest area was lost due to agriculture which is 2.4 million hectares and 17% forest area was lost due to the river valley
project, industries and roads and communications.
The process of deforestation still continuous at the current annual rate of 1.3 to 1.5 million hectares. According to the
report by the International union for the conservation of Nature and Natural Resource (IUCN), India has lost approximately
2.5 million hectares of mangrove forests. These extra ordinary forests can develop on marginal lands and survive in spite
of salinity, water logging, high winds and soil infertility.

The country is moving towards an ecological collapse due to increasing depletion of the country’s forest wealth. The
outcomes of deforestation which are harmful includes increasing soil erosion, floods, very siltation of dams constructed at
large costs, changes in the micro-climate. Floods are occurring frequently and their high intensity and severe damage to
life and property is increasing annually. The severe scarcity of fuel wood leads to famine i.e., Fuel wood famine in some
regions of the county.
The forest department consider the nomads, the tribals, graziers, shifting cultivators and the ordinary women who
gather their daily requirement of fuel wood as responsible for deforestation. The state government and the management
policies of forest departments are responsible for deforestation to the maximum extent. To forest revenue, the state government
permits felling of trees to private forest contractors. They are allowed to establish a large number of forest-based industries
and moreover provide them raw materials at subsidized rates.
The forest officials try to keep the rural people and tribals away from the forests but they collaborate with the forest
contractors and smugglers in extensive illegal tree-felling.
The most unfortunate point is that no portion of country’s population have interest in protecting forests.
Q24. Explain the adverse environmental effects of faulty utilization of water resources.

Answer :

India is a country that receive plenty of rain water. But it is unable to store the water due to deforestation and
denudation. As a result of deforestation, a large portion of monsoon water goes into sea. India is considered as one of
the flood-prone areas of the world as it suffers from drought, famine and shortage of water. The adverse effects of faulty
utilization of water resources are discussed under the following heads,
1.

Salinity

In soil, these exist certain salts that are harmful to the plants. These salts do not cause any problem to plants as long
as they lie in the earth. But when the canal water flows into the lower layer, the subsoil water comes up and when the level
of sub-soil water increases, the salts in the earth come up and ruin the crops. It is possible to resolve this problem by lining
canals and distributaries with concrete to stop water from flowing into the lower layer of earth. Further, the problem can
be resolved by pumping out sub-soil water by tube wells.
Indira Gandhi Canal in Rajasthan is one of the largest canal systems of the world. The canal is affected by water
logging and salinity. Although the government bureaucrats were informed regarding the negative effects of the gigantic
programme like the Indira Gandhi canal, they have been ignoring these issues till now.

Water logging occurred in the canal due to unwise and inefficient use of canal water. To overcome these issues, it
is important to have a technical survey to the damage that occurred to the villages and to the land remedial action should
be taken.
2.

Destruction of Habitat

One of the major environmental issues is construction of large dams and multi-purpose river valleys. These projects
have displaced millions of families specially the helpless tribals. The energy and water planners of the country focus only
on benefits of canal irrigation and hydro-power and ignore the suffering of human beings in rehabilitation and displacement.
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Besides this, large dams are also affecting millions of hectares of forests in the catchment area. It has also increased
land sides, soil erosion leading to danger of earthquakes, danger of floods and dam-bursts etc.
The water policy of India emphasized on gigantic river systems and reservoirs which have failed to control floods
in the country. The government has also ignored resources of the community like river, tanks and ponds.
3.

Effects of Waterlogging

In India, usually drainage works are ignored while constructing roads and rail. As a result of this, rain and flood
water gets help up and land gets water logged. Another major reason for waterlogging is over-irrigation.
Waterlogging has become a major problem in Haryana, Punjab and Rajasthan. The various other states that are
affected by this issue are Gujarat, Maharashtra, West Bengal, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh etc.
4.

Effects of Big Dams

To increase agricultural production, the government has relied more on irrigation dams. These big dams have not
only affected millions of innocent tribals but also affected to millions of hectares of forests are down due to big dams. The
dams don’t have capacity to store large quantities of water due to heavy siltation of the reservoirs. Infact, they have failed
to control and prevent floods.

According to recent estimates, the big dams have affected upto 40 million hectares from 20 million hectares in 1971.
Due to waterlogging and soil salinity, the huge dams have degraded the soil in the command areas.
Q25. What are the environmental problems arising out of mining? State the problems of overgrazing and
ecological degradation?

Answer :

Environmental Problems Arising Out of Mining

The Indian Government has worked hard for the extraction of minerals of all kinds from independence onwards.
3ut it has not paid adequate attention to the environmental problems that arises by mining activity to water, forest, air and
-and. Some of the environmental problems are,
The large mining enterprise convert agricultural land into township, railway lines, roads, stockyards etc.
I

Surface mining leads to removal of vegetation and top soil. •

Extra land is utilized to dispose off the mining wastes.
The mineral dust from the mines settles on land which decrease the agricultural productivity and it also causes air
pollution.

The leftovers from waste dumper spread to the agricultural fields and makes it useless for cultivation.
The uncontrolled exploitation or excessive depillaring of the underground mines causes land subsidence.

In the districts of Eastern India, in the large tracts of coal mining, big creater like depressions were formed and lakhs
of hectares of land is lost permanently.

Land is damaged due to stock yard fires and underground fires. Underground fires in the coal miner are usually very
hard to control.

Water resources are severely affected by the mining activity in a specific region.
The rivers and streams are polluted by the rain water which passes through the mining waste and flows into them.

Huge amount of water is used in the mineral treatment plants and coal washeries to wash the ores and is discharged
into the near by rivers and lakes, thus polluting the water resources which is supplied to the near by population.

12.

In some parts of the country, the main reason for deforestation and soil erosion is due to the mining activity.
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13.

Forests are cleared as mining activity is performed in forest areas, timber is cut and utilized to support the roof of
mine galleries.

14.

Mining activity deteriorates the quality of life of the people who live and work in the near by region by polluting
air and water and it is the cause of different respiratory and other illness.

The poor tribals are the most affected as their lands and forests are destroyed and their health is damaged. The
environmental damage of mining is excessive, if mining activity is done along with industrial activity.
Problems of Overgrazing and Ecological Degradation

1.

The Government has ignored the grazing lands from independence. Around 11 million hectares of land in the country
is classified as permanent grazing land as per land use statistics.

2.

Besides these pastures, cattle breeders and livestock are assumed to utilize village commons and other common
resources.

3.

Previously, there were informal agreements regarding public grazing on private crop land after the harvest as they
provide leftover, undergrowth of crops, re-sprouting of harvested crops and bushes and top feeds of trees etc to
graziers as good fodder than pastures and uncultivated lands.

4.

Since last 50 years, the size of the grazing lands has reduced drastically.

5.

The common lands and common resources of the villages which belongs to the panchayats have been disturbed by
the rich farmers.

6.

Due to growing population, the pressure to produce food grains and raise cash crop increased, which resulted in
the conversion of forests, village common and permanent pastures into crop lands even most of them might not be
appropriate for crop farming.

7.

Government irrigation schemes are also responsible for converting previous grazing lands into crop lands. This
resulted in unplanned overgrazing.

8.

The live-stock breeders, by increasing their animal population and keeping more browsers have assured their own
survival. The outcome will be quick destruction of grazing lands and pressure on forests.

9.

The unplanned grazing has disturbing effects on the environment. In many regions of the country land degradation
due to overgrazing resulted in desert like conditions.

10.

A part from destruction of vegetative cover, over grazing leads to hardening of soil avoiding forest regeneration and
creating soil erosion in many regions of the country.

11.

Besides ecological destruction, farmers are developing hostility towards the graziers who are usually nomads.

12.

Indian experts have been consistently suggesting stall feeding to stop ecological destruction caused by indiscriminate
grazing. Still the state Government have neglected this suggestion and fodder development is considered as low
priority in the state plans.

13.

The Indian planners are entirely unaware of the fact that these is huge potential for grazing lands in India. The
cultivable wastelands are estimated to be 9.5 million hectares in Rajasthan alone if developed moderately also can
support a large live stock population.

Q26. Write about industrialization and atmospheric pollution. What are the measures taken during the five

year plans to control pollution?

Answer :

Industrialization and Atmospheric Pollution

In India, the uncontrolled industries and badly maintained automobiles are causing many environmental problems
including atmospheric pollution. They release large amounts of pollutants such as carbon dioxide, sulpher dioxide, carbon
monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbon and metallic traces, suspended particles of matter etc. The various other pollutants
that causes health problems include lead from automobile emission, Urea dust from fertilizer factories, radiations from
nuclear power stations, cement and lime dust from cement factories etc.
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Today, the world is facing serious environmental problems i.e an increase in the carbon dioxide content of tl
atmosphere and the accumulation of Green House Gases (GHG). The major effect of air pollution include injury to huma
health, noxious fumes and odours, corrosive gases, crops and other vegetation. Industries are discharging their eflfluen
into rivers, lakes and seas and polluting the water resources and destroying the fish.

In the West, several environmental problems are arising due to disposal of waste and disposal of highly tox
industrial and nuclear wastes. India is one the countries of the world having progressive rate of industrialization. Thus, tl
environmental problems are getting worse in the country.
Measures Taken During the Five Year Plans to Control Pollution

Indian planner are very much concerned about the growing population and fast economic growth to ensure tl
sustainability of environment. The Government should look into the three important matters i.e., water pollution, a
pollution and disposal of solid waste. To resolve these problems, the central pollution control board and state pollutk
control board have been established.
1.

Water Pollution

Water gets polluted due to contamination of ground and surface water which occur as result of discharge of domest
sewerage, discharge of partially treated water from industry, pesticide run-off from agricultural field. To control wat
pollution, the government of India has enacted,
(i)

National Water Pollution Act, 1987 to prioritize drinking water and effective management of resources of water.

(ii)

The environmental protection Act, 1986 to encourage the central Government to take initiatives to protect environmei

(iii)

Water pollution and control of pollution Act, 1974 to develop and maintain specific standards for the discharge
waste water.

(iv)

In 1995, the National River Conservation Plan (NRCP) was enacted to clean stretches of country’s major rivers.

2.

Solid Waste

There has been an increase in solid waste in Indian towns and cities i.e., 6 million tonnes in 1947 to 48 milli
tonnes in 1947. It is also expected that the solid waste many increase upto 300 million tonnes by 2050. In the year 19S
the Indian Government has established a National waste Management council to recommend disposal of municipal was
Consequently, rules are also developed and implemented to use the recycled plastic, to make energy recovery of urb
wastes and to manage the biomedical waste.
The municipal solid waste management and handling rules (2000) are also developed that require the municipalit
to submit annual reports on management of waste to CPCB.
3.

Air Pollution

As air pollution is causing many problem including respiratory diseases in cities, the Central Pollution Control Bo<
(CPCB) has established air quality standard for residential, industries, rural and other area is relation to different pollutar

A network was also set up by CPCB that covered 290 stations spread over 90 towns and cities. It has also desigr
emission standards for diesel and petrol driven vehicles to minimize vehicular emission.
Government has provided special guidelines for setting up of industries and an action plan is also established

control pollution in different areas.
4.

Industrial and Hazardous Waste

Industrial and Hazardous waste include wastes from paints, highly acidic and alkaline wastes, dyes and orga
chemical units. The Government has put forth hazardous waste management and handling rules to minimize the problei
The following initiatives are being taken, rules to minimize the problems. The following initiatives are being taken.
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(a)

To develop training programmes to manage hazardous wastes

(b)

To restrict export and import of hazardous wastes.

(c)

To establish common effluent treatment plant for small scale units.

(d)

To shut down or shift the industries that produce hazardous wastes.

The country biodiversity is being affected due to extension of agriculture, destruction of habitat, industrial
development, destruction of coastal areas and uncontrolled commercial exploitation. To conserve and protect biodiversity,
the following steps are taken,
(i)

Set up of 490 wild life sanctuaries and 88 National Parks.

(ii)

Declaration of 5 sites and world heritage sites.

(iii)

Establishment of Indian coral reef monitoring work for the conservation and management of coral reefs and mangroves.

(iv)

Establishment of project tiger reserves and project elephants to make sure that the tiger and elephants service for a
long time in their natural habitat.

1.6 INFRASTRUCTURAL IN THE INDIAN ECONOMY
Q27. What is the role of infrastructure in economic development? Write about the growth of infrastructure
since independence.
Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q5(b)

Role of Infrastructure in Economic Development

The progress of a country is directly based on the improvement of agriculture and industry. The agricultural production
need irrigation, credit, power, transport facilities, etc., whereas industrial production needs machinery and equipment along
with skilled man-power, energy, management, marketing facilities, banking and insurance facilities, transport service
including roads, shipping and railways, communication facilities etc. All these services and facilities leading to industrial
and agricultural production is combinedly referred as the infrastructure of an economy. To increase agricultural and industrial
production in a country, growth and expansion of these facilities are essential pre-requisite.

The infrastructural facilities are usually treated as economic and social overheads which consist of,

1.

Energy: Coal, electricity, oil and non-conventional sources.

2.

Irrigation which includes flood control and command area development

3.

Communication: Posts and telegraphs, telephones, telecommunication etc.

4.

Transport: Railways, roads, shipping and civil aviation

5.

Science and technology

6.

Banking, insurance and finance

7.

Social overheads: Health and hygiene and education.

Growth of Infrastructure Since Independence

The Indian planners were having complete knowledge about the relation between the infrastructural facilities and
general economic development and therefore they gave more preference to the quick expansion of these facilities since
the first plan. About 50 percent of the total plan outlay was allocated to infrastructure development. Subsequently, there
has-been phenomenal increase in infrastructural facilities. For example, coal production inclusive of lignites for increased
from 32 million tonnes to 610 million tonnes from 1951 and 2014. On the same period, power generation from public
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utilities, exclusive of power generation from captive and non-conventional power mants increased from 5 billion kwh to
116 billion kwh. The production of crude petroleum increased from a negligible 0.4 million tonnes to about 37.8 million
tonnes. Similarly, there has been huge expansion in the other infrastructural facilities. The three basic characteristics of
infrastructural development are:

(i)

Huge investment by the Government on infrastructural facilities are responsible as they act as a source for
agricultural development and industrial expansion. It was not possible to observe threefold increase in agricultural
production and seven folds rise in industrial production since past six decades without the rapid development of
the infrastructure.

(ii)

Although infrastructural facilities were not ignored in rural areas but the immense focus was on the provision of
infrastructural facilities relating to the urban areas. The people in the cities and towns are those who take complete
advantage of the development of transport, power, banking, communications and social overheads like health and
education. The inadequate development gives rise to inadequate employment opportunities in rural areas which is
due to concentration of the infrastructure in the urban areas and their relative neglect in rural areas. This resulted in
migration of the rural poor to urban areas creating problems like urban congestion, transport bottlenecks, growth of
slums, acute housing shortage etc.

i iii)

Infrastructural development has displayed on urban-bias along with the bias in favour of the rich and wealthy people.
The higher income group people are the one who could take the lull advantages of facilities, like transport, power and
communication, health etc. The rich farmers were able to take the advantage from the major and medium irrigation
works. The minor irrigation works were ignored by planners which could have benefited huge number of small and
marginal farmers.

1.6.1 Energy
Q28. Define energy. List out the various sources of energy. Discuss in detail conventional sources of energy.

Answer :
Energy

Energy is the capability to do work. It is the capacity to perform an activity. Energy is a conserved quantity. As per
law of conservation of energy, energy can neither be created or destroyed but it can be converted from one form to another.

Sources of Energy
Energy is generated from two sources i.e., conventional and non-conventional as presented in the following figure,

Figure
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Conventional Sources of Energy
The conventional sources of energy can be classified into commercial and non-commercial sources of energy.

1.

Primary Sources of Commercial Energy

Commercial energy or commercial sources of energy comprise of petroleum, coal and electricity. These sources are
considered as commercial because they charge a price and the users should pay for them. Out of the total energy
consumption in India, commercial energy constitutes for over 50 percent.
The primary sources of commercial energy include the following,

(i)

Coal

The coal and lignite are the mineral resources that are exhaustible. There are only two places of Tamil Nadu

where lignite deposits are formed i.e., South Acrcot Nyveli. During 2011-12, the coal and lignite was produced
in 583 million tonnes. The current level of coal deposits shall be consumed in 130 years.
(ii)

Oil and Gas

Oil is considered as the most essential source of energy in the world. It is used in trains, automobiles, ship and
planes. Gas is also regarded as an important source of energy. It is used in gas based thermal power plants,
fertilizer and petro-chemical plans.

The oil reserves that are not recoverable are 550 million tonnes (mt) and gas 500 billion cubic metres. During
2011 -12, the crude oil produced is 3 8 mt with the current level of production, the oil reserves shall be consumed
in coming 20 to 25 years.

(iii) Electric Power
Electric power or electricity is an important source of energy. It is used for lighting, air conditioning, cooking
and working of electrical applications like T.V. The nuclear, thermal and hydral power are the three main types
of electric power. Rivers and reservoirs are the main source of hydro-electric power. Coal is the soruce of
thermal electric power. Similarly, the thorium and Uranium are the sources of nuclear electric power.

The annual energy potential from hydro-electric sources is officially estimated around 90,000 MW. Out of this,
only 18,000 MW has been developed. In 2009-10, 768 billion kwh of electricity was produced by the public
utility power units i.e., public sector units. Out of the total power generation, 19% was contributed by hydel
and renewable energy, 3% was contributed by and nuclear power and 80% was contributed by thermal power
plants. Private sector power units i.e., non-utilities or captive power units have made contribution of around 8
billion kwh in 1980-81 and 109.7 billion kwh in 2009-10.

2.

Sources of Non-Commercial Energy
Non-commercial sources of energy are also called as traditional sources of energy. It includes firewood, vegetable
wastes and dried dung. These are called non-commercial sources of energy as they are assumed to be free and does
not charge. In Urban areas, the non-commercial sources like firewood and dried dung have started charging price and
to some extent in rural areas also. Usually the commercial sources of energy are exhaustible except hydro-electric
power. Whereas, the non-commercial sources of energy are renewable. About 60% of Indian households rely on
traditional sources of energy to meet their cooking and heating requirements.

(i)

Fuel wood
The important source of rural energy is ‘Fuel wood’. According to tenth place 65% of rural energy consumption

is fulfilled by fuel wood. This crisis of fuel wood is being estimated by scientists. There will be shortage of
fuel wood more than the shortage of food grains, incase if the current demand continue to be the same.
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(ii) Animal Dung

In rural areas, the dried animal dung is used as fuel and is considered as an important organic manure. If the
animal dung is not used as fuel and rather diverted to agricultures, then the production of food grains will be
more. The total estimated production of animal dung is 324 million tonnes, out of that about 73 million tonnes
are evaluated to be burnt annually for the purpose of energy.
(iii) Agricultural Wastes
The agricultural waste is used as fodder to animals, roof top material and fuel in rural households. According
to an estimate, the consumption of agricultural wastes for fuel purpose was nearly 41 million tonnes during
the year 1975-76 and today it may be around 65 million tonnes.
Q29. Discuss in detail non-conventional sources of energy.
Answer :

The non-conventional sources of energy are as follows,

1.

Solar Energy

India being a tropical country should focus on solar energy as it is a renewable source of energy. But the main problem
in utilising the solar energy is the lack of availability in concentrated form and it is highly variable. So, solar energy can be
used in low heat applications where huge variations in energy output are not harmful for high heat applications. The solar
energy can be produced at constant rate but it involves huge cost.

To improve efficiency of different applications, a solar energy research programme was developed in India. This
programmes has made significant progress in the development of collectors.
Power plants, destination, heating and cooling systems have been given importance among the solar applications. To
undertake designing and pre-commercial testing of solar systems and thermal devices, a product development and analysis
centre has been established with the vision to increase their commercial utilisation of these devices. It is anticipated that solar
energy can also be used for minor irrigation, pumping of drinking water, community lighting, communication equipment,
educational radio and TV sets.

2.

Biogas

In India there is a developed technology for the transformation of animal master into biogas and the country has
more than 38 lakh biogas plants. The Khadi and village industries commission was the pioneer to work in this field. Today,
some other agencies are trying to increase the gas generation efficiency and reduce the capital cost of the bio-gas units.
There is also the availability of some new designs, example, “Deen Bandhu” and other small size two cubic metre plants
are famous. Steel is not required for the construction of Janata biogas plants as they are constructed with bricks at a very
meagre cost. In rural areas, the major problem is inadequate maintenance and servicing facilities for these plants.
The biogas programme decreases the pressure on fire wood by providing the required energy to the rural households.
In rural area, it enhances the environmental health and provides valuable organic manure. As the programme provides
considerable scope for developing local sources of energy supply, a plan has been executed since years to instal biogas
plants. The government even provided subsidy to popularize the bio-gas plants in rural areas. Although rural folks are
attracted towards the bio-gas plants. There is no considerable progress in the promotion of community or institutional bio
gas plants. The community bio-gas plants are not progressing because of the insufficient involvement of the people in the
development of community bio-gas plants.

3.

Wind Power

Previously wind power was generated through wind mills as the electricity development was very limited. This wind
power was used for agricultural operations, cutting of wood in remote areas and minor irrigation. In recent past, wind power
was not given the attention due to easy availability of electricity. However, in recent time, the focus is being laid on utilisation
of wind power. The country has a scope for utilization of wind power as wind speeds are high enough in the months of the year
■'hen supplementary irrigation is needed. On the basis of locally available raw materials, some types ofwind mills have already
:een developed which are appropriate particularly for water pumping. In the ninth five year plan, wind power production was
undertaken as a thrust area. By making use of indigenous machine, a target of minimum 2000 MW was estimated. Today, the
government is emphasizing more on research and development for deep well and low velocity wind pumps.
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Q30. Discuss the trends in the consumption and production of commercial energy.

Answer :
Trends in the Consumption of Commercial Energy

The sector wise pattern of consumption of commercial energy i.e., coal including lignite, electric power, oil and gas
is presented in the following table.

1953-54 1970-71
Agriculture
1
3
Household sector
10
12
Transport
44
28
Industries
40
50
Other
5
7

100

2005-06

9
12
22
42

15
100

100

Table: Sectoral Trends in Commercial Energy Consumption (in Percentage)

In 1953-54, the largest consumer of commercial energy (i.e., 44%) was “transport sector”. The share of the transport
sector is declining continuously in the total commercial energy consumption. For example in 2005-06, its share reduced
to 22% currently, the largest consumer of commercial energy in the country is the industrial sector. The agricultural sector
have recorded a sharp increase in the commercial energy consumption in 2005-06, i.e., from 1% to 9%.
The percentage share of different fuels in commercial energy consumption is presented in the following table,

1.
2.

1953-54 1970-71 2005-06
Oil and gas
17
35
54
Electricity
3
9
17

3.

Coal

80

56
100

100

29

100

Table: Percentage Share of Different Fuels in Commercial Energy Consumption

From the above table, it is clear that the share of coal in the total commercial energy consumption has decreased
gradually over the years and the share of oil and electricity has increased gradually. The actual importance of coal is not
indicated by there figures as they only included the direct consumption of coal in transport, household sector, industry etc.,
and the use of coal in power generation is not considered. Nearly 65% of the total coal produced in the country is utilised
in the generation of thermal power.
Trends in the Production of Commercial Energy Since 1950-51

In 1950-51 after the introduction of economic planning, there was an increase in the production and consumption
of commercial energy because energy is a necessary input for the development of economy.
1950-51

1970-71 2013-14

Oil crude (m.tonnes)

0.3

Coal (m.tonnes)
Electricity
Installed capacity (000 MW)

33

7
76

610.0

2.3

16.3

281.7

7

61

1166.0

Generation (billion kwh)

37.8

Table: The Growth of Commercial Energy Since 1950-51

The coal production had increased approximately by 18.5 times, crude oil production by 126 times and electricity
(installed capacity) by about 122.5 times during 1951 and 2014.
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Q31. Discuss in detail energy crises in India.

Answer :

In the 18,h and 19th centuries, the industrial development was relying on coal as the principle source of energy,
in the late 19th century, oil has replaced coal as the main source of energy. So in the 20th century, every where industrial
development was based on low cost oil. India followed other leading industrialized countries after independence and started

importing Arab oil to increase its industrial development.

The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) increased oil price for the first time in 1973. From

men, the price of petroleum crude consistently increased up from $2.1 per barrel to $27.3 per barrel in the duration of 1973
i o 1980. In the last two decades, the price of crude was between $50 and $60 per barrel. The price kept on increasing and
n 2008-09 it exceeded $147 per barrel. The value of India’s oil imports increased rapidly from ? 1,110 crores to nearly
?5.620 crores in 1973-74 and 1982-83 respectively and to T 10,00,064 crores in 2013-14. This was due to drastic increase

m the prices of oil.

In comparative terms, in 1970-71, the oil imports were equal to 12% of India’s exports but increased drastically to
76% in 1982-83. Presently, in 2013-14, the imports of Petroleum, Oil and Lubricants (POL) are about 36.8% of India’s

exports. Every year, India’s trade gap between imports and exports is broadening due to consistent increase in crude oil

- -ices thereby generating serious issues relating to adverse balanced of trade and of payments. For example, the adverse trade
- alance was ?430 crores in 1973-74 which has rapidly increased to ? 5,840 crores in 1980-81, and to ? 8,20,000 crores in

2)13-14. However, India is saved from serious adverse balance of payments crisis only due to large inward remittances of

reign currencies through the Indians who are working abroad. The government fix the prices of petrol, diesel, kerosene
: ; . as per the changes in international prices of oil crude. Recently domestic prices of petroleum products have decreased

; _e to decline in international crude prices.
"ne Nature of Energy Crisis

In the 1970s and 1980s, the global issue was the energy crisis which was mainly caused due to oil crisis. In the
- dian scenario, energy crisis has some distinctive characteristics.
In India, demand-supply imbalance in oil was not the only energy problem. The commercial fuels demand has been

increasing drastically leading to increased gap in demand-supply imbalance. The demand for petroleum products is
rising but the supply of crude oil is not rising sufficiently. Many policies for exploration and increasing indigenous

crude is being followed by Oil and Natural Gas Commission (ONGC) and Oil India Limited (OIL) but the use of oil
products and petroleum has crossed the refining capacity and indigenous production thereby the country is compelled

to rely on imports.
The coal industry which was supposed to meet the increasing energy crisis in India by increasing coal production is
hardly surveying, however it could not solve the energy crisis. Apart from that, the coal reserves are poor in quantity

and quality.
The demand-supply gap for electricity has increased due to increase in the demand of power. The main cause of

energy crisis in India is erratic and insufficient power supply. The energy crisis in the form of coal shortage, electric
power shortage and oil shortage has taken place in the India’s economic development.

Energy Crisis in Rural India

The firewood shortage is developing as an acute energy crisis for poor living in rural areas. The energy crisis affects
the millions of poor living in rural areas in collecting firewood for cooking purposes. The OPEC believed that energy

crisis has its effect only on the comparatively rich minority in the country.

-
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Q32. What are the measures to tackle the energy problem in India?
Answer :

The drastic increase in the price of crude oil from $2.09 per barrel in 1973 to $27.30 in 1980 resulted in increasing
the domestic production of oil crude and refining capacity checking the consumption of Petroleum, Oil and Lubricants
(POL) and keeping the imports of these items in reasonable limits.

(i)

Increase in Oil Production

The OIL and ONGC increased their exploratory drilling operations throughout the country and even offshore areas.
The crude oil production increased from 7 million tonnes in 1973-74 to 35 million tonnes in 1995-96. Later, it reduced and
is steady around 32 to 34 million tonnes from last few years.

(ii)

Control Over the Consumption of POL

The Government’s effort to check the consumption of lubricants and petroleum was not completely successful. The
consumption of petroleum product in 1973 was about 24 million tonnes and it continued to be steady due to the increase
in price and restrictions laid down by the government. From then, the consumption increased upto 75 million tonnes in
1995-96 and 138.2 million tonnes in 2009-10.

Since four years, the coalition UPA government is forced to stop from increasing the prices of POL by left parties
and thereby limiting their consumption inspite of high rise in international price of crude oil. Similarly, the government had
to increase imports of POL due to pressure from different parties. In 2009-10, the value of imports of petroleum products
had been rising and it reached upto ? 4,11,579 crores.
(iii)

Substitution of Oil by Coal

The government developed a phased programme based on the recommendation of the fuel policy. Committee to
substitute furnace oil by coal in different industries. In accordance with official estimate, the industries which could shift
over to coal quickly would need nearly 10 million tonnes of coal per year and this would have an impact on the saving of
over 4 million tonnes of furnace oil. The power houses are switching from oil to coal immediately. The coal industry is
getting ready to meet the increasing demand. There is a growth in coal production as the old mines are recognized, new
methods and techniques are being introduced, new are developed and plant and equipments are being standardized. Despite
of these measures, there was a decline in coal production due to decreasing demand and the imbalance in demand-supply
of coal for many years. Apart from the present growth rate of 7% per year, the existing coal reserves may get depleted by
2035-40 so, coal is not the proper solution to energy crisis.

(iv)

Expansion of Electric Power

The significance of electricity as a source of energy has increased considerably because of its flexibility in application,
ease of transport over long distance and because of oil crisis. As hydroelectric power is a form of energy that can be restored,
the expansion of power must be on the basis of expansion of hydro-electric power. The contribution of hydel power in the
country’s total generating capacity decreased from 43% in 1970-71 to 17% in 2005-06.
The Indian government is focussing a the expansion of thermal power despite of many benefits claimed for hydro- ]
power. Thermal power is more expensive as it uses coal or oil which are non-renewable inputs. There has been shortfall
in the production of electric power in every five year plan.
The major causes for the shortfall in capacity addition are due to insufficient funding, procedural delays in lane
acquisition and environmental clearances, suspension of world bank support, contractual failures etc.
The ministry of power, government of India has taken many measures to increase power production. The importan:
steps include the following,

(a)

The government decided to revive the Dabhol Power Project which was closed from June, 2001 by joint venture'
company with shareholding of Gas Authority of India (GAIL), Maharashtra State Electricity Board, Indian
Financial Institutions and National Thermal Power Corporation (WTPC). In May 2006, the Dabhol project has been
commissioned.
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With the help of super critical technology, the NTPC and some of the state electricity boards are commissioning
power plants.

tcreasing
ubricants

(c)

The government is promoting the use of wind and hydel energy sources which do not depend upon fossil fuels and

avoid carbon emissions.
<d)

The ministry of power, government of India has started establishing 9 coal-based ultra-mega power projects, all

with a capacity of 4,000 MW or more.
ore areas,
iuced and

(v)

Conservation of Energy
There is a growth in consumption of commercial energy i.e., coal, electricity and petroleum which are fossil fuels

than in non-commercial energy i.e., firewood, animal dung etc. The demand for coal has been increasing at the rate of 4 to

5% per year, electricity by 9 to 10% per year and the demand for petroleum is increasing at the annual rate of 6 to7%. In
:ssful. The
te increase
i tonnes in

India, there is steady depletion of fossil fuel resources and increase in the production costs. So the government has taken
*
measures for the conservation of petroleum products by considering agriculture, industry, transport and household sectors.
These consist of,

left parties
ument had
n products

a)

It adopted the measures and practices which can increase fuel efficiency and training programmes in the transport
sector.

I b)

It substituted old and inefficient boilers and furnaces with efficient ones and encouraged. The industries to use fuel

efficient measures and equipments.
i c)

mmittee to
could shift
le saving of
industry is
prized, new
:ed. Despite
land-supply
depleted by

It rectified the prevailing pump sets to make them energy efficient in the agricultural sector and standardised fuel
efficient irrigation pump sets and

i d)

In domestic sector, it encouraged the use of fuel efficient equipment and devices such as LPG and kerosene
stoves.

(vi)

Renewable Energy Sources

The energy crisis in India is due to hike in oil prices. This crisis cannot be solved alone by conventional energy

resources. Therefore, a new search was started for renewable and non-conventional sources of energy. India have huge
potential of non-conventional energy resources in the form of solar energy, biogas, wind power, small hydro-power etc.

To promote renewable sources of energy, the government’s strategy consists of,

application,
i be restored,
power in the
id for hydroeen shortfall

a)

Providing institutional finance from Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency (IREDA) established by the
government in 1987 and other financial institutions to commercially feasible projects.
:

Encouraging private investments in new and renewable energy sources by fiscal incentives like huge depreciation

allowance, tax holidays, custom duty concessions, exemption from excise duty and central sales tax etc.
;

elays in land

Giving budgetary assistance of the government for demonstration projects.

The government encouraged the bio-gas generation programme through national project on bio-gas development.

In India, approximately 3.3 million bio-gas plants have been launched with bio-gas generation capacity equal to
nearly 7.3 million tonnes of fuel wood and 0.7 million tonns of NPK in the form of manure.

"he important
joint venture
loard, Indian
jject has been

Till the end of March, 2002, about 10 million efficient smokeless challahs were installed under the national programme
for improved chullah against the targeted 15 million chullas.
IREDA has played an active role with the assistance from the world bank and the Global Environment Fund (GEF).

: las also organized many entrepreneurs development programmes to attract project developers and entrepreneurs in the
aeld of renewable energy.
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1.6.2 Power
Q33. State the pattern of electricity consumption in India. Discuss in detail sources of electric power.

Answer :

Pattern of Electricity Consumption in India

Electric power is a form of energy which is necessary for economic development and also needed for commercial and
non-commercial purposes. Commercial uses of power implies the use of electric power in agriculture, transport and industry.
Non-commercial uses of electric power implies the use of electric power for cooking, domestic lighting, mechanical
gadgets like refrigerators, air conditioners etc. As population is increasing in India and with increase in the use of modem
gadgets, the demand for electricity for domestic purpose also increases. Electricity consumption is also increasing in
agriculture. As a result of the programmes of rural electrification, the demand for power for lift irrigation and energisation
of pumpsets has increased from 4% to 21%.
1950-51

1970-71

2009-10

Industry

63

68

36.7

Agriculture

4

10

21.0

Railway traction

7

3

2.2

Public lighting and commercial

13

10

15.2

Domestic use

13

9

24.9

100

100

100

Total

Table: Pattern of Electricity Consumption

Consumption of power by industries has decreased as many large industrial units have established their own captive

power plants rather than relaying on inadequate and undependable public utilities. The non-utilities i.e., private sector power
units were expected to generate 109.7 billion kwh of power which was consumed by industries. Consumption of power by
the domestic consumers has increased quickly whereas the electricity consumption by railways and for public lighting as

a portion of total consumption has reduced.

Sources of Electric Power
The three major sources of generation of electric power are hydel power, thermal power and nuclear power.
(i)

Hydel Power

Hydro-electric power is a renewable natural resource whose installed capacity was 560 MV in 1950-51 and it

increased to 40,500 MW by 2013-14.

In comparative terms the capacity decreased from 33% to 16.5% due to the extensive growth of thermal power from

1951.
Hydel power has many benefits,

1.

There is no issue of atmospheric pollution or disposal of waste while generating hydel power.

2.

It is the most economical source of power.

3.

Hydel power can be used as substitute of coal, oil and natural gas resources which are used for producing electricity,

but which involves shortage of supply and high costs and even impose pressure on foreign exchange resources.
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Moreover, it is claimed that hydel projects consume more time for gestation than thermal projects. Later on, it was
verified by the power economy committee which concluded after complete investigation that if a hydro project is completely
examined and designed before implementation, then the time of construction is approximately same as a thermal project.
This explains the reason why the power commission in 1962 and energy survey of India Committee (1965) suggested that
more reliance should be placed on hydro-projects.

In 1998-99, a policy by government of India was releases on hydro-power development with a vision to exploit the
huge hydropower potential available in the country at a faster rate. So, action was taken to add approximately 8800 MW
hydel capacity in the central sector by 2004-2005.
ii)

Thermal Power

Thermal power has always been the main source of electric power in India. It is generated from oil and coal. The
^stalled capacity of thermal power has increased from 1,150 MWto 1,99,900 MW from the year 1950-51 to2013-14and
- comparative terms the share of thermal power has decreased from 67% to 66% in this period. Large quantity of thermal
ccwer is generated from coal and a small portion is obtained from oil. Coal and oil are non-renewable and exhaustible
resources. Low grade coal and middlings that can be obtained from Washeries and Collieries are used for generating
electric power. So, thermal power generation plants are mainly situated near washeries and coal mines. As the price of
increases internationally and domestically, the cost of generation of power through oil has also increased and the fuel
r< Licy technology committee suggested to substitute the coal based technology instead of oil.

Nuclear Power

Nuclear power has introduced recently and its supply constitutes less than 3% of the total installed capacity of
: evtricity. Planning commission has stated. “In relation to the total capacity of the power systems in India and their rates
growth, the contributions of nuclear power will remain relatively modest in the coming two decades. “Efforts are made
aunch nuclear power stations in Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan etc. taking into account the comparative failure of nuclear power
- anis in Russia and in other countries including India, it is doubtful that nuclear energy could make significant contribution
n venerating power in the country.
As a result of increasing hatred of developed world, it is said that the future of nuclear energy is seen in developing
. -rnries. Currently in the country, there are 19 nuclear power plants with a total installed capacity of 4000 megawatts.
? capacity is supposed to increase to 60000 megawatts in the post Indo-US nuclear deal. Five new nuclear parks have
• es- planned to setup in Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, West Bangal and Jaita Pur (Maharashtra). Every park will
uv e an installed capacity of 10,000 megawatts.
.Around the world, there were 436 nuclear reactors till December 2009. Several nuclear reactors have been replaced
r - ew ones as they become outdated.
The global production of nuclear power decreased by 1.8% in last year. The strong opposition to Jaitapur nuclear
—. e ;t indicates the future resistance which the nuclear plans may experience in the context to the international experiences.
1 L-

What are the strengths, weakness and remedies of the power sector in India?

tiswer :

Strengths of Power Sector
The following are the strengths of power sector in India,

Electricity (supply) Act, 1948 has provided enhanced organizational structure for electricity development.
The centre and state have clear powers and responsibilities. The centre is responsible for restricted planning, co
ordination and regulation and state takes care of generation and distribution,

it facilitates joint ventures among states in power generation.
Several amendments were made to allow private participation in generation of power.

in India, there is a wide network of power generation, transmission and distribution facilities that are spread over
rhe length and breath of the country.
The sector has also revived 1940 MW Dabhol project.

— .. ............
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Weaknesses of Power Sector
The following are the weaknesses of power sector in India.

1.

It. has low plant load factors.

2.

The share of hydropower is declining.

3.

It has increased subsidy burden on state electricity board.

4.

The electricity boards of this sector are incompetent and corrupt.

5.

It involves regular and heavy load-shedding.

6.

It is capital intensive but lacks sufficient funds.

7.

Heavy losses occur during transmission and distribution of power.

8.

It involves constant fuel shortage which affects generation of power.

Remedies for Power Sector

The following are the remedies for power sector in India.

1.

It should develop clear guidelines for private sector investment and assure immediate clearance.

2.

It should immediately provide guidelines for involving private number in transmission and distribution.

3.

It should generate self-governing regulatory official at both central and state levels.

4.

It should corporative SEBs with separate generation, transmission and distribution segments.

1.6.3 Transport

Q35. Explain the significance of transport. What does transport sector includes? State the transport sector
in the five year plans.
Answer :

Significance of Transport

Transport and communications play an important role in regulating men and materials of Indian economy. The transport
system helps in widening the goods market and facilitates large-scale production through division of labour. Transport system
is very important for the movement of machinery, raw materials and fuels to the production location. In any industry involves
continuous production, it will be in greater need for transport facilities. Generally remote regions have plenty of mineral forest
and agricultural resources, but they are under-utilized due to in accessibility. Thus, development in transportation assists in
utilizing the resources of remote regions. The resources can be fully utilized when the backward regions are connected with
advanced regions. There can be a growth in industrialization with the expansion of transport facilities. If the transportation
increases, the demand for motor vehicles, locomotives and ships increase which leads to start of industries that can produce
these goods. Therefore, transport development is of great importance for a country like India.
Transport sector include roads, railways, shipping and civil aviation.
Transport and the Five Year Plans
The planners of India have always focussed on transport development. According to them “An efficient and well
developed system of transport and communications is vital to the success of a plan of economic development which lays
stress on rapid industrialization”. During the first three plans, there was high allocation on the transport sector. However,
the allocations declined gradually in the next successive plans on the transport sector.

On one hand, there is a resource crunch and on the other hand, focus is laid on energy and industrial sectors.
Growth of Transport System Since 1951

Road transport and railways are the major transport system but other forms of transports are also important within
their specialized areas. In 1950-51, the introduction of economic planning has lead to substantial growth in transport sector
as presented in the following table,
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1.

‘ 2.

Transport system
Roads

Railways

3.

Civil Aviation

4.

Shipping ports

Total length ('000 km) surfaced
No.of good vehicles ('000)
Route length ('000 km) Freight
Traffic originating (million tonnes)
Number of passengers, domestic
(lakhs)
Overseas shipping (million tonnes
GRT) traffic in million tonnes

41

2005-06

2009-10

2011-12

2,713
1,510
63,000
680
318

4,582
2,433
64000
888
569

4865
2698
64.6
975.2
617

4949
2772
65.4
1014.2
588

NA
NA
65.8
1058.8
617

7.0
424

9.7
562.7

10.0
560

10.20
56

10.49
555

2012-13 2013-14

Table: Growth of Transport System

In freight originating tonneage, the railways observed a growth of 3% per annum. However, there was low growth
,n route length. The network of road transport has increased at an annual rate of 5% and the road transport fleet lose to
‘: o per annum in respect of goods vehicles. A network of rural roads or connecting around 70% of the Indian villages and
■.eather roads connect around 40% of country’s villages.

There is a remarkable increase in shipping i.e., 11 % and the rise in coastal shipping is only upto 1.4%. There is also
- rise in airlines passenger traffic i.e., upto 9% per annum. During 1951 and 2014, the traffic managed by major ports rose
from, 19 million tonnes to 555 million tonnes at an annual rate of nearly 5%. In general, there is an impressive growth in
-.e entire transport sector which shows that huge amount amount is being spent or developing transport system.
Q36. Write in detail about Indian Railways.

Answer :

The only monopoly of Government of India is ‘Indian Railway’. It is considered as largest networking in the world
-1th a coverage of 64,400 kms. Railways has managed to provide employment opportunities to 1.6 million people with an
*estment of? 58,000 crore. There is no close substitute to Railways. The five year plan discussed on the modernization,
: \pansion of capacity, replacement and reconstruction of old wagons and engines. Railways give priority to the areas such
is technology advancement, safety and electrification metro projects are also started to ease the traffic. In Hyderabad and
Bengaluru, the construction is under process.

Indian Railways is managed by the Railway Board which in turn is governed by Ministry of Railways. To managed
activities of different areas, the ministry or Railways has established many public sector units such as Rail India Technical
nd economic sciences, Ircon International Ltd, The Indian Railways Finance Corporation. The container corporation of
frdia and the Railtel corporation of India.
To ensure improved rail connectivity to ports, the IR has developed the special vehicles i.e, Gujrat Pipavav Post
_fr and Rail Vikas Nigam Ltd. The growth of Indian Railways from 1950 - 51 to 2002 - 03 is presented in the following
■able.
Indian Railways

Route (km)

No. of passengers (million)
Total passengers km (billion)
Average journey length (km)

1950 - 51

2002 - 03

53,596

63,122
4,971

973

Freight carried (million tonnes)
Freight tonne km (billion)

63
52
93
44

Average lead (km)

470

515
104
543
356
656

Table: Growth of Indian Railway (IR)
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From the above table, it can observed that there is a clear and significant growth in Indian Railways. In railways,
several accidents occurred, but the number of accidents are declining with time. As per Railways accident Index, the accident
have decreased from 0.22 in 2006 - 07 to 0.21 in 2008. The Government has increased safety budget from ? 1,911 crore
to ? 2105 crore during this period. However, there is a shortage of 89,024 safety officers in railways.

There are around 20,000 gang men (trackmen) in Indian railways. The duty of these gang men is to lay 700-800 kg
concrete slabs on the railbed, pack gravel to level track and they monitor even the smallest fissures on the lines. Unfortunately,
around 10-20 of the trackmen die due to accidents on the same railway lines that they maintained.
To reduce the rate of accidents and to improve Railway operations, IR is taking several measures. It is emphasizing
more on advancement of technology. The railway is increasingly being electrified. Each year, around 500 km are electrified
and 28% of the total track has already been completed.
Due to excess staff strength in Railway, IR is limility the requirement of additional staff. During 1991 - 2001, the
staff'strength was reduced from 2,62,00 to 1.545 million. It is further aiming at reducing staff strength to 1.18 million by
2010.
The Government has also set up a special body called the Dedicated Freight Corridor Corporation of India (DFCCIL)
which develops specific routes for goods train along four stretches i.e. Delhi-mumbai, Delhi-Howrah, Chennai - Howrah
and Mumbai - Chennai.

A multi pronged strategy is being adopted by Indian Railways to offer a faster, safer, cleaner and more comfortable
passenger train. To start Rajdhani and Shatabi service, LHB (Link Hoffmann Busch) coaches have been introduced as these
coaches have more capacity to carry people, high-speed potential, advanced amenities, improved safety feature, lower
maintenance requirement, aesthetic interiors, longer life etc.
To improve the performance of railways, environment friendly bio-toilets have been introduced and resource
management have been improved through faster turn around time, increased wagon load and rational pricing policy Indian
Railways has performed incredibly well that it has become a viable commercial enterprise today.
As per a study conducted by Deloitte Access Economics in 2011, rail network has resulted in improved use of land
and urban diversification, reduced congestion, lower carbon emission and improved energy security. According to the
report, every trip made by a passenger on rail can minimize costs to the society rather then the roads.

With a view to reduce the burden on other forms of transport, Government designed metro rails which operate in
major cities of the country. Metro rails attract passengers toward public transport.
Strengths of Railways

The strengths of Indian Railways include the following,
1.

It has substantial electrified tracks.

2.

It can provide competitive advantage in project consultancy and construction.

3.

IR is the 4th largest in the world and 2nd largest is Asia.

4.

It is the biggest public sector undertaking.

5.

It is considered as cheap mode of transport.

Weakness of Railways
The weakness of Indian Railways are as follows,
1.

It has insufficient finance and growing competition.

2.

Passenger trains and goods trains are of low speed.

3.

It does not have proper transportation policy.

4.

The network capacity of railways is inadequate and travelling through trains is unsafe.

5.

In involves low productivity and provides poor service to the passengers.
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Remedies for Railways
To resolve the problems of railways, the following remedies can be used,
Railway property can be commercialized by selling and leasing it to the private enterprises.

2.

Manufacturing units can be corporatised and privatized gradually.
Passenger services should also be commercialized by removing privatize ticket-checking and all free travel.

-

The operations such as transportation of freight and passengers and equipment manufacture should be unbundled.

Q37. What is the role of road transport and shipping in the Indian economy? State the strength, weaknesses
and remedies of road transport and water transport.

Answer :

Role of Road Transport
Roads play an important role in the development of country’s economy. One of the oldest and popular modes of
ransportations is “Road”. Country has largest road network covering around 3.3 million km including national highways,

rate highways, district roads, urban roads and special roads for port connectivity and defence purpose.
The transport of people and cargo is very convenient through roadways because of its network connectivity. As the

■.adways provide well-connected transport, the passenger traffic has been increased. People consider it as a convenient
- ay of transport due to easy availability of tickets, surfaced highways, reasonable charges and connectivity across the

country.

There is an increase in the motor vehicles in the recent years which shows the growth of road transport. The country’s
- ational highways are monitored and supervised by the ministry of road transport and highways and the national highways

•jthority of India. Public works departments of state governments manage state highways. Different programmes were
ce\ eloped to connect road. The National Highways Development Programme (NHDP) aimed at four laning of national
• ghways. Pradhan Mantri Bharat Jodo Pariyojona was aimed at four-laning of highways that connect state capitals.

> milarly, Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana was developed to connect roads of every village.

Strengths of Road Transport
The strengths of road transport include the following,

It reduces the burden of railways.

1

It has comparatively low vehicle density per km.
It is one the largest ransport of the world covering almost 3.3 million across the country.

Problems of Road Transport
The problems of road transport are as follows,

Many deaths occur on roads.
Urban transportation is poor.

Pollution is increased due to road transport.
•'( Itl.' ’

Multiple check-posts.
f

The country’s remote parts are not connected well.
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Remedies for Road Transport
To solve the problems of road transport, the following remedies can be used,
1.

Private sector should be encouraged to participate in highways by way of institutionaliaing build-operate-transfer

schemes.

2.

Additional resources should be allocated to improve and widen existing state and national highways.

3.

A financing mechanism should be established for funding road construction, using the toll system for cost recovery.

4.

For funding highways, the highway development fund must be created.

Role of Shipping

Shipping has a great role in contributing forwards the economy of the country i.e., upto 90% of trade is managed
by ships. The country has 62.5 ships with gross registered tonnage of 69,44,206.
The three acts that control shipping industry are the Mechant Shipping Act, 1958. The Inland vessels Act 1917 and
the Coastal Vessels Act, 1838. The industry is dominated by the State-owned Shipping Corporation of India. The private

sector is also playing an important role in shipping industries. It includes Essar shipping, Great Eastern shipping, shabi
shipping, Varun shipping etc. These are 7 public sector shipyards and 20 small-to-medium sized shipyards in the private
sector.

India has 160 odd ports along its coastline. The major parts are managed by a port trust. This port trust is under the
control of central government. The state governments regulate minor ports. The Indian ports Act 1908 and the Major Por

Trusts Act, 1963 govern Indian ports. Every major port operates under the authority of Tariff Authority for Major Ports

(TAMP) which determines tariff. Generally ports involve problems such as ineffective managerial practices, absence of
multimodal network, excess staffing, ineffective managerial practices, lack of modernization etc.

Strengths of Shipping

The strengths of shipping are as follows,
1.

In India, the coastline covers around 5700 kms and the complete foreign trade that pass across the sea.

2.

It has competent and skilled managerial and ship board personnel.

3.

Among the developing countries, India has largest merchant shipping fleet and 14th in the world in shipping tonnagy

Problems of Shipping
The problems of shipping India are,

1.

The ports do not have enough capacity to handle cargo.

2.

Limited funds.

3.

Ship owners undergo hardships as they convert FOB items into CIF items.

Remedies for Shipping
To solve the problems of shipping, the following remedies can be used,
1.

The activities such as cargo handling and warehousing into profit centres should be unbundled.

2.

Port-based businesses must be allowed to provide captive facilities for themselves under the BOT system.

3.

To reduce labour resistance to participate in private sector, it is essential to develop restraining programmes.
■
•
The Major Port Trust Act, 1963 should be amended to allow private sector BOT projects at the 11 major ports

4.
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233. Explain civil aviation in India.

Answer :
:-transfer

recovery.

s managed

;t 1917 and

The private

iping, shabi

i the private

is under the
e Major Port

In India, airline industry is hundred years old and is expanding rapidly. It was never imagined that flying would
•e;ome so common among the Indians as decades back only politicians, business executives and only rich were going
fcr air travelling. Atleast one in 25 Indians is travelling by air with growing habit of travelling and increasing per capita
•, ?me. It was in 1911, when an aircraft carried mail across the Ganga river from Allahabad to Naini covering a distance
I 0 kms in minutes, yet the airlines did not get any serious concentration from the government.
In 1920, the government was determined to construct air routes between Bombay, Calcutta and Rangoon. In 19241' die civil aviation works started, but the development was slow till the second world war. Air transport was nationalized
953. The government established two corporations to operate air travel. The Indian Airlines to run internally and Air
j&±a to run overseas service. Both the airlines resulted in huge losses and created many problems like competition from
3r • ate airlines, uncooperative employees and their unions and ineffective management. So all the sections of the society
rged to privatise the airlines.
The government being insensitive merged the two airlines into the National Aviation Co. of India Ltd. (NACIL) in
-2010 and named it as Air India Ltd. which involves in air transport services in the country. The Air Corporation Act,
-53 was revised on March 1, 1994 to have air transport available for private sector.

In terms of employment and contribution to GDP, the aviation industry relish enormous potential. Across the world,
i are estimated to carry nearly four billion travellers in 2017 and carry 55.7 tonnes of cargo. Throughout the world,
; are supposed to take delivery of some 1700 new aircraft, enlarging the global commercial fleet by 3.5%.
Carriers

Net Post-tax Profits
($mn)

Avg. Profit per
Passenger($)

North American
European

18,100

19.58

5,600
6,300

5.65
4.44

300
200

1.56

Major Ports

s, absence of

Asia-Pacific
Middle Eastern

:a.

Latin American
African

-800

0.76
-9.97

$ 29.8 billion global industry net profit expected

pping tonnage.

Table: Global Aviation Industry Forecast (Aviation in 2017)

For observations regarding the Indian Airline Industry are as follows.
After China, India stands in second place for air traffic in the world. Both domestic and international air passengers
have collectively increased more than twice. The airports have grown in all aspects and number of aircraft flying
has gone up many times. The cargo traffic has increased by 50 percent.

At four international airports i.e., Mumbai, Delhi, Hyderabad greenfield and Bangalore greenfield airports, the private
participation has been permitted through PPP route.
Airlines business is influenced by competition. There are severed will aviation operators and competition between
:hem is resulting in prices of fare which intum contributes to the growth in air traffic.

TTie government has allowed the entry of FDI (no limit) in airlines and greenfield airports. It contributes to operational
efficiency of the airlines.

' system,

ogrammes.
1 major ports.

There are three companies in public sector, they are NACIL, Air India Charters Ltd and Alliance Air. Moreover,
-.ere are six scheduled airlines. Apart from this Scheduled Air Transport (Regional) services, a new category of
scheduled airlines has been launched to have more connectivity to smaller cites. In addition there are three cargo
urlines which are providing cargo services.
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1.7 SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Q39. Describe the concept of social sector and social infrastructure.

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q5(b

The main aim of planned development is to ensure welfare via sustained development in terms of quality of life o)
the people, specially the poor and the vulnerable portion of the population. In policy measures, focus is needed on socia
sector development and programmes. Human resources development adds to sustained growth and productive employment
Educated, skilled and healthy workforce may make significant contribution to the development of economy. In social sector
there are two main areas which need investment. They are health and education. For the development of these areas, then
is necessity for huge investment in social infrastructure development.

To improve the health of human beings it is necessary to build hospitals in allopathic, unani ayurvedic and homeopath}
medicines. To extend the medical facilities in rural areas, Community Health Centres (CHCs), Primary Health Centres (PHCs
and Sub-centers (SCs) need to be set up in rural areas. Rural people can approach hospitals at the district and state level
for getting treatment serious diseases. For all these things, it is required to provide training to nurses, doctors, paramedics
personnel to deliver service to the people which is nothing but development of Human and Physical infrastructure.

To develop education sector, investment in lower, upper primary, secondary and higher secondary schools is require
to help children acquire education. For this, investment need to be made in school building and equipment, provision ;
teachers and other supporting staff. The investment in these aspects extended to rural, hilly and tribal areas from urbs
areas. After independence, the government focused on expansion of education.

At higher education level, investment need to made in colleges, universities and research institutions to facility
children (who have completed their schooling) in enhancing their knowledge and skills of a higher level. For enhancii
vocational education, it is necessary to expand institutes to technology, engineering colleges and medical institutions
provide training to technical people at different levels. For advanced research, specialized institutions such as, Ind.
council of Agricultural Research, National Physical Laboratory and other institutions in atomic energy and space resear
are required.

Apart from this, the people should be facilitated with safe drinking water and sanitation. This includes extension
social infrastructure facilities.
For the development of skilled and educated manpower, the creation of health and education infrastructure togent
with safe drinking water and sanitation are needed which assists in the growth process by contributing to the social sed|
development.
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT
Multiple Choice
1.

According to Mahbub ul Haq,______ of the following is an essential component of human development.
[

]

[

]

(a) Equity

(b) Change
(c) Measures

(d) None of the above
2.

The country national highways are monitored and supervised by______ and______ .
(a) The Ministry of Road Transport and Highways

(b) National Highways Authority of India
(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) Tariff Authority for Major Port (TAMP)
3 ■ ______ represents the measure of average achievements in human development in three dimensions such as
life expectancy of birth, Adult literacy and educational attainment and standard of living.
[
]
(a) Organisation Development Index

(b) Gross Domestic Product
■/
(c) Human Development Index

(d) Gross National Product
4.

The national resources include,

»

[

]

[

]

[

]

(a) Water

(b) Climate
(c) Land

(d) All the above
5.

HPI stands for,
(a) Human Power Index

(b) Human Poverty Index
(c) Human Programmes Indices

(d) Health Poverty Index
Which of the following does not come under the problems of transport development in India?
(a) Low per capital income

(b) Absolute assets
(c) Poor planning of transport system

(d) Technology advancement
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Commercial sources of energy comprise of,
(a) Coal, petroleum and electricity

(b) Agricultural wastes
(c) Firewood

(d) Animal drug
8.

Non-commercial sources of energy are also called as
(a) Traditional sources of energy

(b) Primary sources of energy
(c) Non-conventional sources of energy

(d) Both (a) and (c)
Transport, services, communications, banking and finance are

(a) Primary

(b) Secondary
(c) Tertiary

(d) Both (a) and (c)
10.

Which of the following comes under the major issues of development in India?
(a) Low per capita income

(b) Low rate of economic growth
(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) None of the above

Fill in the Blanks
1.

The various sources of energy are broadly categorized into two

2.

Oldest and popular modes of transportation is

3.

GDI stands for
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I

Multiple Choice
1-

(a)

2.

(c)

3-

(c)

4.

(d)

5-

(b)

6-

(a)

7.

(a)

8.

(a)

9.

(c)

10.

(c)

Fill in the Blanks

I

sources

1.

Conventional, Non-conventional

2.

Road

3.

Gender Related Development Index

4.

Transport

5.

Mines and minerals (Regulation and Development) Act, 1957

6.

Tertiary

7.

Oil and Natural Gas Commission

8.

Commercial, non-commercial

9.

Primary

10.

Railway.

_ activities.

ergy.

activities.
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III.

Very Short Questions and Answers

Q1.

What is Energy?

Answer :

Energy is the capability to do work. It is the capacity to perform an activity.
Energy is generated from two sources i.e., conventional and non-conventional as presented in the following figure,

Q2.

Define Environmental Degradation.

Answer :

Environmental Degradation is defined as any undesirable change in the environment which is seen to be harmful.

Q3.

Define Human Development.

Answer :

Human development is defined as “The process of widening people’s choices and the level of well-being the achie
are at the core of the notion of human development”
- United Nations Development Programme i
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SIA GROUP

After studying this unit, one would be able to understand,
❖

The Concept, Forms and Process of Liberalization.

❖

Impact of Liberalization on Indian Economy.

❖

Definition, Objectives, Reasons and Methods/Routes of Privatization.

❖

The Problems with Privatization.

❖

Argument for and against Privatization.

❖

Meaning, Objectives and Methods of Disinvestment.

❖

Definition, Characteristics, Steps and Drivers of Globalization.

❖

Impact of Globalization on India.

❖

Concept of Poverty and Estimates of Poverty in India.

❖

Human Poverty and Rural Poverty in India.

❖

Strategies Adopted to Solve the Problem of Poverty.

❖

Poverty Alleviation Programmes in India.

❖

Definition, Nature, Concepts, Major Causes, Problems and Estimates of Unemployment.

❖

Various forms of Urban and Agricultural Unemployment.

❖

National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGs) and its Features.

❖

The Concept of Parallel Economy.

❖

Impact of Black Incomes on Economic, Social System.

❖

Factors Responsible for generation of Black Money and Measures Undertaken to Unearth Black Money.

❖

Industrial Policy of 1948, 1951, 1956, 1977, 1980 and 1991.
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wCj stands for Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization. They are the three pillars of economic reforms.
Liberalization means reducing foe restriction and aWovring the investors to invest in the global market.
Privatization is a process by which government transfers the productive activities oS pubWc sector to private
sectors.

According to “Charles U.L.Hill”, “Globalization is the shift towards a more integrated and independent world
economy”. It has two components, globalization of markets and globalization of production.
Poverty refers to a social phenomenon in which a section of the society is not in a position to satisfy their basic
needs also. It has two concepts Human poverty and rural poverty. Human poverty describes that opportunities
and choices for human development are dismissed to have long, healthy and creative life. Rural poverty occur
due to the migration of rural poor into urban poor.

Unemployment occurs when the supply of labour is more than the demand. There is deficiency of capital in the
Indian economy dut to which there is no development or expansion of Industries to accommodate the labour
fore?. The various major employment programmes undertaken in India are Swaranjayanti Gram Swarozgar
Yojana (SGSY), Sampooma Grameen Rozgar Yogana (SGRY), The National Rural Employment Programme
(NREP) etc.

Parallel Economy means the functioning of economy’s unsanctioned sector whose objectives/aims are running
parallel and are comparatively in conflict with the self declared social objectives. The factors responsible for
the generation of black money are difference between the acceptable net rate of return and legally permissible
rate of return, black money generation as a consequence of controls, licensing system, donation to political
parties etc. The measures which are undertaken to unearth black money are measure of checking tax evasion,
demonetization, voluntary disclosure schemes and special bearer bond scheme.
The term industrial policy refers to rules, regulations, principles, policies and procedures that have been
proposed by government so as to regulate, develop and control the industrial undertakings of the country.
The Indian industries undergone a drastical changes due to developments made in Industrial Policy of 1991.
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PART-A
SHORT QUESTIONS , WITH SOLUTIONS
. ;________________

----- --------------------------Q1. Write a short note on LPG.
Answer :

.___

_______
Model Paper-I, Q2

LPG is Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization. These are the three pillars of economic reforms.
Liberalization

Liberalization means reducing the restrictions and allowing people with more freedom in their action. The regulation
and control is removed for foreign investors and they are allowed to invest in global market to develop other countries and
get capital inflow and outflow.
Privatization
Privatization is a process by which government transfers the productive activities of public sector to private sectors.

According to the World Bank, privatization “is the transfer of ownership of government or publicly owned assets
to private hands.”
Globalization

Globalization is the process of movement from a closed economy to an open economy and the process of removal
of restrictions on foreign trade, investments, innovations in communications and transport systems.
02.

Differentiate between privatization and liberalization.

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, 02

Following are the differences between privatization and liberalization,

S.No
Basis
1.
Meaning

2.

Purpose

3.
4.

Results

5.

Disadvantage

-3.

Advantage

Privatization
Liberalization
The transfer of ownership from government to The relaxation ofthe restrictions of government
private sector is termed as privatization.
in the area of social and economic policies is
termed as liberalization.
Privatization is done to improve the quality and The purpose behind liberalization is to
efficiency in delivering goods and services to liberalize trade, (i.e., to remove tariffs and other
the public.
restrictions in trade between the countries).
Privatization results in industrial growth.
Liberalization results in industrial licencing.
Privatisation reduces the burden of Government Liberalisation reduces the dependency
enterprises.
of organisation on external commercial
borrowings.
Increase in inequality and problem of financing Unbalanced development and high dependence
are the two main disadvantages of privatization. on foreign countries are the two main
disadvantages of liberalization.

Write about the concepts of unemployments developed by the NSSO.

knswer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q2

The three concepts of unemployment which is developed by NSSO are follows,

1.

Usual Status Unemployment

2.

Current Weekly Status Unemployment

3.

Current Daily Status Unemployment.
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1.

Usual Status Unemployment

Usual status unemployment concept measures the usual activity status of an individual whether employed or
unemployed or outside the labour force which are covered by the survey. This is measured with respect to long duration
1. e one year earlier to the time of survey.
The usual status unemployment rate is a rate of a person and denotes severe unemployment due to those who are
seen ‘usually’ unemployed in the reference year are considered as unemployed.
2.

Current Weekly Status Unemployment

>

Current weekly status unemployment concept measures the activity status of an individual related to a period of
past seven days. An individual who has worked for an hour or more on one or more days in the reference period obtains
employment status. The current weekly status unemployment rate is same as usual status unemployment rate i.e., a Person
rate.
3.

Current Daily Status Unemployment

Current daily status unemployment measures the activity status of an individual for each day of the past seven <
An individual who works for one hour but less than four hours is counted as worked for half a day. If he works for f"
hours or more in a day then it is counted as worked for whole day. The current daily status unemployment rate is a '
rate.
Q4.

Discuss the policy of India regarding the Navratnas.

Answer :

Model Rap

The budget 1997-98 is for the nine effectively performing public sector organizations called as Navratnas.
Navaratnas includes IOC, ONGC, HPCL, BPCL, IPCL, VSNL, BHEL, SAIL, NTPC. Along with these enterprises <
and MTNL were also added later on. The government announced a freedom package for these enterprises on 4th July
This package permits public sector enterprises the freedom to do the following things,

(I)

Freedom to base all capital expenditure with no monetary ceiling.

(ii)

Freedom acquire finance from the domestic or international markets.

(iii)

Freedom to enter into technology joint ventures and wholly-owned subsidiaries with equity investment till
Crore.

(iv)

Freedom to reorganize the board by including the eminent non- official part time directors. A high power
committee select the eminent non- financial part time directors.
Freedom to set up profit centers, initiating offices in India and in foreign countries.

Freedom to design and execute schemes concerning HRM (Human Resources Management).
Write about some estimates of Black Incomes based on Kaldor’s approach in India.

Answer:

Model

The few estimates of black incomes on the basis of Kaldor’s approach are as follows,
1.

Kaldor’s Estimate

In the report of N. Kaldor regarding Indian Tax Reform estimated the non- salary income based or
national income into wages and salaries, profit, interest, rent etc., and income of self- employed. He determ::
non- salary income by ignoring the contribution of wages and salaries in Net Domestic Product (NDP) Kaldor ■
regarding non- salary income crossed the exemption limit. Hence the difference between estimated nonabove the exemption limit and actual non- salary income evaluated to tax determines the size of the Black I
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Wanchoo Committee also known as Direct Taxes Enquiry Committee opted the method/technique which was followed
by Kaldor with considerable changes As per Wanchoo Committee. “ the black income (the income on which tax has not
been imposed) is estimated to be around ? 700 crores in 1961-62 and ?1000 crores in 1965-66. In 1968-69, black income
may be estimated as T 1,800 crores.

5 who are
3.

i period of
od obtains
a Person

Rangnekar’s Estimate

Dr. Rangnekar who is the member of Wanchoo Committee considers the estimations of Wanchoo Committe as
under- estimates. As per Rangnekar, the black income in 1961-62 was 1,150 crores and in 1965-66 , it was ?2,350 The
estimation of black income for 1968-69 was ?2,833 crores and ?3,080 crores in 1969-1970. From this, it can be concluded
that the compound growth rate of black income was 13% per annum at current prices but compound growth rate of national
income was 11% per annum.
Chopra’s Estimate

4.

seven days,
irks for four
ate is a time

Mr. O.P. Chopra, prepared black income report for a period of 17 years(i.e, from 1960 to 1977). Chopra adopted the
methodology suggested by Diret Taxes Enquiry Committee. According to Chopra, the ratio of black income to non- salary
income increased after 1973-74. There is a difference in the estimations of Wanchoo Committee and estimations of Chopra.
Q6.

Explain various schemes to reduce unemployment and underemployment.

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q4

The various schemes to reduce unemployment and underemployment are as follows,
del Paper-I, Q4

ratnas. These
rprises GAIL
4th July 1997.

Rural Works Programme

1.

The focus of this programme was on the construction of civil works of a permanent nature which would result in
mitigation or complete abolition of scarcity condition in the required areas.
Marginal Farmers and Agricultural Labourers

2.

In this scheme, the subsidised financial support is provided to the families for agriculture and subsidiary occupations
such as poultry, horticultural, dairy, fishery etc.

tment till ?200

Small Farmers Development Agencies

3.

Under this scheme, financial support is provided to small farmers inorder to help them to use the new technology.

h power search

Integrated Dry Land Agricultural Development

4.

In this scheme, permanent works such as soil conservation, land development and water harnessing are initiated.
All these works are labour- intensive and results in employment opportunities.
Agro- Service Centres

5.

Model Paper-ll, O

In this scheme, unemployed graduates and diploma- holders in agricultural, mechanical and electrical engineering
and related areas and graduates in agriculture and science are encouraged to opt self- employment.
Area Development Schemes

6.

These schemes focuses on providing enough infrastructure facilities such as market complexs, roads etc in the areas
firected by ten significant irrigation projects.

,ed on division
'termined the to:
.aldor’s estimate
ion- salary incon
ack Income.

Crash Programme for Rural Employment

7.

Under this scheme, additional employment opportunities are provided by a network of rural projects of different
-.pes which are labour oriented and productive. The different types of projects which comes under these schemes are,
-inor irrigation, soil conservation and afforestation, flood'protection and anti- water logging, drinking water etc.,

-
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Q7.

■

Write a short note on:
(a)

The Poverty Gap Index

(b)

The Squared Poverty Gap Index.

,

Answer:

(a)

The Poverty Gap Index

The poverty gap index refers to the mean distance below the poverty line specified as a proportion of that line. The
mean distance is calculated by considering the entire population. In other words, the poverty gap measures the transfer
which bring each poor person’s income to the poverty line. This thereby results in prevention of poverty. Therefore, the
poverty gap describes the depth of poverty and its incidence as well.
The poverty gap index would not change person. Excluding this limitation, Poverty Gap Index is considered to be
serperior compared to simple head count index.
(b)

The Squared Poverty Gap Index

The Squared Poverty Gap Index refers to the mean of the squared proportionate poverty gaps. This measure express'
the severity of poverty because it is the main reason behind inequality among the poor people. The Squared Poverty Gi
Index is considered to be the most suitable measure of income poverty.

According to Ozler, Datt and Ravallion estimation, there was no decrease in the severity of poverty in the year 197.
74 when compared to 1950-51. But from 1973-74 there is a decrease in the squared poverty gap index for urban as well
rural population. In 1997, the squared poverty gap index was decreased to 2.76 from 7.13 in 1973-74 for rural populate
In the same way for urban population, the squared poverty index decreased to 2.73 in 1997 from 5.22 in 1973-74.
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PART-B

ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS
2.1 LIBERALIZATION
Q8.

_______ __________________________________________

What is liberalization? State the forms of liberalization. Analyze the impact of liberalization on Indian
Economy.

Answer :

Model Paper-I, Q6(a)

Liberalization

Liberalization means reducing the restrictions and allowing people with more freedom in their action. The regulation
and control is removed for foreign investors and they are allowed to invest in global market to develop other countries and
get capital inflow and outflow.
Liberalization took place in all important sectors including industry and services, infrastructure, banking, capital
market, taxation, external sectors of the foreign trade etc. Economic liberalization includes mainly, the system of industrial
licensing dismantled into pieces which took four decades to built, Physical restrictions on imports are reduced and the
reduction rates have seen even in import duties and no control on foreign exchange.

Forms of Liberalization
The main forms of liberalization in the country are a$ follows,

1.

Delicensing.

2.

Public sector undertakings are relieved to enter into capital market.

3.

Departmental undertakings and public undertakings are corporatised.

4.

Permission to corporates to buy back shares.

5.

Removal of restrictions of tax provisions for selected sectors.

6.

Freedom to banks to enter the insurance sector.

7.

Liberalization of products and sale-purchase of assets.

8.

Adoption of the system of value-added tax.

9.

Re-organisation of tax rate structures and procedures.

10.

Tax exemptions, holidays and concessions.

Liberalization reduces cost and saves time for business enterprises. The outside limitations on business planning
and strategy formulation go down thereby increasing efficiency and competitiveness.

Impact of Liberalization on Indian Economy
The liberalization has been affecting different sectors of economy in different ways. The major sectors are,

1.

Industrial sector has increased the growth rate from 0.6 percent in 1991-92 to 11.7 percent in 1995-96. Liberalization
had direct impact on the country’s foreign exchange reserve. From April to August 1991, foreign exchange reserves
of ? 2,500 crores was increased to ? 14,500 crores in March 1992 and further it has been grown to ? 17,000 crores
in July 1992.

2.

The industrial sector affecting other areas of tax and financial sector, trade and exchange rate policies. The main
attributes of the trade and exchange rate reforms is reduction in customs tariffs and removal of quantitative restrictions
on inputs. The tax reforms affecting industrial sector includes the following,
(a)

The corporate income tax rate have been reduced from 51-75 percent to less than 40 percent. The excise duty
rates reduced from 9 percent to 21 percent.

____ ---..........
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(b)

Financial sector reforms announced the privatization of banking, telecom and insurance sectors. These reforms
has the potential impact on the structure of Indian industries, subjecting to competition from both internal and
external secures and thereby making them more efficient.

(c)

The capital goods sector’s growth percentage rate was 12.80 in 1991 -92. Cheaper imports of capital goods and
internal restructuring made less growth of capital goods sector.

The consumer goods sector has a growth rate of 1.80 percent in 1991-92 and it registered a growth rate of 12.90
percent in 1995-96.
Liberalization has enhanced the employment opportunities to the educated youth in the country. MNC’s entry into service
sector like banking and insurance etc., has given scope for round the clock quality services. The entry of private sector into
the areas like infrastructure, banking and insurance sectors made the future of India to be optimistic. Thus, the liberalization
policy helped India to secure a place in the world as “a country of great wide recognition” in the international market.
Q9.

Discuss the process of liberalization.

Answer :

The process of liberalization is as follows,

1.

Relief of Foreign Investors

The liberalization process initiated the new industrial policy of 1991. The government of India wanted to attract
more foreign investments. The process of liberalizing foreign investment paid off is huge in amount. The Reserve Bank
of India (RBI) approved foreign investment of? 9.2 billion between September 16, 1991 and December 31, 1992. An
important feature of these foreign investments was that more than 80 percent of the foreign direct investment was on the
priority sector.

2.

Devaluation of the Indian Rupee

In order to provide path for liberalization, Indian currency was devalued by 22.5 percent at two stages. It was
expected to improve exports strongly while decreasing imports. But, exports have not gone up largely as expected. In
reverse, revenue from import duty declined, inflation went up by about 3 percent.
3.

New Industrial Policy

In a process of liberalization, the Government of India announced a new Industrial Policy in two parts. First is o
July 24, 1991 and second one is on August 6, 1991. Some of the characteristics of the industrial policy are given below.
(i)

Except in items like coal, petroleum, sugar, motorcars, cigarettes, dangerous chemicals, drugs and some luxi
items, the industrial licensing was assigned.

(ii)

In most important industries, direct foreign investment upto 51 percent of equity is allowed.

(iii)

Foreign technology agreements are permitted for important industries upto ? 1 crore.

(iv)

The new projects were introduced to manufacture goods not covered by compulsory licensing.

4.

New Trade Policy

In support of liberalization, the government of India set out precisely a new trade policy in 1991.
Trade policy is an important equipment of the liberalization policy. In India, import restrictions are required to rr
liberalization more meaningful.

P. Chidambaram union commerce minister in loksabha made some important features of the trade policy statem
which are given below,
(i)

The general objectives of the trade policy of 1991 was promotion of exports, growth of imports and simplifica
of procedures.

(ii)

Strengthening the advance licensing system.

(iii)

The number and types of licenses has been outlined.

(iv)

Export houses and trading firms have additional licenses.
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Removal of Import Restrictions

The Government of India also made efficient imports, along with exports. Globalization of business is useful to
countries for removing restrictions to freely import goods and services from other countries. Many developing countries
have already came out of their trade wars. India in a way confirming with the global trends in the new Trade Policy of July
1991. The government decided in January 1992 that upto 51 percent of foreign equity in important areas, to do licensing
on import of capital goods under the system of direct foreign investment.
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) on December 16,1993 was immediately concluded at Geneva.
The government of India decrease the import duties of 17 textile products from 85% to 40% and its aim was to reduce
consumer products also.

6.

Budgetary Policy

Licensing was sighted in the industrial policy declared along with the 1991-92 budget, except in 18 items including
coal, sugar, petroleum, motor cars, cigarettes, hazardous chemicals, drugs, pharmaceuticals and luxury goods.

The liberalization process started in 1991-1992 budget. The budgets of 1992-93 and 1993-94 were investment
oriented budgets, while the 1994-95 budget aimed at encouraging industrial activities. An amendment to the companies
Act was also proposed in confirming with the liberalization anticipated.
7.

Liberalised Exchange Rate Management System

Liberalised Exchange Rate Management System (LERMS) is another important policy of liberalization process
announced by the Reserve Bank of India on February 29,1992. Under LERMS, exporters and those who receive allowance
from abroad can sell the bulk of their foreign exchange receipts at market-determined rates. Similarly, those who needed
to import goods and services will be able to buy foreign exchange at market-determined rates from authorised dealers.
8.

Memorandum to International Monetary Fund (IMF)

The recovery of loans have been affected by budgetary and fiscal deficit as well as the decrease in rate of inflation
by government of India, provided by the IMF. The Government of India started the reform program viewed by the IMF
with great interest particularly in the context of India’s request for an immediate compensatory contingency finance facility
for US $220 million. A memorandum was sent to IMF with targets of reducing fiscal deficit, inflation and raising foreign
exchange for three years.
9.

NRI Remittances

NRI remittances is also improved by the improvement of India’s position. The government of India pinned much
hopes on NRI’s for forex allowances. Incentives were given to the NRI’s with the help of which they can improve their
foreign exchange allowances. This is also a part of liberalization process.
10.

Narasimhan Committee Report

Narasimhan committee report recommended a reorganization of the public sector banks for solving the problem of
bad debts and freedom of operations of foreign banks.
11.

FERA and MRTP Relaxation

In the process of liberalization in 1991, industrial policy measures were undertaken by the government to liberalise
die MRTP and FERA regulations. The most important attribute of the liberalization of MRTP regulations is the removal
of beginning limits of assets of MRTP companies and dominant undertakings. The MRTP Act was amended to remove
existing restrictions on initiation of new undertakings and expansion of the existing firms.
12.

Decontrol of Steel

Liberalization process also includes the decontrol of steel, which is taken as one of the measure by the government,
rfrice control on steel has been removed which may affect the prices in a competitive market.
13.

Privatization of Public Sector

Liberalization process consists the role of the public sector and government. It was in this context that the planning
: ommission had called for a re-examination and reorientation of the governmental role in the public sector. The paper on
Financial Dimensions and Macro Parameters of the Eighth Plan” (1992-1997) suggested that the role of the public sector
- as found as selective.
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Simplification of Industrial Licensing

The liberalization process was initiated by the government of India. Liberalization was announced in industrial
licensing on July 24, 1991. Various types of industrial approvals have been strongly liberalised, and a notification to this
effect was issued by the Department of Industrial Development under the Industries Act, 1951.
15.

Banking and Financial Sector Reforms

Liberalization was facilitated with world bank in the context of foreign exchange, banking and financial sector
reforms. Private sector banks including foreign banks were encouraged to operate in India. The Reserve Bank of India
granted the permission to set up new private banks.

2.2 PRIVATIZATION - DISINVESTMENT
Q10. Define privatization. What are its objectives? State the reasons for privatization.

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q6(a)

Privatization

Privatization is a process by which government transfers the productive activities of public sector to private sectors.
According to the World Bank, “privatization is the transfer of ownership of government or publicly owned assets
into private hands.”

In simple words, the process of transferring service delivery from the government to the private sector is termed as
privatization.
Objectives of Privatization

The basic objectives of privatization everywhere is to improve the performance of PSU’s (Public Sector Undertaking)
to reduce the financial burden on tax payers.

1.

The main objective of privatization is to improve efficiency and productivity, reduce political interference in the
management of enterprise and provides competitive environment (platform) to the state.

2.

Increasing the size and dynamism of the private sector.

3.

Encouraging and facilitating private sector investments from both domestic and foreign sources.

4.

Developed as well as the developing countries are adopting privatization for the purpose of cash generation.

5

Reducing the administrative burden on the state.

6.

Popularisation of the private sector.

Reasons for Privatization

The reasons for privatization are as follows,

1.

Profit-Oriented decision making process has been introduced by private sector which helps the firms to increase
their efficiency and performance. In addition to this, the private ownership sets up a market for managers which is
helpful in enhancing the management quality.

2.

As employees are not responsible for any damage occured in the public company, the private sector clearly defines
the areas in which the employees should be responsible for the damage. So that, the employees in private sector
handle the tasks properly. In case of public sector enterprise, employees take it easy if they commit any mistake.

3.

The another reason for privatization is interference of political corporation in public sector. Political interference
decreases the operational efficiency. The public sector is also imposed with non-economic objectives by most
governments.

4.

The major reason for privatization is that most of the public corporations are not attentive for long periods of time
Due to this, confusion and delay occurs in decision-making regarding the type of project that is to be undertaken.
But this is not the case in private sector enterprises.
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5.

In private sector enterprises, the management take quick decisions regarding the projects but this does not happen
in public sector enterprises.

6.

In private sector, the priority is given to customer satisfaction as private sector depends on customers. The customers
are not given priority in public sector enterprises. When the firms give priority to customer satisfaction, there will
be an increase in quality of services.

Q11. Discuss in detail the methods/routes of privatization.
Answer :

By following any of the six routes, privatization can be achieved. They are as follows,

1.

1.

Sale to public

2.

Management - employee buyout

3.

Equal - access voucher privatization

4.

Spontaneous privatization

5.

Cross holding and

6.

Strategic sale.

Sale to Public

In early 1990’s, sale to public route was used mostly as the CPSU’s shares in private sector enterprise are provided
to retail investors through public issues domestically and GDRs in international markets. The broad base ownership will
get assistance from this route where there is greater firmness and wealth generated by CPSUS is shared with general public.
Most of CPSU’s are following this route such as NTPC, REC, Shipping Corporation of India, Power Grid Corporation and
Oil India. This route is less attractive when compared to others because of inadequate domestic capital, negotiating deals,
resistance from employees and difficulty of evaluation.

2.

Management - Employee Buyout

The alternative which is used widely instead of sale to public is management - employee buyout, especially in
Poland, Slovenia, Croatia and Romania. It can be implemented easily and fastly in political and technical manner. This may
result in better corporate governance as the employees in the organization can access more when compared to outsiders tc
information required for controlling managers.
Disadvantages

The disadvantages for management employee buyout are as follows,
(a)

Uneven distribution of benefits like the employees who are working in reputed firms will get valuable assets whereuthe employees who are working in less reputed firms get little or nothing.

(b)

The government charges low prices to insiders and earn less revenue because the insiders are not in a position tc
bring new skills and capital.

3.

Equal-Access Voucher Privatization

The another important route that is followed by the government is equal access voucher privatization. It helps ir
distributing assets evenly and approximately among voucher holders. They are fair and easy, but generate no revenue
for government and have unclear implications for corporate governance. The countries where this route to privatisatior
implemented are Mongolia, Czechoslovokia and Lithuania.
4.

Spontaneous Privatization

The another significant route to privatization is spontaneous privatization which is easy, free from problem, nc
revenue generation for government and will have a doubtful impact/influence on corporate governance. Small organizations
will prefer this type of privatization.
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Cross Holdings

The another route of disinvestment related to cross holdings is also known as golden share warehousing, which
involves sale of shares to other CPSU’s. In 2006, a selected group of investors like eight government banks and institutions
were invited to make tender for shares in Maruti Udyog.
(a)

The government owned financial institutions are invited to buy and keep in store shares of CPSU’s untill third parties
ready to buy under warehousing model.

(b)

The concept of Golden share is attempting to secure the government interests in CPSU’s. Uznder this model, the
government will continue to maintain 26 percent of shares which has guaranteed the status of majority shareholders.

6.

Strategic Sale

This method was introduced for the first time in 2001 which is being presently followed by government. This route
involves expression of aim from individual parties followed by short-listing depending on few eligibility criterias and
invitation of tenders from the selected organizations.
Q12. What are the problems with privatization in India?

Answer :

The following are the problems faced with privatization,

1.

Lack of Proper Strategy

Privatisation has failed because of the formulation of improper strategy or norms related to the method of privatisation,
extent of divestment, selection of buyer/investor etc.

2.

Ambiguity of Objectives

There has been always a state of confusion regarding the real objectives and the mentioned objectives. It is veiy
difficult to identify the real objectives of privatisation.

3.

Lack of Social Responsibility

Private sector concentrates more on profits earning whereas the focus of public sector is on providing employmer.:
and security to all. So private sector does not take any responsibility of serving people (social welfare).

4.

Ownership to a Privileged Few

In privatisation ownership would be transferred from public hands to the private hands. There has been a lot of
discussion against profitmaking privatising companies. In privatising companies, if people own a few hundred shares the?
feel like owners of the company.
5.

Labourers Would be at the Mercy of the Private Owner

In Private company worker’s role is limited. They have no union power. Owners force the workers to accept t
work to be completed within limited period. The workers have no protection from dangerous works.
6.

Lack of Experienced Managerial Expertise

Private sector recruits the younger people because it does not prefer the aged people. So, it results in lack
experienced management and lack of managerial skills. The senior people due to voluntary retirement can have negati
implications on the performance of the company in a competitive market.

7.

Lack of Political Support

Many politicians do not support privatisation while some politicians opt for privatisation but they hide their n
objectives which has resulted in privatisation for the wrong reason, under the wrong conditions and also in a wrong w;
8.

Takeover Threat

In the privatisation process, Government usually offers a limited percentage of shares, where ownership is restrict:
The basic aim is to avoid the takeover problems.
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Q13. State the arguments for and against privatization.

Answer :

Arguments for Privatization

Privatization is supported on the following basis,
Privatization helps in reducing the support to the public sector loss making industries. Therefore, the public money
will not be wasted.

2.

It helps in modernizing and diversifying its operations.

3.

It helps in making the public sector units competitive in nature to a great extent.

4.

It makes the public enterprises greater accountable and responsible in nature.

5.

It helps in reintroducing the sick units.

6.

It helps in reducing or removing the political interference.

Arguments Against Privatization

Privatization is being opposed on the following basis,

1.

It is being argued that privatization would increase monopoly among big business houses and would ultimately lead
to wider differences in income and wealth.

2.

It does not go for the loss-making and sick enterprises shares.

3.

It would stop the growth of capital goods industries and the other industries whose profit margin is less.

4.

Privatization would lead to lopsided promotion or growth of the industries in the country.

5.

Usually the private sector industries do not wish to invest in long projects, infrastructural projects and risky projects.

6.

It does not follow the social justice and public welfare principles. They only focus upon increasing their short run
profits by not taking into account the needs and requirements of the economy.

7.

Private individuals usually invest their money in trade, real estate and other services where small investments are
required and which results in quicker profits. But, in order to change the economic structure, investments must be
made in the strategic sectors of the economy.

Q14. What is Disinvestment? What are its objectives and methods?

Answer :

Disinvestment

The term “disinvestment” is used more often than “privatization” in India. Disinvestment means control on share of
the government to a level where there is no change in control that results in the transfer of management. Part of the policy
of disinvestment is determined by the extent of dilution of stakes.

Objectives of Disinvestment

The following are some of the objectives of disinvestment,
i)

To decrease the government’s burden relating to finance.

ii)

To enhance public finances and growth.

i iii)

To develop competition and market discipline.

t iv)

To promote wider share of ownership.

(v)

To de-politicise important services.

To effectively utilize national resources and assets.

I vi)

.
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(vii) To release the productive potential inherent in public sector enterprises.
(viii) To modernize and upgrade public sector enterprises.

(ix)

To create new assets.

(x)

To generate employment opportunities.

(xi)

To become free from public debts.

Methods of Disinvestment in India

The various methods used in valuing shares for the purpose of disinvestment in India are as follows,

1.

Net Asset Method

This method shows the net asset of the enterprise which are recorded in the books of accounts. It exhibits the historical
value of assets, but does not show profitability position.
2.

Profit Earning Capacity Value Method

Generally, the profit earning capacity depends on the profits which are actually earned.

3.

Discounted Cash Flow Method

In this method, the incremental cash flows of future are estimated and discounted into present value by applying
rate of cost of capital. This method exhibits the intrinsic value of the firm.

2.3 GLOBALIZATION
Q15. Define globalization and explain its characteristics.

Answer :
Globalization

According to ‘International Monetary Fund’, “Globalization is the growing economic interdependence of countries
worldwide through increasing volume and variety of cross border transactions in goods and services and of international
capital flows and also through the more rapid and widespread diffusion of technology”.
According to ‘Charles U.L Hili’, “Globalization is the shift towards a more integrated and independent world
economy. Globalization has two main components, the globalization of markets and the globalization of production”.
Characteristics of Globalization

The characteristics of globalization are as follows,

1.

Rapid globalization of markets and production has been observed from the last two decades.

2.

Destruction of national sovereignty and national borders with the help of international agreements developing
organizations like European Union (EU) and World Trade Organizations (WTO).

3.

The globalization of production indicates that organizations are moving towards the world locations which are
specialized for specified activities than utilizing their own resources. As a result, it feels that discussing about the
products of America, German or Japanese is highly immaterial, as they are replaced by “global” products.

4.

There is a considerable decrease of barriers to free flow of goods, capital and services from the end of world war II.

5.

In the last decade, world trade has grown much quickly when compared to world output because of the support of
globalization of production and markets.

6.

Globalization deals culturally with higher international cultural change, higher international travel and tourism,
westernization, higher immigration involving illegal immigration etc.

7.

The environmental trend which was most drastic was the destruction of communist power in eastern Europe which
has generated tremendous long-run opportunities for international business.
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8.

There is a difference between international business management and domestic business management due to four
reasons. They are, different countries, level of problems faced by manager in international business is broader and
complex when compared to the problems faced by managers in domestic business, international transactions like
converting money into various currencies and restrictions that are imposed by government interference on managers
in international business to work in their limits.

9.

The role of some multinational corporations like WTO, WIPO and IMF has been increased while dealing with
international transactions.

10.

The costs and benefits of developing global economy are strongly discussed among business people, politicians and
economists, which is pointing on impact/effect of globalization on jobs, environment, national sovereignty, wages
and working conditions.

11.

Emergence of global financial system.

12.

The trend leading to globalization has been outlined from two factors like decrease in trade barriers and changes in
information, transportation and communication technologies.

13.

Emergence of global telecommunications infrastructure and large transborder information flow from utilizing
technologies like Telephones and Internet communication satellites.

14.

Rise in economic practices like outsourcing by multinational corporations.

15.

Rise in number of standards applied globally/intemationally like patents and copyright laws.

16.

Rise in global flow of capital.

17.

Decrease in transportation cost particularly from emergence of containerization for ocean shipping.

8. Supranational identification of restrictions relating to intellectual property.

19.

The development of microprocessor, communication and information processing technology has assisted the
organizations to like their multinational operations into advanced information networks.

20.

Limitation for intellectual property.

21.

Rise in share of world economy managed by global organizations.

22.

The globalization of markets indicates that national markets are merging to form one big market place.

23.

The intellectual property laws are agreed all over the world.

24.

Globalization is also been adopted by terrorism with some attacks in foreign countries.

Q16. Discuss the steps towards globalization.

Answer :

The steps towards globalization are as follows,
Adjustment of Exchange Rate and Convertibility of Rupee

1.

The first and foremost significant measure for merging the country’s economy with global economy is to generate
ns currency fully convertible which means they can get permission to establish its own currency rate in global market
w ithout the interference of government. This is to be incorporated by terminating the exchange control measured in an
rganized way. The first step towards this measure was that IMF (International Monetary Fund) focussed on decrease of
i -dian rupee. In the same way, the Indian government took a two step downward adjustment of 18-19 percent in exchange
-ate of rupee on 1st and 3rd July, 1991. Hence, this was satisfied. In later years, the Indian government moved towards full
convertibility.
Import Liberalization

2.

In 1990, A report has been released by India i.e., strategy for trade reform which is announced by World Bank for
edesigning of Import Policy. Hence, there will be only one negative list and imports of all items which are not in the
estricted list completely are permitted, decreasing import taxes on all goods and will have free entry to intermediate
, ods, consumer goods, capital goods and raw materials into Indian economy. As a consequence of these proposals, in the
: .oort import policy permitted free entry for import of all items including capital goods except negative list in 1992-97.
-.: present, the peak import day on non-agricultural goods is only 10 percent.

..
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3.

Inviting Foreign Capital

The main proposal of Indian Government is to attract foreign capital and merge the Indian Economy with Global
Economy, it has been inviting or opening doors to foreign investors. The Indian Government has announced a list for high
technology and high-investment priority industries in 1991 for which automatic permission was given for direct foreign
investment of upto 51 percent from foreign equity and the limit was increased from 51 percent to 74 percent late on 100
percent for several industries. Now-a-days, the FDI is allowing upto 100 percent on automatic route in many sectors which
are constrained to sectoral rules/regulations that are applicable. FDI is not allowed in some sectors like retail trading (apart
from single brand product selling), lottery business, betting and gambling and atomic energy.

In addition to this, several measures are also been announced by government from time to time.
Q17. Explain the drivers of globalization.

Answer :

The drivers of globalization are as follows,

1.

Developing markets involves huge markets.

2.

Changing demographics.

3.

Looking for resources by the way of international business.

4.

Overall availability of services.

5.

World bodies and institutions are playing facilitating roles.

6.

Regional trading blocks encourages international business

7.

International business provides huge money.

8.

Technology advancements

9.

Growing richness imposing pressure to have quality, new products and services

10.

Destruction of both trade and investment barriers

11.

Developing countries provide low cost locational advantage

The above points are explained in detail below,
1.

Developing Markets Have Huge Markets

The developing markets provide huge opportunities to raise the sales and profits of those companies which are
operating below their capacity level in developed countries.
2.

Changing Demographics

It is an additional feature to rising globalization . The changing demographics are seen highly in India, i.e., The rii
countries will have a shortage of working age people whereas India will have surplus.

3.

Looking for Resources

The another important driver for organizations to be globalized is looking for resources. The organizations alwa
look after resources from international businesses. Those resources may be natural or strategic assets. The organizatio
look for three types of resources. They are,
(a)

Physical resources like industrial minerals, mineral fuels, agricultural products and metals.

(b)

Huge amount of labour resources like cheap and well-motivated unskilled or semi-skilled labour.

(c)

FDI is prompting the requirement of acquiring resource called advanced technology.

4.

Availability of Services

The another important motive for facilitating globalization is availability of services all around the world. The
services include engineering, e-commerce, insurance, banking and consulting.
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Engineering Services
These facilitators will achieve economies of scale in areas like machinery, material and project management.

(b)

E-Commerce

These services are opening new horizons/ways for global services and greatly decreased the real meaning of distance.
(c)

Insurance Services
These services are specialized in underwriting, operations and risk evaluation.

(d)

Banking Services
Banking services helps in converting one currency into another which is required for settling of international
transactions.

(e)

Consulting Services
These services are available and facilitated for firms when they are in need of those.

5.

World Bodies and Institutions are Playing Facilitating Roles

World bodies and institutions are focussing on globalization. The international organization that regulates and
rromotes business all over the world is World Trade Transactions (WTO) which is having three main objectives,
i a)

Promoting free trade.

i b)

Settlement of trade disputes among the members.

i c)

Helps in maintaining additional openings of markets.

6.

Regional Trading Blocks Encourage International Business

This motive is adding advantage to the speed of globalization. The major alliances among countries are WTO, EU,
MERCOSUR, FTAA and NAFTA. These blocks will look after encouraging international business by deleting both the
~arriers called trade and investment. The integration among the countries results in efficient resource allocation with the
rading area, promoting growth of few businesses and decrease others, new products and technology development and
elimination of old ones. This resulted in large-scale restricting of industries and firms in European Union, by relocating
adustry and several cross-border alliances and mergers. More job opportunities are also generated by trading blocks.
7.

International Business Facilitates Huge Money

Every organization is having an intention to get money from global businesses as it is having more funds. From 2002
: a 2009, the foreign revenues share for top 100 companies is increased from 17 percent to 19 percent. It is not assisted only
? Indian companies but also foreign companies will also earn huge amounts from global markets.
5.

Technology Advancements

The another significant motive for globalization is advancements of technology. The word which can describe the
speed where technology has changed in past and continuing to change is called revolution. Technology developments are
s een in communication, information processing comprising of emergence of internet and world web and transportation.

Growing Richness Adding Pressure for Quality, New Products and Services
As there is an increasing effect of people over the globe is forcing firms to introduce new and different products.
. ?untries such as India and China are evidenting usage which increasing the need of transferring goods and services all
r ?und the world. The availability of rich markets is forcing firms to spend more money on R & D department for searching
. bally through industry journals, trips abroad, internet and trade fairs inorder to sell innovative products to the demanding
. i asumers.
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Engineering Services
These facilitators will achieve economies of scale in areas like machinery, material and project management.

(b)

E-Commerce
These services are opening new horizons/ways for global services and greatly decreased the real meaning of distance.

(c)

Insurance Services
These services are specialized in underwriting, operations and risk evaluation.

(d)

Banking Services
Banking services helps in converting one currency into another which is required for settling of international
transactions.

(e)

Consulting Services
These services are available and facilitated for firms when they are in need of those.

5.

World Bodies and Institutions are Playing Facilitating Roles

World bodies and institutions are focussing on globalization. The international organization that regulates and
promotes business all over the world is World Trade Transactions (WTO) which is having three main objectives,
ai

Promoting free trade.

bi

Settlement of trade disputes among the members.

ci

Helps in maintaining additional openings of markets.

6.

Regional Trading Blocks Encourage International Business

This motive is adding advantage to the speed of globalization. The major alliances among countries are WTO, EU,
MERCOSUR, FTAA and NAFTA. These blocks will look after encouraging international business by deleting both the
b arriers called trade and investment. The integration among the countries results in efficient resource allocation with the
Trading area, promoting growth of few businesses and decrease others, new products and technology development and
elimination of old ones. This resulted in large-scale restricting of industries and firms in European Union, by relocating
idustry and several cross-border alliances and mergers. More job opportunities are also generated by trading blocks.

7.

International Business Facilitates Huge Money

Every organization is having an intention to get money from global businesses as it is having more funds. From 2002
to 2009, the foreign revenues share for top 100 companies is increased from 17 percent to 19 percent. It is not assisted only
to Indian companies but also foreign companies will also earn huge amounts from global markets.
8.

Technology Advancements

The another significant motive for globalization is advancements of technology. The word which can describe the
speed where technology has changed in past and continuing to change is called revolution. Technology developments are
seen in communication, information processing comprising of emergence of internet and world web and transportation.

9.

Growing Richness Adding Pressure for Quality, New Products and Services

As there is an increasing effect of people over the globe is forcing firms to introduce new and different products.
Countries such as India and China are evidenting usage which increasing the need of transferring goods and services all
around the world. The availability of rich markets is forcing firms to spend more money on R & D department for searching
globally through industry journals, trips abroad, internet and trade fairs inorder to sell innovative products to the demanding
consumers.
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10.

Disintegration of Both Trade and Investment Barriers
Decrease in the barriers like trade and investment has widely contributed to cross-border business.

11.

Emerging Countries Offers Low Cost Locational Advantage

Inorder to take advantage of low cost production, most of the multinational corporations are locating their subsidiaries
in low wage countries. This is significant only when labour responsible for high portion of total production costs.
Q18. Discuss the Impact of Globalization on India.

Answer :

The globalization process has began in the year 1991 . Globalization has brought huge changes in the industrial and
other policies of the country. The impact of globalization on Indian economy can be understood from the following points,
1.

In March 2005, India’s foreign currency reserves increased to 141 billion dollars from 1 billion dollars in June, 1991.

2.

During the eighties, exports were financed upto 60 percent of imports only but presently 80 percent of imports are
being financed.

3.

During crisis the external debt of our country increased at the rate of $8 billion per year. But, later on during the
period from 1996-2003, its growth was stable and increased by not more than $ 3 billion per year.

4.

The rating system of India has been improved by the rating agencies which rates the investment risk in the countries
for the international investors.

5.

The share of India in the world trade in the year 2003 was increased to 0.86 percent when compared to 0.53 percent
in the year 1991.

6.

The introduction of full convertibility of rupee has not effected the exchange rate for the rupee.

7.

The corporate sector carried out the programmes of quality management and research and development in an
organisation.

8.

The Indian consumer has received few benefits due to globalization. They are wide range of consumer goods,
enhanced quality of goods and in few cases, low prices of consumer durables.

9.

In the year 1990-1991, the current amount deficit was more than 3 per unit of GDP which decreased to less than 1
percent in the year 2000-2001.

However, in the year 2001-2003, surplus was recorded in current account lying between 0.7-1.08 percent of GDP
(Gross Domestic Product).

10.

Large number of companies are opening branch offices/subsidiaries in other foreign countries and are making a
place in such countries. For instance, Asian paints, Tatas, Ranbaxy, Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories, Infosys and so on.

11.

The markets have now started giving response to the changes abroad. Indian market is greatly influenced by the
changes made in the U.S and U.K market.

12.

During 1991, FDIs were about 155 million dollars and this was increased to 3200 million dollars in the year 2004-05.

2.4

POVERTY

Q19. Define Poverty. Discuss in detail estimates of poverty in India.

Answer :

Poverty

The term poverty refers to a social phenomenon in which a section of the society is not in a position to satisfy their
basic needs also . If a considerable division of society is underprivileged of minimum level of living to the last level ther
the society is said to be suffering from huge poverty. The generally accepted definition in India is focusing on minimum
level of living instead of reasonable level of living.
Estimates of Poverty for 1973-74 to 1998

Various estimates of incidence of poverty are making changes in head-count ratio, which mean the ratio of population
below poverty line can be seen for the period 1973-1974 to 1998. This mainly depends on the NSS consumption expenditure
data that is available for the given period. Inorder to become completely aware of incidence of poverty one can analyze
the estimates facilitated by planning commission given by S.P. Gupta, Sundaram and Tendulkar and World Bank.
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banning Commission

The estimates of incidence of poverty has been facilitated by planning commission from early 1970s.

s.

Since, 1970’s, the incidence of poverty has been evaluated by the planning commission. For rural population, the
poverty line was determined at ? 49.63 per capita per month whereas, the poverty line for urban areas was determined
r ? 56.64 per capita per month. These poverty lines has been upgraded with time by considering the varying prices. The
allowing table represents the estimates in different years and poverty lines in those years.

Poverty Line
(?)

Percentage of
Persons

Poverty Line
(?)

Percentage of
Persons

Poverty Line
(?)

Percentage of
Persons

Rural

49.63

•56.4

89.5

45.7

205.84

37.3

Urban

56.64

49

115.65

40.8

281.35

32.4

-

54.9

-

44.5

-

36

Areas

91.
are
the

Combined

Table: Percentage of Population Below the Poverty Line

tries
xent

1993-94

1983-84

1973-74

ind
ats,

From the above table, it is seen that during 1973-74, majority of population was below the poverty line. During
-x period of 1973-74 to 1993-94, there was a decrease in the incidence of poverty from 54.9 percent in 1973-74 to 35.6
rercent in 1993-94. As there is an increase in population in the last decades there is no decline in the number of poor
people.
Poverty Estimates Based on 61st Round of the NSSO

in an

Poverty estimates for the year 2004-05 has been provided by the 61st round of NSSO based on two methods. They are,

oods,
han 1
fGDP
king a
a on.

(a)

URP (Uniform Recall Period) and

(b)

MRP (Mixed Recall Period).

URP the consumption data requires 3 0-day recall period for every item of consumption. But, for MRP the
consumption data requires 365-day recall period for 5 non-food items which are purchased less frequently like, footware,
clothing, education, durable goods and institutional medical expenses and 30 day recall period for remaining items. Based
?n these two methods, the information is presented in the below table,
All-India

Rural

Urban

Uniform Recall Period (URP) Method

27.5

28.3

25.7

Mixed Recall Period (MRP) Method

21.8

21.8

21.7

Reference Period

by the

4-05.

Table: Poverty Estimates Based on 61” NSSO Round (Year 2004-05)
I ii)

sly their
vel then
linimum

Poverty Estimates Based on 68th Round of the NSSO

Poverty estimates for the year 2011-12 has been released by the planning commission on July 22, 2013 which is
evaluated from the 68,h round ofNSSO (2011-12) information regarding household consumer expenditure study. For rural
areas, the poverty line is determined at ? 27.20 per capita per day and for urban areas it is determined at ? 33.33 per capita
per day. So, as per this information, 21.9 percent population was below poverty line during 2011-12.
020. Explain human poverty and rural poverty in India.

Answer :

apulation
penditure
a analyze
L

Human Poverty
The concept of Human Poverty describes that basic opportunities and choices for human development are dismissed
to have long, healthy and creative life and to enjoy the benefits of freedom, self respect, a decent standard of living etc.

-
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Human Poverty Index
In the year 1997, Human Development Report initiated a human poverty index in order to combine the various
features of deprivation in a composite index in the quality of life to take decision relating to the extent of poverty in a
community. The report describes that human poverty including human poverty index is larger than any other measure. As
it includes aspects such as lack of freedom, lack of personal security, inability to participate in the life of a community,
inability to participate in decision making etc, that cannot be evaluated.
The human poverty index is formulated by the Human Development Report mainly emphasizes on the deprivation
in the three elements of human life,

(i)

The First Deprivation Relates to Survival

The prone to death at an early age and it is shown in the human poverty index by the percentage of people who are
expected to die before age 40.
(ii)

The Second Dimension Relates to Knowledge

It is excluded from the world of reading and communication. It is calculated as a the percentage of adults who are
illiterate.
(iii)

The Third Aspect Relates to a Decent Standard of Living

This aspect specifically relates to complete economic provisioning. This is shown by a composite of two variables
such as the percentage of population who are not using improved water resources and the percentage of children who are
under weight below age of 5.
The rate of human poverty in India is higher due to short life. People dying before age of 40 signifies a severe
deprivation. About one sixth of the people in India are not expected to live till this age. In 2003, the adult literacy rate in
India was also higher i.e., 39.0 percent. This literacy rate is said to be higher than the many developing countries. However,
accessibility to improved water, has reduced the number of children under age five who remained underweight.
The human development report 2007/2008 has estimated human poverty index for about 108 developing countries.
India’s rank in this index is 62, which shows country’s unsatisfactory performance in alleviating human poverty.

Rural Poverty in India

Almost all the people believe in that urban poor in India are largely the migration of rural poor into the urban areas.
Because of these migrants, the poverty line has been crossed by the country and had industrial development in country
been adequately fast to absorb them completely in modem manufacturing industries. But this is not the case because few
urban poor had lived for long time in cities and also obtained prominent characteristics. Inspite of that, the major causes
of poverty in India are to be found in socio-economic structure existing in country that is why the important/significant
policy measures are undertaken by government focussing on removal of rural poverty.

Semi-Feudal Relations of Production and Rural Poverty
The rural poverty in India is highly coming out from semi-feudal relations of production taking place in agriculture.
After independence, government has taken some lard reform measures which does not result in substantial/consequent
changes in relations of agricultural society. Therefore, high amount agricultural labour households, landless non-agricultural
rural labour households, small and marginal farmers are poor. In addition to this, rural poverty is marked to rapid population
growth.
Technology Change and Rural Poverty

The Argument of Keith Griffin depending on empirical evidence is that an agrarian system attributed by focus on
agricultural holdings and fluctuating financial access and inputs like fertilizer which is a modem input-intensive technology
increases differences and percentage of people in high poverty.
Q21. Discuss about various strategies adopted to solve the problem of poverty.

Answer:

The following are the various strategies adopted to solve the problem of poverty,
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Pro- Poor Growth Instead of Emphasizing on Liberalization and GDP Growth

Vial Bihari Vajpayee who was ex-prime minister of India, on Independence Day (2001) have stated that, “the fruits
*“i realization have not reached the poor and the people living in rural areas, which results in an increase in inequalities”.
. ceralization strategy seems to be unsuccessful strategy as it emphasized only on 8 percent of labour force in organized
«•_- - instead of 92 percent of labour force in unorganized sector.
The government should reappraise unorganized sector and consider the ‘right to work’, as a fundamental human
■ . - ■ So, for this purpose a unique model of development should be adopted for regenerating GDP growth and increasing
mployment opportunity.

In addition to this, the government need to promote the informal sector which is acting as an important factor for
elf employment and absorption of capital labour.

Stimulating Agricultural Growth

2

The government of India has targeted to have atleast 4 percent of growth in agricultural sector in ninth and tenth plan.
5ut there was a slow growth in agriculture. So, in order to know the causes of slow growth of agriculture the government
-as appointed a high power commission under the chainnanship of Dr. M.S. Swaminathan who was a world renowned
agricultural scientist. The following points were suggested by national commission on farmers.

s

Initiate soil health improvement by consolidated measure in upgrading organic matter and macro -and micro nutrient.

Develop water harvesting, conservation and equitable use by allowing panchayats to become pani panchayats’.

The government must decrease the interest rate on crop loans by considering the decline in profitability and risk of
farmers.
d)

Connect the growing gap between scientific know-how and field level do - how both in production and post - harvest
period of farming.

e)

The gap between what the rural producer obtain and urban consumer pay must be reduced.
Increase the Productivity and Job Quality of the Unorganized Sector

The NDA government has appointed ‘ special group with target of ten million employment opportunities’ by focussing
: n the growth of unorganized sector to reduce proverty and unemployment. This can be done by increasing the productivity
md job quality of unorganized sector. It implies that attempts should be made to implement policies which release basic
Srowth. Constraints in this attempt focus should be laid on the growth of unorganized sector instead of replacing labour
-;. capital. Moreover, to increase quality ofjob and its security a significant changes in legislation are required relating to
■jndamental social security, measures, working conditions, minimum wages and protection of labour interests.

There is an instant need to implement the suggestions given by special group. So that reduction in rate of proverty
-educes with high GDP growth is stopped and generates reverse trend.
4

Improving the Share of Wages in the Process of Growth to Achieve Poverty Reduction

At present in India, the share of wages in organized industrial sector is lowest in the world. In this regard, the report
the Secretary General, United Nations for the 2006 Economic and Social Council of the United Nations has pointed on
importance of employment to maintain growth and reduction in poverty. Faster growth in employment is very important
??r poverty reduction. The major reason for poverty reduction is decline in wage rate.
In order to raise the share of the wage, the government should promote productivity wage bargaining with the
-ndamental objective of having an equal share to workers in economic profits.

Empowerment of the Poor Through Education and Skill Formation
As a result of steady growth in expenditure on education, there is a tremendous growth in educational institution at
--unary, secondary and tertiary levels. The country has obtained gross enrolment ratio of about 96 percent at the primary
evel and 40 percent at secondary and higher secondary level.
.
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The country possess huge infrastructure in education with 378 universities and 18,064 colleges and has ability
to introduce institutions of excellence in engineering, medicine and management fields and also establish national level
research institutions in science and agriculture. Therefore, the country has been producing second largest educated and
skilled manpower in the world next to China.

6.

Empowerment through Provision of Better Health

The government should identify the strong connection between poverty and health needs. Long- term diseases and
high- priced diseases will definitely take non poor into poverty stage. In order to develop health care there should be a
comprehensive approach which involves public health, individual health sanitation clean drinking water and knowledge
relating to hygiene and bringing up of children.

At present, the private sector hospitals has increased compared to public sector. Eventhough private hospitals are
costing very high for treatments, the individuals are preferring private hospitals only. To help the poorer sections of society,
the following initiatives are taken,
(i)

National Rural Health Mission (NRHM) and National Urban Health Mission (NUHM) availing health facilities.

(ii)

It is necessary to provide clean drinking water and sanitation specially in slums, backward and remote rural areas
so that they will not develop water- borne diseases.

(iii)

Health insurance for workers in the unorganised sector should be increased. With this the poorer sections of the
labour force can gain benefits in the form of insurance cover.

7.

Empowering the Poor Through Provision of Housing

There is a requirement to eliminate shortage of permanent houses in both rural and urban areas. Apart from this,
there is a need to provide drinking water, toilets and electricity. The government should take initiative inorder to facilitate
housing and basic civic facility to the poor.
There is an inadequate employment opportunities for the poor in rural areas so they are shifting to urban areas
and as a result there is an increase in urban population. In urban areas, the housing property is becoming very costly that
is beyond the reach of population. Moreover, the land prices are too much high. So, the land should be acquired by the
government and it should not be charged from the poor and lower middle class people. Government should take initiative
massive of housing programme. The cost for construction must be charged from the people and the price which is paid
by the government to acquire land should be considered as a subsidy for housing. It should be reasonable price where in
it can assist the country to obtain the aim of “ housing for all” in a period of 20 years. This leads to creation of massive
employment and therefore the income of the poor will increase.

8.

Empowerment through Skill Formation for expanding IT Sector

Increase in demand for computers and information technology leads to an increase in demand for skilled labour. It
requires to obtain higher education and vocational training who are able to pay for costly education and vocational training
can only take the advantage of increasing employment opportunities. As a result, these high priced education will not allow
poor to get education and training. So the government should take up the following measures inorder to assist the poor,
(a)

Facilitate subsidized higher education and vocational training for poor.

(b)

Establish numerous merit-cum- means scholarships for poor and

(c)

Assist institutions, both financially and otherwise which gives education to the poor.

9.

Provide Employment through National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGS)

UPA government has initiated NREGS as a national programme to facilitate 100 days of employment to start with, by
asset- creation public works every year at minimum wages to one - able bodied person in every rural poor class household.
In India the national Rural Employment Guarantee Act has came into existence in 2006 and extended to all other districts
of the country. The NREGAhas significant short- comings like shortage of sufficient professional staff, shortage of projec:
planning, shortage of transparency and absence of social audit, ineffective rates of payment etc. So, the government should
take appropriate measures to overcome these shortcomings so that the programme will generate more benefits from its
implementation.
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plain the poverty alleviation programmes in India. State the limitations of poverty alleviation strategy

adopted Ey Government.
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Answer:

Poverty Alleviation Programmes in India

One ot vVie mim arms ot economic pXanmng in India is poverty alleviation programme. The important programmes
introduced for rural poor during 1970s include Marginal Farmers and Agricultural Labourers Development Agency (MFAL),
Small Farmer’s Development Agency (SFDA), Crash Scheme for Rural Employment (CSRE), Drought Prone Areas Programme
DPAP), Food for Work Programme (FWP) and Pilot Intensive Rural Employment Project (PIREP). These programmes were not
functioned in the whole country rather they operated in only same target groups. Because of the limitations of these programmes,
me country felt a greater need to undertake other programmes that have wide coverage and that helps in removing rural poverty.
In latter phase, some other programmes were introduced with an aim of removing poverty. These programmes include
me Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP), the National Rural Employment Programme (NREP) and the Rural
Landless Employment Guarantee Programme (RLEGP). During 1978-79, the IRDP was started in 2,300 development blocks as
a programme of total development and in the sixth plan it was extended to the whole country. At the same time the NREP was
also introduced as a part of sixth plan and its objective was to assist the segment of population which rely on wage employment
and those who have no source of income at the lean agricultural period. On August 15,1983, RLEGP was introduced to increase
employment opportunities for rural landless.
Anti-poverty programme was developed by IRDP inorder to assist the small and marginal farmers artisans and landless
abourers. Further, the performance of IRDP was analysed by the programme evaluation organization of the planning commission
PEO), the RBI, the NABARD and the institute for financial management. It was found that the IRDP was not successful as a
poverty alleviation measure.

Today, government is developing special programmes for generating employment in rural and urban areas. All these
programmes are being implemented with an aim of removing poverty. The Indian government has undertaken some programmes
for rural and urban areas. Some of the programmes include,
1.

Prime Minister Rojgar Yojana

2.

Child Labour Eradication Scheme (CLES)

3.

National Social Assistance Programme (NSAP)

4.

Jawahar Rozgar Yojana (JRY)

5.

Janani Suraksha Yojana (JSY)

6.

Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY)

7.

Annapurna Yojana etc.

. citations of Poverty Alleviation Strategy
Limitations of Poverty Alleviation strategy are as follows,

The income generation orientation of poverty alleviation programmes are not focussing on the significance of
increasing flow of social inputs by the way of family welfare, social security, nutrition and minimum needs programmes
in reducing the poverty situation on long- term basis.
This strategy for poverty alleviation has failed because it is not providing any justice to women in intrafamily
distributions but helping the handicapped or disabled eventhough they are not in a position to participate in any
economic activity.

These programmes are providing extra amount to the poor for buying food but they cannot assure that the poor can
buy food for the complete year for the family with the increased income because its mainly based on price, supply
and timely distribution of income.

The household approach which is focussing completely on wage employment guarantees and self employment firms
is not fair in the situation of continuing demographic pressures and increasing smallness of the size of the holding
firms.
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Q22. Explain the poverty alleviation programmes in India. State the limitations of poverty alleviation strategy
adopted by Government.
Answer :

Poverty Alleviation Programmes in India

One of the main aims of economic planning in India is poverty alleviation programme. The important programmes
introduced for rural poor during 1970s include Marginal Farmers and Agricultural Labourers Development Agency (MFAL),
Small Farmer’s Development Agency (SFDA), Crash Scheme for Rural Employment (CSRE), Drought Prone Areas Programme
(DPAP), Food for Work Programme (FWP) and Pilot Intensive Rural Employment Project (PIREP). These programmes were not
functioned in the whole country rather they operated in only same target groups. Because of the limitations of these programmes,
the country felt a greater need to undertake other programmes that have wide coverage and that helps in removing rural poverty.
In latter phase, some other programmes were introduced with an aim of removing poverty. These programmes include
the Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP), the National Rural Employment Programme (NREP) and the Rural
Landless Employment Guarantee Programme (RLEGP). During 1978-79, the IRDP was started in 2,300 development blocks as
a programme of total development and in the sixth plan it was extended to the whole country. At the same time the NREP was
also introduced as a part of sixth plan and its objective was to assist the segment of population which rely on wage employment
and those who have no source of income at the lean agricultural period. On August 15,1983, RLEGP was introduced to increase
employment opportunities for rural landless.

Anti-poverty programme was developed by IRDP inorder to assist the small and marginal farmers artisans and landless
labourers. Further, the performance of IRDP was analysed by the programme evaluation organization of the planning commission
(PEO), the RBI, the NABARD and the institute for financial management. It was found that the IRDP was not successful as a
poverty alleviation measure.
Today, government is developing special programmes for generating employment in rural and urban areas. All these
programmes are being implemented with an aim of removing poverty. The Indian government has undertaken some programmes
for rural and urban areas. Some of the programmes include,
1.

Prime Minister Rojgar Yojana

2.

Child Labour Eradication Scheme (CLES)

3.

National Social Assistance Programme (NSAP)

4.

Jawahar Rozgar Yojana (JRY)

5.

Janani Suraksha Yojana (JSY)

6.

Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY)

7.

Annapurna Yojana etc.

Limitations of Poverty Alleviation Strategy
Limitations of Poverty Alleviation strategy are as follows,
The income generation orientation of poverty alleviation programmes are not focussing on the significance of
increasing flow of social inputs by the way of family welfare, social security, nutrition and minimum needs programmes
in reducing the poverty situation on long- term basis.

2

This strategy for poverty alleviation has failed because it is not providing any justice to women in intrafamily
distributions but helping the handicapped or disabled eventhough they are not in a position to participate in any
economic activity.
These programmes are providing extra amount to the poor for buying food but they cannot assure that the poor can
buy food for the complete year for the family with the increased income because its mainly based on price, supply
and timely distribution of income.

The household approach which is focussing completely on wage employment guarantees and self employment firms
is not fair in the situation of continuing demographic pressures and increasing smallness of the size of the holding
firms.
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5.

The criterion of poverty line crossing which is used for assessing the progress of these programmes is insensitive
to the changes in income taking place below poverty line.

6.

These programmes are neglecting the problems of earning activities of the poor in terms of occupational health
hazards and negative ecological outcomes.

7.

The current approach does not focus on the existence of secondary poverty which is defined by B. Seebohm Rowntree.
In India, the major cause for malnutrition in many cases is due to alcohol addiction.

8.

Most of the rural poor rely on natural resources for.their livelihood. But the practice of using these resources are no
longer feasible and as a consequence they are declining rapidly.

9.

The government has not made essential modifications in anti- poor laws and policies, which are effecting the tribals
who mainly rely on non- timber forest products for their survival and for earning cash income.

2.5 UNEMPLOYMENT - NATURE AND PROBLEMS
Q23. What is unemployment? State the nature and forms of unemployment.

Answer :

Model Paper-1, Q6(b)

Unemployment

Unemployment occurs when the supply of labour is more than the demand. There is deficiency of capital in the Indian
economy due to which there is no development or expansion of the industries to accommodate the labour force. Unemployment
also occurs when a labour does not get job opportunity even when he is ready to work on existing wage rate.
Nature of Unemployment

In India, unemployment seems to be structural as population is increasing rapidly and people searching for jobs are
also increasing. But there is no increase is employment opportunities due to slow economic growth. This unemployment can
be removed by developing reforms in structure of the economy. Beside structural unemployment, Keynesian involuntary
Unemployment also exists which can be removed through effective demand. For the purpose of analytical convenience,
unemployment in the country can be classified into urban unemployment and rural unemployment.
Forms of Urban Unemployment

The forms of urban unemployment are,

1.

1.

Industrial unemployment and

2.

Educated unemployment.

Industrial Unemployment

In India, the accurate size of industrial unemployment is unknown because there is no availability of required
information for its estimation. In the planning period, there is an increase in industrial sector and employment in it has
increased gradually from the past three decades, there is an increase in unemployment industrial sector. This is an outcome
of the decrease in employment growth rate in the organized manufacturing industry. In 1980s and 1990s, the employmem
elasticity has decreased in manufacturing sector. It was about 0.59 during the period 1983 to 1987-88 and it gradual?decreased to 0.33 in the period 1993-94 to 1999-2000. Factors contributing to increase in industrial unemployment a*:
increase in economically active population, growth in urban population more than rural population. Often there is an increaa
in industrial unemployment in the country due to the gradual industrialization process and inadequate technology.
2.

Educated Unemployment

Educated unemployment contributes a large part of urban unemployment. It is very threatening and serious iss
so far the size of educated unemployment remains unmeasured. There are not only conceptual problems in estimati
educated unemployment but also unavailability of statistical dates which is required to estimate. Therefore, there is a
quantitative base for evaluating the issue of educated unemployment. However, based on the available incomplete data w
can understand the basic issues involved in the problem. The reasons for educated unemployment are as follows,
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(a)

The faulty educational system with its theoretical bias.

(b)

Absence of aptitude and technical qualifications for different fonns of work among jobseekers.

(c)

Maladjustments between supply and demand of educated workers.

Since many decades, there is a slow economic growth in India. In the past, it was not sufficient to captivate the
overall educated persons. In reality, the supply of educated workers has regularly moved further of demand so that there
is a no decrease in educated unemployment. This is due to huge gap between the private cost of education and anticipated
return from it.

Forms of Agricultural Unemployment
The forms of agricultural unemployment are,

1.

1.

Seasonal Unemployment

2.

Disguised Unemployment

3.

Usual Status Unemployment.

Seasonal Unemployment

In India, seasonal unemployment in agriculture is a common situation. The gross irrigated area as a percentage of
gross cropped area was about 39.0 percent in 1998-99. Yet, two or more crops are prepared on not more than 25 percent
cultivable land. This means the farmers are cultivating only 75 percent of land which remains them unemployed for 3 to
4 months until they found temporary employment in this period. Since there are some lucky people who carryout work in
off - season also. Therefore, there is a very high percentage of unemployment in agriculture sector.
In India, agricultural labourers will hardly get work throughout the year. There is a decline in agricultural sector in
1980s and 1990s.
2.

Disguised Unemployment

The Indian Agricultural Sector consist of excess labour. As there are inaccurate estimates of its size, it is observed from
available inappropriate data that in the green revolution belt there is no disguised unemployment. Since last three Decades,
there is an increase in demand for wage labour in these areas and agricultural labours are hired from different areas of the
country to satisfy it. Pressure of increasing population in various regions has increasing on land and when it is observed
that many individuals are working on small agricultural holdings, it is assumed that there is still disguised unemployment
in considerable ratio. Although, it is not appropriate to come up to quick conclusion based on only impressions.

3.

Usual Status Unemployment

In rural areas, the usual status unemployment cannot be differentiated from seasonal and disguised unemployment. It
is the cause for unemployment of individuals for long duration which is considered as seasonal or disguisedly unemployed.
This occurs specifically when survey is conducted in off- season when many individuals in villages do not have any
productive work. Although, in March 1994, the usual status unemployment has estimated based on 50th round of the NSS.
As per this estimates, in March 1994, the usual status rural unemployment rate for males and females was about 1.4 percent
and 0.9 percent respectively. Age was usual status rural unemployment was more in age- group between 15-29.
Q24. Write about the estimates of unemployment.

Answer:
By using three different concepts i.e., usual status, the current weekly status and the current Daily status, the
unemployment rates are obtained from various rounds of National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO) surveys. The
following table shows the unemployment rates of urban and rural areas for the year 1972-73 to 1993-94.
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Unemployment Rates
Years

Male

Female

UPSS

CWS

CDS

UPSS

CWS

CDS

Urban

1972-73

9.0

9.2

13.7

4.8

6.0

8.0

1977-78

12.4

10.9

14.5

5.4

7.1

9.4

1983

4.9

7.5

11.0

5.1

6.7

9.2

1987-88

6.2

9.2

12.0

5.2

6.6

8.8

1993-94

6.1

7.9

10.4

4.1

5.2

6.7

1972-73

0.5

5.5

11.2

1.2

3.0

6.8

1977-78

2.0

4.1

9.2

1.3

3.6

7.1

1983

0.7

4.3

9.0

1.4

3.7

7.5

1987-88

2.4

4.4

6.7

1.8

4.2

4.6

1993-94

0.9

2.9

5.6

1.4

3.1

5.6

Rural

Table: Unemployment Rates by Sex, Residence and Status in Percentage
In the table,
UPSS = Usual Principal and Subsidiary Status

CWS = Current Weekly Status

CDS = Current Daily Status

From the period 1972-73 to 1993-1994, the unemployment rates have not shown any clear trends. In the above tabl
it can be observed that the unemployment rates have decreased during 1987-88 and 1993-94.

By considering the objective of “ employment for all” over a period of an estimation should be made relating to tl
backlog of unemployment for the base year and also expected additions to the labour force in the reference year. Till noi
the recent survey on the basis of estimates of unemployment were available for the year 1987-88 only. Thus, in order i
provide magnitude of unemployment, the planning commission has estimated labour force and employment on April 1,199
Total employment in terms of current weekly status was estimated about 301.7 millions as against the estimate of laboi
force i.e., 319 million. Therefore, on April 1, 1997, there was about 17 million unemployed in terms of the current week
status. As per N. S.S.O, about 2 percent of those who are indicated as employed by the current weekly status had work<
for half or less than half the time. As they included in the estimates of backlog for employment planning. Therefore, as p
the planning commission, there were about 23 million people who looked for foil time new employment opportunities.
Q25. Discuss about the major causes and problems of Unemployment.
Answer:

Causes of Unemployment
The following are the few causes of unemployment in India,

1.

Increase in Labour Force

Since, many years, there is an increase in population of the country because of reduction in rate of mortality witho
decline in the birth rate. Accordingly, there is an increase in labour force as well.
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2.

Jobless Growth

'

■ w

During the period of 1990s, it was observed that there was a jobless growth in the country. During 1999-2000 to
2 X)4-05 the employment growth rate increased to 2.90 percent per annum but during 2004-05 to 2009-10 it declined to
zero percent. At present, the country is witnessing a jobless growth.

Inappropriate Education System
In India, there is an inadequate education system. This system doesnot strive towards the human resource
development. As the number of institutions have been increased with inappropriate system of education, there is a
; onsiderable increase in unemployment in India.

4

Non-Liberal Economic Policy

In early 1990s, there was an increase in income inequalities due to the introduction of new-liberal structural reforms
az India. Increase in income inequalities result in demand constraint recession and unemployment.

5

Inappropriate Technology

The western countries have abundance of capital thus they use automatic machines and other equipments. But if the
; ? untry like India uses this policy substituting capital for labour then it results in unemployment.

Problems of Unemployment
The following are the consequences of the problem of unemployment,
Increase in Poverty

Due to unemployment, a man will have no resources of income as a result, he become poor.
2

Political Instability

Due to unemployment, there is a political instability in a country. The individuals who are unemployed are attracted
. .ards the anti-social elements and they neglect democratic values and peaceful means
Standard of Living

Standard of living of individuals are decreased because of less salaries, packages and income.
4

Lack of Usage of Skills

The individuals unable to utilise their skills because of unemployment.
Loss of Human Resources

There is a loss of human resources due to unemployment. Individuals waste a lot of time in searching jobs.

Social Problems
Many social problems and social security problem may arise due to unemployment.

Employment Gaps

It is very difficult to find the job for an individual when there is a gap in employment.
6. Write about various major employment programmes.
swer:

The major employment programmes are discussed below,

Swaranjayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana [SGSY]
SGSY was introduced in the year 1999 after restructuring the IRDP and allied schemes. The main objective of this
erne is to provide financial assistance to the micro-efiterprises located in the rural areas. Apart from providing financial
tance to the enterprises, it also helps in organising the poor or economically backward units into self-help groups,
.des infrastructural and marketing facilities.
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2.

Sampoorna Grameen Rozgar Yojana(SGRY)

SGRY scheme was launched on September 25th 2001 by merging the Jawahar Gram Samridhi Yojana (JGSY) and
Employment Assurance Scheme (EAS). The main objective of SGRY is to facilitate further wage employment in rural areas.
This will have two components i.e., cash and food grains The central government provides 75 percent and 100 percent of
cost of two and the remaining will be borne by states/union territories.
3.

The Swarana Jayanti Sahari Rozgar Yojana (SJSRY)

SJSRY scheme was introduced in 1997 by subsuming the earlier urban poverty alleviation programmes. Under this
scheme, government provides credit facility to those enterprises which are located in cities or urban areas. It also includes
two different sub-schemes such as, Urban Self-Employment Programme (USEP) and Development of Woman and Children
in Urban Areas (DWCUA).

4.

Prime Minister’s Rozgar Yojana (PMRY)

The main objective of PMRY scheme is to facilitate self- employment to more than a million educated unemployed
youth by initiating seven lakh micro-enterprise under eighth five year plan. During this plan, the government sanctioned
loans in 7.70 lakh cases whereas the actual amount of loans was only 5.76 lakh cases. This scheme was also continued
in Ninth five year plan. In the first three years of Ninth plan, loans were sanctioned in 5.0 lakh cases which facilitated
employment to 7.4 lakh persons.
5.

The National Rural Employment Programme (NREP)

NREP scheme was started as par tof sixth plan and continued under seventh plan. This scheme merged into Jawahar
Rozgar Yojana (JRY) on 1st April 1989. The main objective of this scheme was to facilitate the division of rural population
which is higly based on wage employment and has virtually no source of income during lean agricultural period.

6.

The Rural Landless Employment Guarantee Programme (RLEGP)

RLEGP scheme was started on 15th August, 1983 which was aimed at expansion of employment opportunities for
the landless rural people i.e, it should guarantee the employment to atleast one member of landless household for aboir
100 days in a year. Under this scheme, the development of intrastructure is considered with a view to generate employmer
opportunities for the rural landless.

7.

The Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP)

IRDP was started during the year 1978-1979 and expanded to all over the country in 1980-81. It was considered
an anti- poverty programme under sixth five year plan. The main objective of this scheme was to facilitate self- employm
in a variety of activities like animal husbandry, sericulture, land based activities in primary sector, handicrafts, weaving
in secondary sector and business activities in tertiary sector. This scheme was aimed at covering 15 million families in
the blocks of country under sixth five year plan. Hence, an average of 3,000 families in a block were expected to get fr
this scheme.
8.

The Scheme of Training Rural Youth for Self- Employment (TRYSEM)

TRYSEM scheme was launched in 1979 with an objective to deal with unemployment problem among rural you
The scheme aimed at providing training to about 2 lakh rural youth every year to allow them to become self- emplo> i
Under this scheme, around 40 youth are selected from each block whose family earns an income of? 3,500 per year
rural area. Here, the members of scheduled tribes and scheduled castes are given more importance at the time of select
This scheme was merged into Swarana Jayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana in April, 1999.

9.

Jawaher Rozgar Yojana (JRY)

JRY scheme was launched in February 1939, with an announcement of new wage employment scheme for
for intensive employment generation in 120 backward districts. Later on, it realized that there is no necessity of sepa
programmes like NREP, RLEGP and Jawahar LaL Nehru Rozgar Yojana, because these three schemes have same objec
and similar trust. Hence, these three programmes were merged into single rural employment programme on 1st April.
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and was named as Jawahar Rozgar Yojana (JRY). Thsi scheme has completed 11 years in March, 1999 and was restructed
from April 1999 with a new name called Jawahar Gram Samridhi Yojana (JGSY). The objective of new scheme is to
generate the intrastructure and durable assets at village level inorder to increase employment opportunities to rural poor.
10.

The Employment Assurance Scheme (EAS)

The main objective of Employment Assurance Scheme (EAS) was to facilitate 100 days of unskilled manual work
on demand of two members of a rural family at an age group of 18 to 60 years in unseason of agriculture within the blocks
covered under the scheme. This scheme was universalised inorder to make it applicable for all the rural areas in country.
A total of 1,533.7 million man-days employment was generated under EAS during 1996-1997 to 1999-2000.

ier this
lcludes
hildren

Q27. Discuss in detail about National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme ( NREGS) and its features.

Answer :
National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme( NREGS)
nployed
ictioned
mtinued
icilitated

In the recent years, there has been an increase in the rural unemployment in India. Due to unemployment in rural
areas, the rural households of the country have faced several problems and they have no sources of income. Many farmers
have committed suicide as a result of this miserable situation. By considering this crisis, the Government decided to enact
an Employment Guarantee Act. In Sept. 2005, the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA) was enacted.
This Act was implemented in different phases. In the first phase, the Act was implemented in 200 most backward districts.
In phase II, It was introduced in 130 districts during 2007-08. In the phase III, the scheme was extended to the remaining
274 rural districts of India. Therefore, today the NREGA covers all rural areas of the nation.

i Jawahar
opulation
1

Features of NREGA

The important features of the scheme include the following,

It provides time bound employment guarantee and payment of wage within 15 days.

anities for
for about
iployment

It provides incentive- disincentive structure to state governments for providing employment opportunities to be
backward districts.

2.

It focuses on labour intensive works that do not permit the use of machinery and contractors.
It requires atleast 33% of the beneficiaries to be women.

-

It makes it mandatory to have wage disbursement through bank and post office accounts. This is to make sure that
poor are assisted financially.

as

It emphasize on activities that involve drought proofing, flood control/protection, land development, water
consumption, transportation facilities in rural areas etc.

all

It aims at providing guaranteed wage employment to a minimum of 100 days in a financial year to all households
of rural areas. This is specifically for adult member of rural households who perform unskilled manual work.
rural youth,
f- employed.
3 per year it
of selection

To plan, implement and monitor this scheme, the panchayats prepare a perspective plan, approve the shelf of projects
and execute 50% of work in terms of costs. Thus, the Act strengthens decentralization and develops the effective
domocratic structure.

2.6

THE PARALLEL ECONOMY

128. Write about parallel economy,

‘.iswer:

or JR'eparau
uectivi
il, 198

Model Paper-ll, Q6(b)

Parallel economy signifies the functioning of an. unsanctioned sector in the economy where its objectives operate
illelly and are contradictory to the self - declared social objectives. This is referred to as black economy, illegal economy,
ecounted economy, subterranean economy or unsanctioned economy.
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and was named as Jawahar Rozgar Yojana (JRY). Thsi scheme has completed 11 years in March, 1999 and was restructed
from April 1999 with a new name called Jawahar Gram Samridhi Yojana (JGSY). The objective of new scheme is to
generate the intrastructure and durable assets at village level inorder to increase employment opportunities to rural poor.
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10.

The Employment Assurance Scheme (EAS)

The main objective of Employment Assurance Scheme (EAS) was to facilitate 100 days of unskilled manual work
on demand of two members of a rural family at an age group of 18 to 60 years in unseason of agriculture within the blocks
covered under the scheme. This scheme was universalised inorder to make it applicable for all the rural areas in country.
A total of 1,533.7 million man-days employment was generated under EAS during 1996-1997 to 1999-2000.
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Q27. Discuss in detail about National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme ( NREGS) and its features.

Answer:
National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme( NREGS)
nployed
ictioned
mtinued
icilitated

In the recent years, there has been an increase in the rural unemployment in India. Due to unemployment in rural
areas, the rural households of the country have faced several problems and they have no sources of income. Many farmers
nave committed suicide as a result of this miserable situation. By considering this crisis, the Government decided to enact
an Employment Guarantee Act. In Sept. 2005, the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA) was enacted.
This Act was implemented in different phases. In the first phase, the Act was implemented in 200 most backward districts.
In phase II, It was introduced in 130 districts during 2007-08. In the phase III, the scheme was extended to the remaining
274 rural districts of India. Therefore, today the NREGA covers all rural areas of the nation.

i Jawahar
opulation

Features of NREGA

L

The important features of the scheme include the following,

It provides time bound employment guarantee and payment of wage within 15 days.

anities for
for about
iployment

2

It provides incentive- disincentive structure to state governments for providing employment opportunities to be
backward districts.
It focuses on labour intensive works that do not permit the use of machinery and contractors.

-

It requires atleast 33% of the beneficiaries to be women.

as

It makes it mandatory to have wage disbursement through bank and post office accounts. This is to make sure that
poor are assisted financially.

all

It emphasize on activities that involve drought proofing, flood control/protection, land development, water
consumption, transportation facilities in rural areas etc.

It aims at providing guaranteed wage employment to a minimum of 100 days in a financial year to all households
of rural areas. This is specifically for adult member of rural households who perform unskilled manual work.
rural youth.
F- employed
[) per year it
of selection

To plan, implement and monitor this scheme, the panchayats prepare a perspective plan, approve the shelf of projects
and execute 50% of work in terms of costs. Thus, the Act strengthens decentralization and develops the effective
domocratic structure.

2.6 THE PARALLEL ECONOMY
128. Write about parallel economy.

‘-nswer :

Model Paper-ll, Q6(b)

'or JR''

ijectiw
il, 198

Parallel economy signifies the functioning of an. unsanctioned sector in the economy where its objectives operate
llelly and are contradictory to the self - declared social objectives. This is referred to as black economy, illegal economy,
counted economy, subterranean economy or unsanctioned economy.
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The parallel economy focusses on a conflict between the objectives of illegitimate and legitimate sectors. For example.
In the long- term objectives of planning to initiate socialist pattern of society, we consider full employment, eradication of
disparities of income and wealth, evading conspicuous consumption, reduction of poverty, the achievement of self reliance
and provision of equal opportunity. To promote social welfare, the major objective of planning is to subordinate the capitalist
spirit of society to the goals of planned development. The main purpose of the state is to develop a democratic socialist
society so that state policies and the restrictions are geared in such a way that the leading forces dominate and bring dowr
those who try to stop the state from introducing a social order on the basis of equality and justice for all, specifically for
the underprivileged.

Many investment methods were introduced in several industries after independence and development of planning.'
concept of mixed economy has conceived the co-existence of private and public sector. It was expected that these sectoi
will promote investment and output. The public sector aimed at social gain and therefore it is focussed on generation i
economic intrastructure in the form of railways, roads, irrigation and hydro- electric works etc. The development ofheav
basic and defence industries and to provide good education and health facilities. The remaining economic developme:
was left to private sector.

Increase in economic activity in post independence period, has increased the black money sector and grown to a gri
extent that it started changing the state policies in varying the structure and composition of output, in promoting a ck
which obtains power from black money. Thus, the parallel economy is established as a result of magnitude of operatic
of black money operators.
Q29. Explain the impact of Black Incomes on economic and social system. State the factors responsil
for generation of black money and measures to be undertaken to unearth black money.
Answer:

Impact of Black Incomes on Economic and Social System
The impact of Black Incomes on economic and social systems are discussed below,
1.

The direct effect of black income is a revenue loss to the state royalty or national treasury due to tax evasion 1
direct and indirect taxes. The loss occurred from unreported production or illegal economic activity is not incli
in tax evasion. Because of this reason, the government is not in a position to stop the leakage of tax evasion ;
has to choose other sources for raising funds. Hence, the government is imposing more taxes on commoditii
increasing the existing taxation rates on good which is a burden to middle class and poor. India has develop
advanced tax structure as a result of the above activity.

2.

The another effect of black incomes on economic and social system is availability of black incomes with
businessmen and capitalists and the resultant income inequalities place a huge amount of funds at their disj
If easy money is obtained, it find the ready stores in unnecessary articles of clear usage which is influenci
categories of people. As a result, the design of usage is positioned in favour of rich and ruling classes at a c
encouraging the production of articles of heavy usage. If there is an increase in overall consumption, it will
with less amount of resources for investing in priority sectors/areas.

3.

The another impact is that black money promoted investments in precious stones, billion, jewellery etc., whic
have a negative impact on growth through its demonstration effect.

4.

Black money has promoted deviation of resources in purchase of real estate and investment in luxury housing,
valuation of property is in large scale and huge amount of black money is converted into white money, whi
increased the cost of land to high level because the lands are purchased by operators of black money. As a re
this effect, the people of middle class are not in a position to purchase land for houses and huge amount of i
resources are used only in facilitating inputs, available for luxury housing. Because of that reason, buildii
registered at low prices and the government will get losses through tax revenues when the buildings are tran
as gifts and grants.
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5.

Another impact is that black incomes are held in cash and as a result, plenty of liquidity is getting from available
accumulation of savings held in the form of bullion, silver, cash, gold etc. This is called as ‘black liquidity’. Hence,
if the government wants to control excess demand with the measures of credit control or rationing, those attempts
are frustrated by large amount of money facilitated by black money. Because of this reason, the liquidity results in
heavy build up and becomes a threat to price stability.

6.

Black money always results in funds transfer from India to foreign countries with the help of confidential channels/
media. These are made possible only by breaking the regulations of foreign exchange with an instrument called
under- invoicing of exports and over invoicing of imports. Hence, there will be a paradoxical condition in nation,
“where capital and more specific foreign exchange resources are scarce and becomes a de-facto lender of aid and
capital to financially advanced and commercial countries with the disguised outflow of funds”.

7.

Black money is needed for the organization to get security, to expand the firms including touts, brokers and musclemen
to conflict the law and order forces. Furtherly, there are other Chartered Accountants and income tax payers in the
operators of black money. Finally, the contact men, liaison offices will do favour for the top bureaucracy and politicial
bosses with the black money bribes, which has developed a new black money culture in business world. Finally our
political system has been corrupted with black money very badly.

Factors Responsible for Generation of Black Money

The various factors responsible for the generation of black money are,
sible

1.

Donation to Political Parties

Since 1968, the Government of India stopped providing donations to political parties. However, the political parties
started receiving funds from businessmen. These businessmen provided funds with the help of black money. Government .
wanted to ban donations to minimize the influence of big businesses on the electoral process, but what happend was
completely the opposite.

2.
i fforr
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Generation of black money is also due to a school of thought that believes that controls system allows quotas and
licences which are linked with maldistribution of products in short supply.

3.

Divergence between the Acceptable Net Rate of Return and Legally Permissible Rate of Return

According to a school of thought, the main factor responsible for generation of black money is that people want a
higher net rate of return than the legally acceptable rate of return.
4.

Government’s inability to enforce Effective Tax Laws

Although Government has several laws relating to sales tax, excise duty, income tax, stamp duties etc, they are
unable to enforce it effectively due to corruption in these departments. The businessmen do not record these transactions
due to high do rates of these taxes. This evasion is not checked and leads to creation of a chain reaction for black money
generation at the retail, wholesale and production levels.

5.
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Generation of Black Money as a Result of Controls, Licensing System

Generation of Black Money in Public Sector

In every five year plan, it is planned to make huge investment in public sector. The public sector undertakings and
Bureaucrats in government department monitor the projects that are undertaken by the public sector. The Bureaucrats invite
die tenders for different works and consequently the tenders are awarded in consultation with political leaders. Therefore,
a relationship is developed between politicians, contractors, bureaucracy and various other devices. Thereby, black money
is generated by underhand deals.

Measures Undertaken to Unearth Black Money
The following are the measures undertaken to unearth black money,
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1.

Voluntary Disclosure Schemes

The Indian Government have introduced different voluntary disclosure schemes over a period of time. These schemes
are the faced version of reduction of tax rates at high income levels.

2.

Measures to Check tax Evasion

Tax evasion is the major cause of generation of black income and its convention into either black money or white
money through different measures. Therefore, several administrative and legal measures undertaken to plug the loopholes
in tax evasion.

3.

Demonetisation

Demonetisation was employed in the year 1946 but the Direct Taxes Enquiry Committee stated in its interim report
that “ Demonetisation was not successful then, because only a very small proportion of total notes in circulation was
demonetised. Notes demonetised in 1946 were of the value of ? 143.97 crore as against the total notes issued of the value
of?l,235.93 crore”.
There is an assumption in Demonetisation that people keep hold of black income in the form of cash balances
However, in reality, People hold only small part of the total black incomes in liquid form. The remaining is in circulation
Further, people/ businesses make investment in different ways to avoid demonetisation. Therefore, demonetisation is not
an effective way to destroy black income.

4.

Special Bearer Bond Scheme

In the year 1981, the Special Bearer Bonds Scheme was introduced to use unaccounted money for productive
purposes. Each bond had a face value of ? 10,000 and were issued with a maturity period of 10 years. Upon maturity, the
bond holders were entitled to receive ? 12,000 i,e they carried an interest of 2% per annum. The original subscriber or bone
holder would receive complete immunity from being questioned about the possession of bonds or about the money source ?
from where it was acquired.
Q30. Define Corruption. Explain various causes of Corruption.
Answer:

Corruption

It is difficult to define corruption. But in narrow sense, corruption involves ‘bribery’ and it takes place in variou
forms. They are,
(i)

Providing bribes specifically for undue and out of turn favours.

(ii)

Demanding and accepting financial favours from public persons i.e., public officials and politicians, either for
carrying out assigned job or for providing out of turn favours.

(iii)

Demanding and accepting commissions etc.

(iv)

Utilizing public office for personal financial benefits.

(v)

Borrowing and discharging of public funds.

Causes of Corruption

The various causes of corruption are as follows,

1.

Corruption takes place when there is a short supply of goods and services and this shortage of goods are prov:
to the needy people at a price that involves premium.

2.

One of the main causes of corruption in the post- independence development model of the country is the systi
controls and licenses which gave the officials the authority to force the individuals to pay secret money.

3.

State has promoted complex laws and procedures for specific sanctions and approvals. As a result of this, the dish
officials started harassing the public and therefore forced them to pay the money.
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4.

Less pay to public servants specially at the lower levels. Bribes serve as incentive payment to clear files.,

5.

Bribery of politicians not only buys power but also assists them in obtaining votes.

6.

The important sources of corruption to politicians and government officials include, Maintenance of‘illegal colonies,’
voilation of building by laws, political safety provided to people in slum areas to utilize water, electricity without
any charge etc.

7.

Protection given to businessmen and industrialists to utilize power without any charge results in corruption by
department officials and in few cases, politician were also found in receiving payments.

8.

Corruption occurs also when huge costs of election campaigns are held. The business organizations provide finance
to the politicians to win elections one after the another, the politicians in return provide favours to businessmen in
different ways.

9.

There is an increase in corruption in India as the people of the country consider corruption as a way of life. As the
society is unable to generate institutional structure to deal with corruption, specially in high places, ft creates a
feeling of incapability of people towards corruption.

2.7 INDUSTRIAL POLICY

____

Z

Z

Q31. What is Industrial Policy and explain its objectives? Write a note on Industrial Policy 1948.

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q6(a|

Industrial Policy

The rules, regulations, principles, policies and procedures that have been proposed by the government so as to
regulate, develop and control the industrial undertakings of the country is referred as industrial policy. It helps in shaping
the pattern of industrialization.
Objectives of Industrial Policy

Following are the important objectives of industrial policies,

1.

To increase the overall growth rate of industrial sector through the process of industrialization.

2.

To promote balanced regional development and the employment opportunities.

3.

To widen the scope of government which helps in regulating the industry.

4.

To optimally utilize the scarce resources of the country to ensure the growth and economic development of the
country.

5.

It also aims at achieving the socialistic pattern of society, industrial development, economic growth and self-sustained
economy.

6.

It strives towards the removal of poverty and protection of small-scale sector.

7.

To remove the regional differences during its development and to improve the establishment of large and growing
cooperative sector.

8.

To expand the public sector for achieving socialism.

9.

To develop heavy and capital goods industry for successftd functioning of the industrial sector.

10.

To prevent the concentration of economic power in few hands, thereby giving an opportunity for developing country
like India to use economic power for the progress of the economy.

11.

To incorporate the liberalization and globalization trends into the Indian economy.

12.

To emphasize on Research and Developmental (R&D) aspects for raising the growth of industries.

13.

To bring advancements and modernization in the economy by incorporating innovative technologies.

14.

To attract the MNC’s for establishing their subsidiaries in the country thus, bringing the economic growth of the
nation.
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4.

Less pay to public servants specially at the lower levels. Bribes serve as incentive payment to clear files.,

5.

Bribery of politicians not only buys power but also assists them in obtaining votes.

6.

The important sources of corruption to politicians and government officials include, Maintenance of‘illegal colonies,’
voilation of building by laws, political safety provided to people in slum areas to utilize water, electricity without
any charge etc.

7.

Protection given to businessmen and industrialists to utilize power without any charge results in corruption by
department officials and in few cases, politician were also found in receiving payments.

8.

Corruption occurs also when huge costs of election campaigns are held. The business organizations provide finance
to the politicians to win elections one after the another, the politicians in return provide favours to businessmen in
different ways.

9.

There is an increase in corruption in India as the people of the country consider corruption as a way of life. As the
society is unable to generate institutional structure to deal with corruption, specially in high places. It creates a
feeling of incapability of people towards corruption.

2.7

INDUSTRIAL POLICY

Q31. What is Industrial Policy and explain its objectives? Write a note on Industrial Policy 1948.

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q6(a(

Industrial Policy
xluctive
irity, the
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' sources

The rules, regulations, principles, policies and procedures that have been proposed by the government so as to
regulate, develop and control the industrial undertakings of the country is referred as industrial policy. It helps in shaping

the pattern of industrialization.
Objectives of Industrial Policy

Following are the important objectives of industrial policies,

To increase the overall growth rate of industrial sector through the process of industrialization.
2.

To promote balanced regional development and the employment opportunities.
To widen the scope of government which helps in regulating the industry.

i various i
4.

To optimally utilize the scarce resources of the country to ensure the growth and economic development of the
country.

It also aims at achieving the socialistic pattern of society, industrial development, economic growth and self-sustained
economy.

r for

6.

It strives towards the removal of poverty and protection of small-scale sector.

7.

To remove the regional differences during its development and to improve the establishment of large and growing
cooperative sector.

8.

To expand the public sector for achieving socialism.

and capital goods industry for successful functioning of the industrial sector.
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To prevent the concentration of economic power in few hands, thereby giving an opportunity for developing country
like India to use economic power for the progress of the economy.
To incorporate the liberalization and globalization trends into the Indian economy.
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12.
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To emphasize on Research and Developmental (R&D) aspects for raising the growth of industries.
To bring advancements and modernization in the economy by incorporating innovative technologies.
To attract the MNC’s for establishing their subsidiaries in the country thus, bringing the economic growth of the
nation.
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Industrial Policy 1948

Industrial Policy of 1948 constitutes the first industrial policy of a country which was declared by the Indian
government on April 6, 1948.
Features

The main features of the Industrial Policy of 1948 are as follows,
1.

Importance to both Private and Public Sectors

The industrial policy resolution of 1948 has given equal importance to both the sectors of an economy [private and
public sector]. It has broadened the scope of operation of the state.

2.

Division of the Industrial Sector
The resolution of 1948 classified industries into four categories as follows,

(a)

Industries that are Managed and Controlled by a State
Three types of industries namely, Arms and Ammunition, Atomic energy and Rail Transport were included under
this category.

(b)

Mixed Sector

It consists of six industries. They are, Coal, iron and steel, aircraft manufacturing, ship building, Telegraph and
wireless apparatus and mineral oil.
(c)

Industries that are under Government Control

The government realized the importance of the industries such as Automobiles, heavy chemicals, heavy machinen
fertilizers, machine tools, electrical engineering, sugar, paper, cotton and woollen textiles etc and had emphasize:
on their regulation and control.
(d)

The Private Enterprises
The industries which were not included in the above three categories were included under the control of the priv;
enterprises.
. ,

3.

Role of Small and Cottage Industries

The 1948 policy accepted the role of small and cottage industries for the development of industrial sector. TL
industries were established for the exploitation of employment opportunities and for using local resources.

4.

Other Important Features of the Industrial Policy

Industrial Policy 1948 helps in identifying the role of foreign capital for bringing the industrial development of
economy. At the same time, it is also used for regulating and controlling the domestic economy. According to indus
policy, Indians need to occupy major proportion of ownership and management, if the foreign investment was to be mac
their industries. Industrial Policy 1948 focussed on the development of harmonious relationships between the manager
and its employees. For developing such relationships, labour policy was initiated which is further used for providing
wages to the employees. It also stressed upon the participation of labours in management affairs.
Q32. Explain Industrial Policy of 1951 and 1956.

Answer:

Industrial Policy of 1951
Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, 1951 was passed to exercise the 1948 Industrial Policy Resoi.
Provisions of Industrial Policy 1951

The following are the important provisions of Industrial Policy, 1951,
(a)

Without the approval of central government, the new industrial units cannot be established nor extension to ai
existing plants is possible. The government may impose some conditions with respect to location, minimm
etc if required while providing licence.
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(b)

Government can undertake some organizations under its own management which has failed to follow its instructions
relating to improvement of both management and policies.

(c)

This Act gives authority to the government to specify prices, methods, volume/quantity of production and channels
of distribution.

Some industrial units are exempted from taking licence from government such as those industries which are providing
employment for less than 100 workers and possessing fixed assets less than ?10 lakhs.
Report of Hazari on Industrial Licensing Policy
ie and

Some sensational disclosures are being made by Dr. R. K. Hazari after reviewing the working of industrial licensing
under Industrial Act, 1951. They are,
(a)

Few leading houses mainly Birlas implement multiple applications practice for similar product and for wide range
of products which made for foreclosing licensable capacity.

(b)

The principle of chronological selection called first come first served was followed for granting licences. Big industries
build offices in Delhi and be first in the queue to foreclose capacity.

(c)

He also disclosed that industrial licensing is not bringing balanced regional development.

(d)

There is an absence of follow up action after the issue of licences to the industries. Hence it is concluded that
industrial development has become an obstacle.

i under

iph and

Industrial Policy of 1956
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6 private

Industrial Policy of 1948 brought so many changes in the Indian economy. Some of the them include the transformation
of India into a Republic Nation, the emergence of the First Five Year Plan, significant importance was laid down on the
public sector, establishment of the socialistic pattern of the society and the existence of both private and public sector etc.
All such changes led to the development of a new resolution which is called as the Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956.
This policy was declared on 30 April, 1956.
Objectives

The following were the objectives of Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956,

or. These

ent of the
industrial
e made in
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riding fair

(a)

To make the process of industrialisation faster in India.

(b)

To broaden the base of public sector.

(c)

To take the effective measures for the development of heavy and capital goods industries.

(d)

To strive for the achievement of the economic growth of the country.

(e)

To build, grow and to expand the co-operative sector.

(f)

Promoting the role of private sector industries.

(g)

To prevent the economy from the concentration of economic power, monopolies to only few hands.

(h)

Improving small-scale, medium and cottage industries and to achieve balanced economic development.

(i)

This policy aims at industrial development through the active participation of labours in management affairs and
also in promoting and maintaining the culture of industrial peace.

The Industrial Policy of 1956 acts as an important policy to bring drastic improvements in industrial sectors. This
policy is considered as, ‘Magna Carta’ for Indian industry till the emergence of industrial policy of 1991,

Lesolution.

Q33. Discuss in detail about Industrial Policy of 1977 and 1980.
Answer:

Industrial Policy of 1977

n to already
nimum size

The Industrial Policy of 1977 was announced on December 23, 1977 by the government of Janta Party. This new
policy was introduced to overcome the limitations of the previous industrial policies. It was considered as the “consumptionoriented and labour intensive industrial policy”.
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Objectives

The following were the objectives of Industrial Policy of 1977,
(a)

To prevent the concentration of economic power and monopoly.

(b)

To maximise the production rate of consumer goods.

(c)

Efficient use of resources (manpower) which benefits the society.

(d)

To create rural employment opportunities.

(e)

To promote agricultural and industrial sector.

Basic Elements

The basic elements announced in the industrial policy of 1977 were as follows,

1.

The main element of this policy was to develop and improve the quality and operating mechanisms of small-sectors,
cottage industries, tiny sector units, village and household industries.

2.

Promotion and development of the large-scale industrial units for meeting the basic needs of the country.

3.

The rights of supplying and producing essential consumer goods were restricted only to the public sector.

4.

Accession of technology only in the high-priority areas.

5.

The ownership and control of industries were restricted only to the state but not to the foreign investor.

6.

District Industries Centre (DIC) was formed in every district for improving the functioning of the small-scale
industries.

7.

Licences were issued promptly for the timely implementation of the approved projects.

Industrial Policy 1980

In 1980, when congress had come to power by succeeding over the government of the Janta Party, the Industrial Polio
of 1980 was declared by Union Minister of state on July 23,1980. This policy aimed towards the achievement of the balance;
industrialisation, technological upgradation, promotion of competition in the domestic market and modernisation. It also aim<
at increasing export business so as to promote foreign investment in priority areas.
Objectives

The following were the significant objectives of Industrial Policy 1980,

1.

To ensure proper utilisation of the resources.

2.

To provide employment opportunities.

3.

To maximize productivity and production.

4.

To uplift agro-based industries.

5.

To promote export and import-oriented industries.

6.

To protect consumers against high prices and bad quality products.

7.

To spread the notion of economic federalism in both rural and urban areas.

8.

To remove the barriers which were the causes of infrastructural gaps and to improve the economic condition of:
nation.

Measures

The following measures were taken for the achievement of the above stated objectives,

1.

Efforts to make the operational mechanism of public sector an efficient affair.

2.

Focus on industrial development related to private sector.

3.

Promotion of merger and acquisition of the sick public sector units.
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Conducted programmes for the promotion of rural industrialisation.

5.

Eradication of regional imbalances

6.

Increased level of investment for the development of small-scale industries by way of investment.

7.

Providing automatic expansion for large-scale industries.

8.

Adoption of effective mechanisms to transform industrial sickness.
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Q34. Write about Industrial Policy of 1991.

Answer :
Features of Industrial Policy 1991

Following are the main features of the Industrial Policy 1991,

1.

Abolition of industrial licensing except for 18 industries (licensing is now necessary only for 6 industries).

2.

Permitting direct foreign investment upto 51 percent of equity in specific industries.

3.

To remove the restriction on the assets of MRTP companies and dominant enterprises and to prevent monopoly,
restrictive and unfair trade practices.

4.

Free entry for imported goods on condition that foreign exchange requirement for such import should meet through
foreign equity.

5.

Mandatory approval for foreign technology agreements in high-priority industries upto a sum of ? 1 crore permitted.

6.

Foreign equity plans are not required to be accompanied by foreign technology agreements.

7.

Broadbanding facility is provided to prevailing and new industrial units to produce any product where additional
investment in plant and machinery is not required. Exemption of licensing is applied to all for considerable expansion
of prevailing industries.

8.

The prominent role of public sector in eight important sectors including arms and ammunitions, mineral oils, rail
transport and mining of coal and mineral.

9.

Government’s share in public sectors is disinvested, which will be offered to mutual funds, financial institutions,
general public and employees.

10.

For the improvement of persistent loss making public sector units, they are referred to the Board of Industrial and
Financial Reconstruction (B1FR).

11.

A simple process for new projects was introduced where manufacture of goods is not required by mandatory
licensing. Submission of memorandum in the prescribed form to the secretariat for industrial approvals is required
by the considerable expansion of a project.

The Indian industries undergone a drastical changes due to the developments made in Industrial Policy of 1991 in
the recent years. Some important aspects and the changes made of this policy include Industrial licensing, Foreign
investment, Foreign technology and Public sector policy and Policy relating to MRTP Act.
Merits of Industrial Policy 1991

The merits of Industrial policy 1991 are as follows,
1.

The changes should be accepted as an effective initiative which can make Indian industry more competitive both
internally and internationally.

2.

This Policy is remarkable and was formulated due to the IMF pressure or due to our own realisation that the time
has arised to open up the economy.

3.

The entrepreneurs of India will no longer need to make frequent trips to New Delhi when the host industries will
be delicensed and all registration schemes will be abolished.
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4.

Foreign investment and technology can be obtained with the liberalization of rules relating to direct foreign investment
that allows 51 % equity in several industries and also with the facilitation of foreign technology agreements.

5.

The performance of the government undertakings can be improved by transfering sick units to BIFR and through
the reforms related to public sector like privatization.
,C 1
The new policy statement include many significant aspects such as reliance on the market, integration of world
economy, an effective attempt at deregulation and modernisation.

6.

Limitations of 1991 Policy

The various limitations of 1991 policy are,

1.

This policy developed as per the authoritive command of IMF which is similar is surrendering country’s economic
sovereignty to a foreign country.

2.

The policy has nothing to say about growing sickness of Industries. A clear exit policy has not been announced by
government. This shows that government has surrendered itself to the pressure of trade union lobby.

3.

Although all regulations are scrapped, the foreign investment that the company is expecting may not come. Due to
infrastructural deficiencies, the foreign investment may get prohibited.

4.

Visual scrapping of licensing indicates that there is no proper system to determine priorities and to develop backward
areas.

5,

It is a revenue raising exercise to offload 20% equity in profit making public sector units to mutual funds.

Q35. Write a short notes on:

(i)

Industrial Licensing [1991]

(ii)

Foreign Investment policy [1991].

Answer:

(i)

Industrial Licensing

• >'

■
Zed
, , .

In accordance with the developing trends of World wide industrialization, the industrial policy of 1991 has taken
a number of measures to liberate the licensing system in India. Abolition of industrial licensing for all industries except
for 18 items presented in schedule II. Mandatory licensing is required in these areas for many reasons like protective
and strategic factors, social reasons, safety aspects, environmental problems, production of harmful goods etc. The polic>
mainly focuses on liberalising the industrial sector and reducing the Government restrictions (red-tapism).
Under Industries (Development and Regulation) Act 1951, Industrial Licensing is mandatory for the specific industries
that involve the following,
(a)

Cigars and cigarettes of tobacco and manufactured tobacco substitutes.

(b)

Drugs and pharmaceuticals as per Modified Drug Policy issued in September, 1994 and subsequency amended ir
February, 1999.

(c)

Hazardous/Dangerous chemicals like,

(i)

Phosgene and its derivatives

(ii) Hydrocyanic acid and its derivatives
(iii) Isocyanates and disocyanates of hydrocarbon.

(d)

Distillation and developing of alcoholic drinks.

(e)

Electronic Aerospace and defence equipment.

(f)

Industrial explosives comprising of detonating fuses, gun powder, matches, safety fuses and nitrocellulose.
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Foreign Investment Policy

Foreign corporate bodies, individuals, and non-resident Indians have been given full fledged freedom for foreign
investment. Direct foreign investment was permitted upto 51 per cent foreign equity for the highly preferred areas requiring
large investment and improved technology. Government has given a notification on 28th October, 1991, which stated that
NRIs and OCBs (Non-Resident Indians and Overseas Corporate Bodies) were permitted to invest upto 100 per cent foreign
equity in significant industries such as tourism, hotel, shipping, and hospitals with some extra benefits. In addition to this,
it permitted NRI equity holding upto 100 percent in export-oriented industries. The programmes of NRIs and OCBs were
allowed mandatory approval with the concern of IMF (International Monetary Fund) and satisfy the condition that foreign
equity should consider the foreign exchange requirements for import of capital goods.

In 1991 Government permitted following,

(a)

Automatic acceptance for participation of foreign equity upto 51% santioned in high priority industries listed in
Annexture IV.

(b)

It allowed upto 51% of foreign equity in industry relating to hotel and tourism.

(c)

It permitted the foreign trading firms to invest maximum of 51 % in Indian trading houses involved in export activity.

(d)

It also allowed upto 50% investment in mining sector.
(i)

If the foreign investment is not permitted through automatic approval, it means that the industry doesnot have
a requirement of foreign exchange for import of capital goods or it requires more that 51% of equity or it is
not in a list of higE priority industries. For this purpose, the proposals should be submitted to Secretariat of
Industrial Approvals (S.I. A) or Indian Embassies or Consulates Board or Foreign Investment Promotion Board.

(ii) Use of trade marks/ foreign brand names for sale of goods in India is permitted.
(iii) The projects which are engaged in getting foreign equity upto 51% in the list of high priority industries are
required to hold dividend balancing conditions. Previously, the foreign exchange outflow on account of dividend
payments need to be balanced by export earning for seven years from the date of commencement/beginning
of production. At present, the dividend balancing condition has been withdrawn.

(iv) In small scale sector, only 24% foreign equity is permitted.

(v)

The production of items reserved for small scale sector can also be taken up/considered by non-small scale units
if they apply for and get an industrial license. In those cases, the license is compulsory for non- small scale
unit to undertake minimum export obligation of 50%. This may not be applicable to non- small scale EOUS
which are involved in the manufacture of items reserved for SSI sector as they already enjoying a minimum
obligation of 66% of their production.

A foreign equity of upto 100% is specifically encouraged in export oriented units, software technology parks,
electronics and power sector.
Q36. Explain briefly about,
(i)

Foreign Technology Agreement (1991)

(ii)

Public Sector Policy (1991)

(iii) MRTP Act(1991).

Answer :

(i)

Model Paper-Ill, Q6(b)

Foreign Technology Agreements

It is allowed to have foreign technology collaborations either through automatic route or by the Government. However,
Automatic Approval doesnot qualify the industrial licenses or small scale reserved items. Thus, they require consideration
and approval by the Government.
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Automatic Approval
The Reserve Bank of India by its regional offices grants an automatic approval to all industries for foreign technology
agreements constrained to,
-•M;
•
■ .
.
’.
'
(a)
Lumpsum payments not exceeding US $2 million.

(b)

Payment of royalty at the rate of 5 percent on domestic sales and the rate of 8 percent on exports subject to a total
payment of upto 8 percent of sales for the period of 10 years.

(c)

The period for payment of royalty do not exceed 7 years or 10 years from the date of commencement of commercial
production, whichever is earlier.

Payment of royatly at the rate of 2 percent for exports and 1 percent for domestic sales is allowed under automatic
route upon the utilization of brand names and trademarks of foreign associates without technology transfer. The royatly
payment includes royatly paid for usage of trademarks and brand names of foreign associates in case of technology
transfer. The royatly on brand name and trademarks will be paid as a percentage of net sales i.e., Gross sales less agents
commission, transportation cost including insurance, ocean freight, taxes, duties and other charges, raw materials cost,
parts, components imported from foreign licensor or its affiliated or subsidiary company. Under Automatic Route, payment
of royalty is allowed at the rate of 8 percent on exports and 5 percent on domestic sales by completely owned subsidiaries
to offshore parent companies on time period of royalty payments.
Government Approval

The approval of government is mandatory for the following'categories.

(i)

Proposal attracting compulsory licensing.

(ii)

The proposals which are not satisfying one or all the parameters for automatic approval.

(iii)

Expanding/ Increasing foreign technology cooperative agreements.

(iv)

The proposals which comprise any previous joint venture or trademark agreement or technology transfer in same
or allied field in India. The ‘same” and “allied” terms are defined as per 4 digit Nic 1987 code.

(v)

The items which are reserved for small scale sector industries.

(ii)

Public Sector Policy

The Industrial policy of 1991 has assumed a new approach to the public sectors. The significant areas where the
public sector needs to be developed in future were recognized as,

(i)

Necessary infrastructure for goods and services.

(ii)

The resources of oil and mineral are to be explored and exploited.

(iii)

The development of technology and manufacturing capabilities are to be improved in important areas for the long
term development of the economy and also in the areas where there is less investment in private sectors.

(iv)

Production of defence weapons for the protection of nation.

The following procedure should be undertaken by the 1991 Industrial Policy inorder to improve the conditions of
Public Sector Units(PSUs),

(a)

Memorandum of Understanding
This memorandum is signed with public sector units for giving more autonomy and accountability to public secterl
units. This is an agreement between both government and PSU’s which was launched in the year 1987-88 with foa
public enterprises. At present more than 100 PSUs are covered MOU.
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BIFR means Board of Industrial and financial Reconstruction. The loss- making industries should be referred to
BIFR for advicing the government on the matter whether to invest additionally in PSUs to shut down or to divest
government share in them. The National Renewal Fund (NRF) helps to cover the cost of redeployment of retraining
of labour and compensation is also provided to labour who are affected by shutdown of loss- making PSUs.
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(c)

Disinvestments and Privatisation
The government has decided to reduce its investment in PSUs and to privatise few PSUs. In future, most of the
PSUs may be privatised and disinvested.
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MRTPAct

Under MRTPAct the firms are considered as MRTP firms if they have assets above a specific size i.e., ? 100 crores
sincel985. MRTPAct aims at prohibiting restrictive, monopolistic and unfair trade practices. It also aims to prevent the
concentration of economic power and control of monopolies.

The firms under MRTP are imposed with many restrictions as they are allowed to enter into selected industries.
Apart from licences, these firms need special permission for making further investment.
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT
Multiple Choice
The forms of privatization are
(a) Divestiture

(b) Franchising
(c) Licensing

(d) All the above
reduces the dependency of organization on external commercial borrowings.
(a) Globalization

(b) Liberalization
(c) Privatization

(d) None of the above
The mean of the squared proportionate poverty gaps is referred to as
(a) Squared Proverty Gap Index

(b) Poverty Gap Index
(c) Human Development Index

(d) Human Poverty Index
Which of the following comes under the routes of privatization?

(a) Cross holding

(b) Sale to public
(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) None of the above
and

UNIT-2 : Policy Aspects of Iridian Economy
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__________ is one of the types of agricultural unemployment.
(a) Usual status employment

]

[

• '.'O',

(b) Disguised unemployment
(c) Educated unemployment

(d) Industrial unemployment
8.

EAS stands for__________ .

]

[

(a) Employer Assurance Scheme

(b) Employer Alleviation Scheme
(c) Employer Availability Scheme

(d) Employer Assurance Scheme
9.

Industrial Policy helps in shaping the pattern of______ .

[

]

(a) Globalization

(b) Industrialization
(c) Privatization

(d) Liberalization
10.

A number of measures have been taken to liberate the MRTP restrictions. What does MRTP stands for?

[

]

(a) Main Rural Trade Practices

(b) Major Regional Trade Practices
(c) Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices

(d) Minority Restrictive Trade Practices.

II.

Fill in the Blanks
1.

Liberalization result in__________ .

2.

__________ index is explained through the mean distance below.the poverty line and as a proportion of that
line.

3.

Popularization of private sector is the main objective of__________ .

4.

‘Cross Holings’ is one of the routes of disinvestment. It is also known as_________ .

5.

__________ method shows the new asset of the enterprise as shown in books of accounts.

6.

__________ unemployment concept measures the activity status of an individual related to a period of past
seven days.

7.

RLEGP stands for__________ .

8.

_____________ and___________are the two forms of urban unemployment.

9.

__________ scheme was planned to utilize unaccounted money for productive purposes.

10.

Industrial Policy of 1997 was announced on December 23, 1977 by government of__________ party.

__....______ ________________ SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.
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KEY
I.

II.

Multiple Choice
1-

(d)

2.

(b)

3-

(a)

4.

(c)

5.

(d)

6.

(b)

7.

(b)

8-

(d)

9.

(b)

10.

(c)

Fill in the Blanks
1.

Industrial Licensing

2.

Poverty Gap

3.

Privatization

4.

Golden share warehousing

5. Net Asset
...
6.
Current Weekly Status

..

7.

Rural Landless Employment Guarantee Programme

8.

Industrial Unemployment Educated Unemployment

9.

Special Bearer Bond

10.

Janta.
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III.

Very Short Questions and Answers

Q1.

Define Disinvestment.

95

Answer :

Disinvestment means control on share of government to a level where there is no change in control that results in
the transfer of management.
Q2.

What is the purpose of Privatization?

Answer :

The purpose of privatization is to improve the quality innovation and efficiency in delivering goods and services to
the public.
Q3.

What are the forms of Liberalization?

Answer :

The forms of liberalization are delicensing, freedom for government clearance, freedom to banks to enter the insurance
sector, tax exemptions, holidays and concessions etc.
Q4.

What is Industrial Unemployment?

Answer :

Industrial unemployment is an effect of rural unemployment. Rising pressure of population on land has made
population to migrate from rural areas to urban areas in search ofjob.
Q5.

List out the strategies adopted to solve the problem of Poverty.

Answer :

The strategies adopted to solve the problem of poverty are, pro-poor growth instead of emphasizing on liberalization
and GDP growth, stimulating agricultural growth, empowerment through provision of better health etc.
Q6.

Define Liberalization.

Answer :

Liberalization means reducing the restrictions and allowing people with more freedom in their action. The regulation
and control is removed for foreign investors and they are allowed to invest in global market to develop other countries and
get capital inflow and outflow.
Q7.

Define Privatization.

Answer :

Privatization is a process by which government transfers the productive activities of public sector to private sectors.

According to the World Bank, privatization “is the transfer of ownership of government or publicly owned assets
to private hands.”
38.

Define Globalization.

Answer :

Globalization is the process of movement from a closed economy to an open economy and the process of removal
: restrictions on foreign trade, investments, innovations in communications and transport systems.

SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.
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Q9.

Write about Kaldor’s Estimate.

Answer :

In the report ofN. kaldor regarding Indian Tax Reform estimated the non- salary based on division of national income
into wages and salaries, profit, interest, rent etc., and income of self- employed. He determined the total non- salary income
by ignoring the contribution of wages and salaries in Net Domestic Product (NDP) Kaldor’s estimation regarding non
salary income crossed the exemption limit, to in Net Domestic Product(NDP). Hence the difference between estimated
non- salary income above the exemption limit and actual non- salary income evaluated to tax determines the size of the
Black Income..
Q10. Differentiate between privatization and liberalization.
Answer :

Following are the differences between privatization and liberalization,
S.No

Basis

1.

Meaning

2/

Purpose

3.

Results

Privatization

Liberalization

The transfer of ownership from government to The relaxation of the restrictions of government
in the area of social and economic policies is
private sector is termed as privatization.
termed as liberalization.
Privatization is done to improve the quality and The purpose behind liberalization is to
efficiency in delivering goods and services to liberalize trade, (i.e., to remove tariffs and other
restrictions in trade between the countries).
the public.

Privatization results in industrial growth.

SEA publishers and distributors pvt. LTD. -

Liberalization results in industrial licencing.
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Unit-1

SHORT QUESTIONS

Q1.

State the direct benefits from forestry in India.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q.No. 1.
Q2.

State the Indirect Benefits of Forestry.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q.No. 2.
Q3.

Write a short note on Mineral Policy before 1994 .

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q.No. 3.
Q4.

Write about Mineral Policy in the Eleventh Plan (2007-12).

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q.No. 4.
Q5.

What are the problems of transport development in India?

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q.No. 5.
□6.

What do you mean by HPI?

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q.No. 6.
ESSAY QUESTIONS

0'

What are the basic characteristics of the Indian economy as a developing economy?

’Jiswer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 4, Q.No. 7.
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Q2.

What is human development? Why human development is required and explain its essential components?

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 9, Q.No. 10.
V.

Q3.

Write about occupational distribution and economic development.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 12, Q.No. 12.
Q4.

Discuss the role of natural resources in the process of economic development.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 13, Q.No. 13.
Q5.

Discuss briefly the role of forests in environmental and economic sustainability. Write about forest
cover in India.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 15, Q.No. 15.

'• .5' ' ‘ '
Q6.

Discuss the major programmes undertaken by the Government under the five year plans and their

achievements.
Important Question

Answer :

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 19, Q.No. 18.
Q7.

“The development and management of mineral resources play a major role in the industrial growth of

a nation”. Explain.
Answer :

Important Questior

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 22, Q.No. 21.
Q8.

What is environmental degradation? Write about,

(i)

Land degradation and soil erosion and

(ii)

Deforestation and land degradation.

Answer :

Important Quest*

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 25, Q.No. 23.
Q9.

What are the environmental problems arising out of mining? State the problems of overgrazing a
ecological degradation?

Answer :

Important Qui

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 27, Q.No. 25.
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Important Questions

Q10. Write about industrialization and atmospheric pollution. What are the measures taken during the five

year plans to control pollution?

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 28, Q.No. 26.
Q11. What is the role of infrastructure in economic development? Write about the growth of infrastructure

since independence.
.Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 30, Q.No. 27.
Q12. Define energy. List out the various sources of energy. Discuss in detail conventional sources of energy.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 31, Q.No. 28.
Q13. Discuss the trends in the consumption and production of commercial energy.
Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 34, Q.No. 30.
□ 14. What are the measures to tackle the energy problem in India?

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 36, Q.No. 32.
□1 5. State the pattern of electricity consumption in India. Discuss in detail sources of electric power.
' 4 W'«.'

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 38, Q.No. 33.
2*5

Explain the significance of transport. What does transport sector includes? State the transport sector
in the five year plans.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 40, Q.No. 35.
□' ~

What is the role of road transport and shipping in the Indian economy? State the strength, weaknesses
and remedies of road transport and water transport.

* nsw er :

Important Question

- ?r answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 43, Q.No. 37.
□■ i

Describe the concept of social sector and social infrastructure.
« «_r :

Important Question

F: - answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 46, Q.No. 39.
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UnitSHORT QUESTIONS
Q1.

Write a short note on LPG.

Answer :

. i- ,’.r

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 53, Q.No. 1.
Q2.

Differentiate between privatization and liberalization.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 53, Q.No. 2.
Q3.

Write about the concept of unemployments developed by the NSSO.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 53, Q.No. 3.
Q4.

Discuss the policy of India regarding the Navratnas.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 54, Q.No. 4.
Q5.

Write about some estimates of Black Incomes based on Kaldor’s approach in India.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 54, Q.No. 5.
Q6.

Explain various schemes to reduce unemployment and underemployment.

Answer :

Important Questio'

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 55, Q.No. 6.
ESSAY QUESTIONS
Q1.

What is liberalization? State the forms of liberalization. Analyze the impact of liberalization on India
Economy.

Answer :

Important Quesb

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 57, Q.No. 8.
Q2.

Define privatization. What are its objectives? State the reasons for privatization.

Answer :

Important Ques

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 60, Q.No. 10.
Q3.

What are the problems with privatization in India?

Answer :

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 62, Q.No. 12.
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What is Disinvestment? What are its objectives and methods?

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 63, Q.No. 14.
Q5.

Define globalization and explain its characteristics.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 64, Q.No. 15.
Q6.

Discuss the steps towards globalization.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 65, Q.No. 16.
Q7.

Discuss the Impact of Globalization on India.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 68, Q.No. 18.
Q8.

Define Poverty. Discuss in detail estimates of poverty in India.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 68, Q.No. 19.
Q9.

Discuss about various strategies adopted to solve the problem of poverty.

Answer :

important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 70, Q.No. 21.
Q10. Explain the Poverty alleviation programmes in India. State the limitations of poverty alleviation strategy
adopted by Government.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 73, Q.No. 22.
Q11. What is unemployment ? State the nature and forms of unemployment.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 74, Q.No. 23.
Q12. Discuss about the major causes and problems of Unemployment.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 76, Q.No. 25.
Q13. Discuss in detail about National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme ( NREGS) and its features.

Answer :

-

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 79, Q.No. 27.
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Q14. Explain the impact of Black Incomes on economic and social system. State the factors responsible
for generation of black money and measures to be undertaken to unearth black money.
Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 80, Q.No. 29.
Q15. What is Industrial Policy and explain its objectives? Write a note on Industrial Policy 1948.
Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 83, Q.No. 31.
Q16. Discuss in detail about Industrial Policy 1977 and 1980.
Important Question

Answer :

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 85, Q.No. 33.
Q17. Write a short notes on:

(i)

Industrial Licensing [1991]

(ii)

Foreign Investment policy [1991].
Important Question

Answer

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 88, Q.No. 35.
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